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Characteristics of the Report
KNOC ensures a stable supply of the nation's energy requirements through active oil exploration, development, production, and stockpiling, while also fulfilling its social responsibilities
based on its sense of duty to society as a government-run company. With the intention of describing its efforts and achievements, KNOC has been publishing its sustainability report every
alternate year since 2007. The most recent report is "We Think Tomorrow," published in 2012.
This is KNOC’s fourth sustainability report.
Reporting Principles
The reporting principles are mainly based on the GRI G3.1 guidelines and Oil and Gas Sector
Supplement. Also reflected in this report are ISO 26000, an international standard for social
responsibility and the ten principles of the UN Global Compact (UNGC).
Reporting Period, Scope and Boundary
This report covers KNOC’s performance and activities from January 2012 to December 2013.
It also deals with some issues of significance relevance to the performance in the first half of
2014. As for quantitative performances, the report discloses data for three years from 2011
to show changes. Currencies and units accompany figures. Some performances and information were rewritten to provide better understanding to readers, although they have not been
substantively changed. Its reporting scope and measurement systems are the same as those in
the previous reports.
Assurance
The reliability of the contents was checked by the respective employees. KNOC appointed an
independent outside organization to verify the contents to enhance their accuracy and reliability. The appendix contains the Assurance Statement.
Additional Information about Report and Feedback
The Korean and English versions of the report are downloadable from the homepage of KNOC. More details
can be accessed via the homepage. Opinions about this report can be sent to KNOC through the reader
opinion survey letter at the back or via the following contact points:
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Dear Valued Stakeholders,
KNOC hereby publish its fourth sustainability report with its vision to become a corporation that
creates value beyond energy, following publication of its third sustainability report in 2012. While
embracing the new era for the well-being of the people, we have worked tirelessly in an effort to
realize the creative economy by taking the lead in the national energy development industry and
creating high added value.
Our efforts were duly rewarded. KNOC’s investment in 57 promising oil development projects in 24
countries empowered KNOC to produce 220,000 barrels of oil per day based on an oil reserve of
1.33 billion barrels. Accordingly, we posted KRW 9,962.4 billion in sales and KRW 925.5 billion in
operating profits. We believe that these valuable achievements of KNOC are credited to all of our
stakeholders who aid in our sustainability management. Through this message, we thank them once
again.
Our company is revamping itself as much as possible by catering to the government’s and people’s
demands for the rationalization and normalization of government-owned companies and establishing
the Management Reform Committee in order to reinforce its financial soundness and gain the trust
of the people.
With the goal of becoming a “Strong and Competitive Mid-sized Global E&P Company”, KNOC is
producing positive and practical results. It raised investment efficiency and rationalized its assets by
switching its strategies to solid qualitative growth from quantitative growth through M&As.
In the exploration sector, the KNOC successfully carried out exploration in Hawler Block in Iraq.
Accordingly, our company secured reserves of 329 million barrels, the most-ever since its foundation.
We expect to discover more reserves in the region in the future. In June 2014, we succeeded in
producing 10,000 barrels of oil per day from Area 1, one of the three exploration blocks in the
UAE. In the future, we will maximize the value of our assets through our subsidiaries in the U.K. The
exploration of strategic regions in the Middle East including Iraq and the UAE and North America will
increase our daily production to 350,000 barrels.
On top of that, we are going ahead with the Northeastern Asian Oil Hub project to turn Korea into
one of the world’s four oil hubs and realize the creative economy in the energy sector. In March 2013,
the KNOC commenced a commercial operation of Yeosu Tank Terminal that can hold up to 8.2 million
barrels of crude oil and petroleum products. Korea Oil Terminal was established to build stockpiling
facilities that can store 9.9 million barrels and port berthing facilities in February 2014. The project
expanded shared growth opportunities for the energy and service industries and laid the foundation
for creating a new market and jobs.
On the other hand, by establishing a global ethical strategy that includes 16 tasks in three
sectors - namely, people, systems and culture - KNOC created a culture that promotes ethical decisionmaking and action. Thanks to the steady implementation of ethical management, KNOC topped other
first-ranked government-run companies in an integrity assessment by the Civil Rights Commission in
2013. Therefore, we lived up to the expectations of the people about its ethical management and
integrity in the public sector. Furthermore, with an eye toward enhancing management transparency
and disclosing more information to the people, our company improved the public disclosure system
and revamped our manual about the operation of the system.
KNOC is also sincerely fulfilling our responsibilities as a corporate citizen. We contributed to the
development of resources development specialists by opening the KNOC Petroleum Academy
or KPA. Through the Academy, we are sharing accumulated know-how with domestic resources
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developers for the purpose of putting win-win growth and cooperation into practice by developing a
growth model that befits KNOC’s characteristics and business conditions. We are also helping SMEs
increase their competiveness and are expanding opportunities to develop and enter overseas markets
with them through the localization of a facility management system for rigs and a project to build
stockpiling facilities in Vietnam.
We created a culture of sharing and trust through the Sunshine Project that supports the marginalized
-  such as giving them free oil, repairing their houses and providing them with free medical services;
as well as the Happy Together Project to engage locals, such as giving a helping hand to farmers
during busy farming seasons and supporting traditional markets. In addition we launched the Dream
Future project to nurture excellent future human resources such as the Oil Resources Development
Scholarship Program and R&D projects that involve the oil industry, academia and research labs
and the Global KNOC Family project aiming at expanding and supporting infrastructure in overseas
countries where KNOC is conducting its business. As a consequence, we were awarded the HappinessSharing Prize from the Ministry of Health and Welfare in September 2013.
The Process Safety Management System was built to ensure general and sophisticated safety
management at our nine domestic stockpiling bases that have an excellent accident- and disaster-free
record for 13 consecutive years. With the goal of realizing the HSE (Health, Safety and Environment)
management that meets our status as a global government-owned oil corporation, we elevated the
efficiency of the HSE system. We are effectively managing worksites by improving risk management
systems by overseas worksites and integrating HSE manuals. KNOC is exploring every avenue to
establish and diffuse a safety culture internally such as the launch of an HSE organization and the
establishment of a safety management committee consisting of internal and external experts and win
trust, not only from the Korean people but also from overseas countries into which we made inroads.
Moreover, our company is honoring the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact concerning
human rights, labor rules, the environment and anti-corruption among others. KNOC became
a member of this UN initiative in August 2007. In particular, we are fulfilling our responsibilities
toward preservation of nature and the environment, which are our future, by managing quality and
environment management systems at all of our worksites and by regularly conducting environmental
impact assessments.
Since its inception in 1979, KNOC has been serving the national economy as a strong foundation
by pursuing oil resources development, oil stockpiling, petroleum distribution system improvement
projects, and oil information services. Our mission is to offer hope and comfort to the people by
securing a stable supply of oil for energy. Donghae-1 Gas Field entitled Korea with the 95th oilproducing country in the world and informed the world of our technological prowess. The gas
field marked the 10th anniversary of its production in July 2014, enhancing the status of Korea and
reinforcing its energy security readiness, such as replacing imported gas valued at KRW 2.2 trillion.
We will continue to upgrade our technological and management capabilities by elevating our
exploration success rates, securing additional oil reserves and making our global asset management
more efficient. Through these efforts, we will play the leading role in expanding Korea’s independent
development capabilities and in stably supplying oil.
Dear concerned stakeholders
We also obtained an AAA grade, the highest grade in a sustainability management assessment by
the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, for seven consecutive years. The AAA grade objectively
substantiated our sustainability management capabilities. But we will not rest on our laurels. We
will spare no efforts toward becoming a global petroleum company that can cater to the needs of
stakeholders by sincerely fulfilling our social responsibilities and playing our role in establishing sound
and qualitative growth.
We cordially welcome your continuous interest in and support for KNOC, which is realizing Korea’s
dream to become an energy leader in the world.

October 2014
President and CEO of KNOC
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Awarded Grand Prize of "Korea’s Creative Economy CEO"
KNOC has been awarded the grand prize of "Korea’s Creative Economy CEO" in the
field of global management, organized by the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning, and sponsored by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, and the
National Commission for Corporate Partnership. KNOC has secured competition
on a global scale through quantitative growth, and by reestablishing its strategies
as of 2012, with the goal of becoming a "Strong and Competitive Mid-sized Global
E&P Company," is leading the nation’s energy industry by participating in 57 E&P
projects in 24 countries. KNOC, as one of Korea’s representative corporations, will
continue to fulfill its social responsibilities and role as a public enterprise. And we
will endeavor to lead the creative economy in the global market by promoting the
ultimate value, which is national welfare.

Most Successful Oil Exploration in KNOC’s History
KNOC has attained a global-level exploration success rate by achieving growth
of exploration success rate from 26 percent in 2012 to 45 percent in 2013. This
has been achieved by having selected prospective exploration blocks based on
technology assessment, and of having focused our technical skills on exploration
business in order to secure sustainable organic growth engines. Through such
improvement of our exploration success rate, KNOC has secured additional
reserves, and in 2013 succeeded in exploring the Hawler Area block, a giant
oilfield in Iraq. Hawler Block is the largest oilfield, by single structural standards, to
be found since the foundation of the corporation. It is confirmed reserves to date
amount to about 320 million barrels. And it was selected as one of the world’s
10 most successful cases of exploration. KNOC is contributing to securing longterm driving force of growth and national energy security through continuous gas
exploration.

Undergrounding Ulsan Stockpiling Facilities as part of Creative
Economy
KNOC produced results based on the creative economy that create new value
through new ideas by moving underground the stockpiling base in Ulsan, instead
of repairing the old one. This initiative not only reduces administrative expenses
but utilizes the empty lot as an industrial site, addressing private companies’
lack of industrial land. This is a positive result of the maximization of industrial
land through cooperation among KNOC, the central and local governments,
and private companies. This project is expected to lay the foundation for shared
growth in the future as a win-win project.

IV. Appendix
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Becoming the Global KNOC and No. 1 in Integrity
KNOC expanded the integrity assessment of senior employees to heads of departments and offices. And the executives and
first-class personnel should report their assets to our property registration system. With an eye toward strengthening ethics
for employees, the completion of the integrity and ethics education by lifecycle was made obligatory. For this purpose, various
customized education programs are being implemented such as training of new and promoted employees and those who will
be dispatched overseas or return from overseas offices. Globalizing ethical management is also being reinforced by creating
multilingual reporting channels, enabling reports of unethical conduct in local languages. Further, we systematically carried
forward strategies for global ethical management by establishing the “Global Policy for Ethical Management,” the guidelines on
ethical management of overseas subsidiaries. Such efforts earned KNOC first place in the first division of public corporations for
"Public Integrity Assessment of 2013," organized by the Anti-Corruption and Civil Rights Commission. KNOC will make further
progress toward becoming a top-level company leading ethical management.

Efficient Helper in Economic Life, Oil Information Service
KNOC is operating the "Petronet, Korea Oil Information Network" and "Opinet, Network to Find Low Price Gas Stations" in order
to fulfill national welfare through economic stability and promotion of convenience. Petronet makes it possible to look up all the
domestic and foreign oil information one needs. Opinet discloses the selling prices of gasoline by about 12,600 gas stations in
the nation in real time. Recently, KNOC has been pursuing shared growth of small and medium-sized businesses using oil price
information, and expansion of open information for the public. As a result, around 52 million people are using Opinet yearly, and
we are contributing to enhance convenience for the public.

‘Global KNOC Family,’ Customized Global Social Contribution
As part of business-linked and strategic global customized social contribution activities, KNOC is supporting effective social
service activities, taking into account regional environments, characteristics, and needs in diverse countries where the KNOC
extended its business. KNOC expanded infrastructure in six native regions within block 8 in Peru and also contributed toward
a support fund to simplify the administration system for the Peruvian Prime Minister’s Office. We constructed a power facility
and classrooms to support the educational infrastructure in Vietnam. In addition, KNOC sponsored ‘the Corean next-generation
scholarship’ for students in Kazakhstan and supported "The Petroleum Institute University" in Abu Dhabi of the UAE. Like these,
we share our values with the whole world through various business global social contribution programs.

Growing the Oil Hub Business in Northeast Asia as the Center of Asia
KNOC reinforced the Northeast Asia oil hub business adopted in 2013 as the government’s national task on the basis of its location
conditions such as its geostrategic location and advanced oil industrial and port infrastructure. The Yeosu project based on worldclass hardware completed the construction of a commercial stockpiling facility which began operations in March 2013. As for
the Ulsan project, Vopak, a world-class tank terminal operator, S-Oil, a Korean oil refinery company, KNOC established a joint
investment company after signing a joint investment agreement in February 2014. Moreover, in 2013 a partial revision of the Act
on the Petroleum and Petroleum Alternative Fuel enabled added value creation activities such as petroleum product blending for
export in the general bonded areas. In the future, KNOC will enhance its readiness for an oil crisis and seek the development of
the oil industry by developing Korea into the center of oil trade and financial transactions in Northeast Asia.
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As a state-owned oil company, KNOC is building a better future for the
nation’s energy sector, while taking the lead in domestic and foreign oil
development and stockpiling; improving the petroleum distribution structure;
and providing an oil information service. In addition, KNOC is doing its best
to grow into a world-class state-owned oil company through sustainable
growth on the global market stage based on the people’s strong trust in us.

7

Company Introduction
Founded on March 3, 1979 as a government-run corporation for the stabilization of domestic
oil supply and the people’s good quality of life according to the Act on the Establishment of
KNOC, it has been committed to pioneering Korea’s energy future by way of oil resources
development, oil stockpiling, oil distribution network improvement, and oil information service
businesses. KNOC is putting its utmost efforts into elevating its daily production from about
220,000 barrels at the end of 2013 to 450,000 barrels in 2023 for the purpose of securing
overseas oil resources. In addition, KNOC has stockpiled 135 million barrels with a capacity to
store up to 146 million barrels in an effort to stabilize the national economy and oil prices in
order to actively prepare for a crisis in domestic oil supply.

Aerial View of
New Office Building

General Status



(As of 2013)

Company name
Korea National Oil Corporation

President
Suh Moon-kyu

Legal Foundation
Act on Establishment of KNOC

Date of Establishment
March 3, 1979

Number of Employees
1,341

Sales
KRW 9,962.4 billon

Total Capital
KRW 10,283.9 billon

Operating Profits
KRW 925.5 billon

Total Assets
KRW 28,800.5 billon

Address of HQ Road No. 305, Jongga-ro, Jung-gu, Ulsan, Republic of Korea
* Number of employees: leave of absence, all the trainee participants included
* Financial Information: Based on consolidated 2013 financial statements
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Main Business

E&P
KNOC take part in 57 prospective projects in 24 countries including domestic continental shelf development for a stable oil supply
(as of the end of December 2013).

Northeast Asian Oil Hub Project
KNOC has been implementing the
Northeast Asian Oil Hub Project,
a leading project in the creative
economy in the national energy sector
since 2008. We are pushing forward
to develop Korea into the center of
oil logistics and financial exchange in
Northeast Asia by building large-scale
commercial stockpiling facilities in
Yeosu and Ulsan.

Oil Information Service
Through Using real time oil price provider ‘Opinet’
and comprehensive oil information network
‘Petronet’ KNOC provides domestic and overseas
oil related information.

Rig Business
KNOC is operating Korea’s only semisubmersible Rig, Doosung. Since built in
1984 it has successfully drilled 115 wells,
with an annual average of four
(as of the end of December 2013).

Oil Stockpiling
Nine stockpiling bases including
Ulsan, Geoje, Yeosu in the country
are able to hold 146 million
barrels. They were holding 135
million barrels
(as of the end of December 2013).

R&D
KNOC performs research on seven strategic technologies
- oil promising exploration areas, images of underground
geological structures, reservoir simulation, oil recovery
enhancement, the development of unconventional energy
technologies, drilling and completion of oil wells and
facility engineering.
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In 2013, KNOC recorded KRW 9,962.4 billion in sales, a 5.6% year-on-year decrease due to a
decrease in crude oil production and lowered refinery throughput. Our operating profit is KRW
925.5 billion grown by 17.4% year-on-year, and the operating profit ratio jumped to 9.3%
from 7.5% in the previous year. However, due to the rise of incidental impairment loss such as
tangible assets (a refinery in Canada) and exploration block, the net loss during this term chalked
up with KRW 715.8 billion. Henceforth, we will make our company-wide effort to improve in
profitability and to grow our productivity, including enhancing the rate of exploration success,
effectively managing our assets, and reducing the budgets.

▼
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General Status

(As of 2013, Unit: KRW 1million)

■ 2011
Sales

■ 2012

■ 2013

8,948,378
10,553,952
9,962,381

Operating
Profit

1,137, 397
788,444
925,464

Net Income

- 152,752
- 904,031
- 715,762

Financial Status
Category
Safety

2012

2013

65.76

65.07

60.18

Debt Ratio

Total Debt / Equity Ratio (%)

193.17

167.52

180.06

Dependence on Borrowings

Debt / Total Assets Ratio (%)

37.73

38.94

41.38

Operating Profit / Interest Expense (times)

2.8

1.6

2.1

Operating Profit / Sales (%)

12.71

7.47

9.29

Net Income / Sales (%)

-1.71

-8.57

-7.18

Net Profit / Total Assets (%)

-0.48

-3.15

-2.49

Net Profit / Equity (%)

-1.42

-8.42

-6.96

Sales Growth

(%)

24.84

17.94

-5.61

Operating Profit Growth

(%)

91.39

-30.68

17.38

Net Income Growth

(%)

-2,711.94

-491.83

20.83

Total Assets Growth

(%)

21.24

-9.03

0.29

Asset Turnover Ratio

Sales / Average Total Assets (time)

0.31

0.35

0.35

Operating Profit Ratio
Net Profit To Sales Ratio
Net Profit To Total Asset Ratio
Net Income To Stockholders' Equity Ratio

Growth
Potential And
Activity

2011

Current Assets/Current Liabilities Ratio (%)

Current Ratio

Interest Coverage Ratio
Profitability

Formula
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Sales Structure
KNOC’s main business areas include the following: oil development business; petroleum business; refining business; stockpiling
business; financing business; rig business; and others. The sales ratio of each business is broken down into 47.3% of oil
development business, 47.1% of refinery business, 2.3% of petroleum business and 1.4% of stockpiling business. In particular,
the rig business area excellently performed in terms of quality and quantity as it realized 100% of its operating rate through
customized strategies that strategically respond to target markets and was selected as one of the three best rigs by major client
Shell.

Sales by Business in 2013

(Unit: KRW 1 million, %)

90,598

Others
	



Financing

Business

0.9%

Oil Development
Business

0.9%

Total Sales
Refining
Business
4,696,899

143,845


Stockpiling
Business



0.03%

4,708,293

Rig Business 91,226





2,555

1.4%

47.3%

9,962,381

47.1%

228,965


Petroleum
Business



2.3%

Distribution of Economic Outcomes
KNOC is sharing economic value that we created through its economic activities with various stakeholders through social
contribution, taxes and donations to local communities. KNOC will step up its efforts to build a better world.
Government & Public 

Tax

KRW

12.998 billion

Employees 

Total Salaries





KRW

83.543 billion

Partners 



KRW

Total Purchases

103.454 billion

Local communities Investment Cost



KRW

5.378 billion

KNOC discloses the results of its business activities and therefore, sincerely pays tax
such as the Corporate Tax and the Real Estate Tax. KNOC paid a total of KRW 12.998
billion in tax in 2013.
KNOC pays performance-based bonuses to employees through fair evaluations.
Various employee welfare systems allow us to distribute its economic results. A total
of KRW 83.543 billion was paid to employees as their salaries, welfare funds and
retirement allowances.
KNOC has been implementing fair and transparent trade for mutual prosperity and shared
growth with partners. KNOC made total purchases of KRW 103.454 billion from partners
in 2013 – KRW 20.71 billion through shared growth projects and KRW 16.807 billion from
social disadvantaged business.
KNOC shares its value with local communities through a wide array of local social
outreach activities. In 2013, KNOC shared economic value of KRW 5.378 billion
through social contribution activities, donations and investment in local communities.
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Dana Petroleum Ltd. (UK)

King’s Close, 62 Huntly Street. Aberdeen,
AB10 1UR, United Kingdom
TEL: 44-122-461-6410
FAX: 44-122-461-6000

I

A

United Kingdom Office

King’s Close, 62 Huntly Street. Aberdeen,
AB10 1UR, United Kingdom
TEL: 44-122-461-6410
FAX: 44-122-461-6001

Foreign Investment
Company based on
strategic bases

Overseas
Offices

C

B
J

A

Canada Office

Suite 2010, 330-5th Ave. SW, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2P OL4
TEL: 1-403-268-6596 FAX: 1-403-265-3490

I

Harvest Operations Corp.

Suite 2010, 330-5th Ave. SW, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2P OL4

K

TEL: 1-403-268-6596 FAX: 1-403-265-3490

B

U.S.A Office

5555 San Felipe Rd., Suite 1175,
Houston, TX 77056, USA
TEL: 1-713-552-9306 FAX: 1-713-552-1898

J

ANKOR E&P Holdings

1615 Poydras St., Suite 2000,
New Orleans, LA 70112
TEL: 1-504-587-6508 FAX: 1-504-587-6510

K

OIG (Savia Peru)

Av. Rivera Navarrete No.501 Piso 11
San Isidro Lima 27, Peru
TEL: 51-9-4310-5153 FAX: 51-1-222-5947

Domestic and Overseas Major Subsidiaries
KNOC is operating investee companies in various countries around the world, such as the USA, the UK, Canada, Kazakhstan
and Singapore, for the smooth conduct of its offshore oil development business. We established KADOC Ltd. to take part in
the development of U.A.E three blocks in February 2012. In May 2013, KNOC Trading Singapore Pte. Ltd. was established to
engage in business such as joint stockpiling business marketing and petroleum trading and crude oil marketing. Also, for the
Ulsan Northeast Hub Development Project, we are committed to becoming a leading player in the global oil hub, such as the
establishment of Korea Oil Terminal Co., Ltd. in February 2014.
Major Business Activity

Location

ANKOR E&P Holdings

Company

Overseas oil development business

United States

Stake (%)

OIG(Savia Peru)

Overseas oil development business

Peru

50

Harvest Operations Corp.

Overseas oil development business

Canada

100

100
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Kazakhstan Office

D

KNOC KAZ B.V.(KCLLP/Altius)

M

5th Fl., Block3B, Nurly-Tau Business
Centre, 19-1, Al-Farabi Ave.,
050013, Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan

G

5th Fl., Block3B, Nurly-Tau Business
Centre, 19-1, Al-Farabi Ave.,
050013, Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan

TEL: 7-727-311-1521
FAX: 7-727-311-1503

Vietnam Office

10th Fl., Diamond Plaza,
34 Le Duan St., Dist.1, Ho Chi Minh,
Socialist Rep.of Vietnam

TEL: 7-727-311-1521
FAX: 7-727-311-1503

TEL: 84-8-3825-7709
FAX: 84-8-3825-7711

H

L

Doosung Office (Mobile Office)

Office 1, 2, Grushevaya street 3D,
Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk,Russia, 693000
TEL: 070-7725-2304

C
D M

E

H

G

F

DOMESTIC OFFICES
E

Company

Iraq Office

515, 5th Fl., 4A West Wing Building,
Dubai Airport Free Zone, Dubai. UAE
TEL: 971-4-213-4010
FAX: 971-4-214-9501

F

Abu Dhabi Office

Office (TEL)

Ulsan Office

147, Onsan-ro, Onsan-eup, Ulju-gun, Ulsan-si

(052)270-4400

Geoje Office

97, Seoimal-gil, Irun-myeon, Geoje-si, Gyeongsangnam-do

(055)680-1789

Yeosu Office

450, Nakpodanji-gil, Nakpo-dong, Yeosu-si, Jeollanam-do

(061)688-8700

Seosan Office

119, Pyeonsin 2-ro, Daesan-eup, Seosan-si, Choongcheognam-do

(041)660-4114

Pyeongtaek Office

175-108, Namyangman-ro, Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do

(031)680-1414

67, Achasan-ro, Guri-si, Gyeonggi-do

(02)2204-7700

Guri Office

Etihad Towers 3, 12th floor,
Corniche Road, Abu Dhabi, P.O.Box 63414
TEL: 971-2-699-3999

Address

159, Ho-dong, Haesil-ro, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

(031)329-4900

Gokseong Office

Yongin Office

1538, Goksun-ro, Gyeom-myeon, Gokseong-gun, Jeollanam-do

(061)360-2114

Donghae Office

77, Gongdan 12-ro, Donghae-si, Gangwon-do

(033)520-7800

Gas field
management office

147, Onsan-ro, Onsan-eup, Ulju-gun, Ulsan-si

(052)240-4700

Major Business Activity

Location

Dana Petroleum Ltd.

Company

Overseas oil development business

UK

100

KNOC KAZ B.V.(KCLLP/Altius)

Overseas oil development business

Kazakhstan

100

KNOC Eagle Ford Corporation

Overseas oil development business

United States

100

KADOC Ltd.

Overseas oil development business

UAE

75

KNOC Nigerian East Oil Company Ltd.

Overseas oil development business

Nigeria

75

KNOC Nigerian West Oil Company Ltd.

Overseas oil development business

Nigeria

75

KNOC Ferghana Ⅱ Ltd.

Overseas oil development business

Uzbekistan

65

Trading business

Singapore

100
100

KNOC Trading Singapore Pte. Ltd.
KNOC Trading Corporation

Stake (%)

Trading business

United States

Oil Hub Korea Yeosu Co., Ltd.

Oil business hub of Northeast Asia

Korea

29

Korea Oil Terminal Co., Ltd.

Oil business hub of Northeast Asia

Korea

51
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Grand Prize of "Korea’s Creative Economy CEO"

2013 Integrity Assessment of Public Institutions
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KoBEX SM 2007 - 2013
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Vision and Core Values

▼

KNOC announced new vision in March 2013 in order to promote public happiness by performing
its social roles and responsibilities as a public enterprise such as ethical management and social
contribution, based on stable supply of petroleum resources. KNOC suggested its new vision
of “Creating Value Beyond Energy” by taking into consideration external environments such
as the rationalization of government-controlled organizations, a rise in people’s expectations,
and a change in the industrial environment and internal conditions such as new leadership, a
rise in competitiveness and the selection of and focus on business. On the other hand, KNOC
reinterpreted and announced its four core values of "Challenge, Professionalism, Consideration
and Contribution" to include the importance of shared growth and collaboration externally and
a policy to put customers and the people before anything else, beyond love among employees,
in a balanced manner.
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Core Values
Challenge
Creating future value
by taking the initiative
in change and
innovation without
fear of failure

Vision

Offering the People Hope and
Comfort through Stable Oil Supply

Mission

Creating Value Beyond Energy

Vision

Short-term

Professionalism
Resolve to be the
best in the world by
enhancing specialties
and technological
power with global
competitiveness
Consideration
Resolve to respect
customers with
open minds and
communicate to listen
to their voices

Business area

Time
Location
Area
Purpose

People, Customers

Contribution
Resolve to contribute
to win-win growth
and fulfill social
responsibilities
through collaboration

Household
Company
Government

Activities, Methods

E&P
Stockpiling
Management

Goal, Orientation

Mid-term

Long-term

Meeting a changing business environment and pursuing limitless growth
potential by expanding the concept of oil resources that promote
economic growth and redefining the KNOC’s business areas
Current

Preparing for the future

Future

Exploration (underground)

Logistics (ground)

Information (intangible)

Near

Capacity-building

Frontier

Securing orders

Expanding revenue

Economic growth

Seeking to promote the happiness of the people by living up to various
stakeholders’ expectations and not limiting the value of oil as an energy
source
Promoting retail
competition

Retail competition
improves

Oil Price Stabilization

Related business order

Collaboration within
an industry

Development of related
industries

Supply security

Price security

Policy security

Offering better services from exploration to production to distribution
by clarifying the core directions of its business and management in line
with an increase in the size of the KNOC and a change in its roles
Securing companies in
foothold areas

Reinforcing capabilities of
companies in foothold areas

East Asia centered

Strengthening trading

Major companies in
foothold areas
Expanding overseas
projects

Strengthening management capabilities

Integrated business
management

Global One KNOC

A company that steadily grows in the global market by breaking away
from its fixed image as a government owned enterprise
Securing at least
minimum
competitiveness
(Global Top 70)

Strong and Competitive Mid-sized Global
E&P Company
(Global Top 60)

Self-sustaining global
company
(Global Top 50)

Sustainability Report 2014

Sustainability Strategy
KNOC is carrying out sustainability management to share what it has and
grow with the people. We will advance toward becoming a global leader in
sustainability management by pushing forward our own unique strategies.
Sustainability Management Implementation System
KNOC creates shared value by establishing and implementing a sustainability management
system, while growing into a company that fulfills its social responsibilities. KNOC systematically
manages the risk of ethical management in order to achieve the highest level of global ethical
management and forms a consensus across the enterprise by operating a variety of programs
to spread the ethical culture within the organization. As a public company, KNOC with a sense
of social responsibility is conducting social contribution activities in which its characteristics
are reflected for the development of the nation and local communities. In addition, we
ensure safety and enhances environmental and health management levels at all worksites
through the operation of the streamlined and integrated HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environment,
Quality) Management System. KNOC is turning itself into a company that puts sustainability
management into practice by seeking economic growth through the successful implementation
of its own business such as oil development business, oil stockpiling business, and distribution
improvement for the sound development of the national oil industry.

Sustainability Management Implementation System

KNOC’s Stakeholders
1. Value-creating
customers
Executives &
Employees
Labor union
Overseas
employees
2. Value-delivering
customers
National Assembly
& Government
Oil-producing
countries

3. Value-purchasing

customers
Academia

Creating Value Beyond Energy
KNOC will build a brighter, more caring and
more dynamic world.

Media
Business
partners
4. Value-influencing
customers
Public
Local
communities

Strategic
Goals

Implementation
Strategy

Strategic
Systems

Society

Economy

Environment

Caring(C)

Dynamic(D)

Proactive(P)

KNOC, Caring, Dynamic & Proactive Energy Leader (CDP)
As a caring partner,
growing into a social
leader with stakeholders

Taking off to be an energy
industry leader through
dynamic
business activities

Enhancing
eco-friendly value
through the management
of environmental risk

•Communication with
stakeholders

•Growth potential, public
good, profitability

•Strengthening internal
organization

•Nurturing professionals

•R & D support

•Strengthening support
for partners

•Maximizing outreach
programs

•Continuous HSEQ system
improvement

•Ethical and transparent
management

•Innovative and creative
management activities

•Promoting social contribution

•Environmental performance measurement
•Efforts to respond to
climate change
•Corresponding global
environmental trends

Corporate Governance	Introduction
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Corporate Governance

▼

KNOC guarantees the independence and professionalism of the Board of
Directors (BOD) which is the highest decision-making body within KNOC,
and builds sound corporate governance through the establishment of a fair
decision-making system.
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Shareholders

Composition and Roles of BOD

Korean
Government

100%

BOD member ratio by age
1 person 8%
70s
50s

60s

KNOC builds and operates a management system with the BOD, the highest decision-making
organization, as its center. Our BOD consists of six executive directors (internal directors)
and seven non-executive directors (external directors). The transparency and independence
of the BOD are guaranteed. The BOD has rights to deliberate and decide on the provisions
of laws, regulations, articles of incorporation such as management activities that include the
economic, environmental and social sectors, budgeting and financial plans, business plans and
operational plans and other powers residing with the BOD. The directors have an obligation
of confidentiality as well as general responsibilities under the Civil Law, special responsibilities
under the Commercial Law and responsibilities under the Criminal Law. The CEO, auditor, and
non-executive directors are appointed through procedures specified in the Act on the Public
Agencies’ Operation along with the recommendation of the Executives Recommendation
Committee to enhance the management’s qualifications and professionalism and secure
fairness of the appointment procedure.
An external director should perform duties focusing on KNOC’s sound management from an
independent, neutral position as KNOC’s appointee. Therefore, the strict, detailed screening
criteria are applied to the external director including innovative mindset, expertise, and will to
practice ethical management. KNOC currently has seven non-executive directors consisting of
financial, legal, and press/media experts. They strive to make careful and reasonable decisions
based on sound corporate ethics and expertise.
BOD Members
Item

6 persons
46%

6 persons
46%

Executive
Directors (6)

BOD member ratio by
gender

13
persons

Non-Executive
Directors (7)

Executive
Directors
(6)

0
person

NonExecutive
Directors
(7)
Male

Female

(100%)

(0%)

(As of the end of August 2014)
Name

Current Position

Moon-Kyu Suh

President & CEO

Kap-Young Ryu

Auditor

Joong-Hyun Kim

Senior Executive Vice President

Byung-Jin Song

Executive Vice President for Strategy & Planning Group

Chang-Seok Jeong

Executive Vice President for Production Group

Sector

-

Kang-Hyun Shin

Executive Vice President for Petroleum Stockpile Group

Joo-Heon Park

Economics professor at Dongduk Women's University

Academia

Ho-Cheul Shin

Senior Advisor at ‘A-Tae’ Law Firm

Energy

Jong-Kyu Yoon

-

Press

One-Shick Shin

Technical director of Koref Technology Co., Ltd.

Business

Gye-Hyung Lee

Vice President of Academic-Industry
Cooperation at Dankook University

Public Sector

Byung-Og Ahn

Visiting Professor, Graduate School of
Business Administration at Gongju University

Law

Hag-Yong Sung

Professor of Business Administration at
Ulsan University

Energy

Operation of BOD and Subcommittees
BOD meetings are divided into regular and ad hoc BOD meetings. The regular meetings are,
in principle, held every fourth Thursday of the month. The ad hoc meetings are convened by
the BOD Chairman when an imminent item on the agenda arises. The BOD meeting can be
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convened at the request of the Chairman, or one-third or more of the directors registered;
items on the agenda are decided by the approval of the majority of the directors registered.
The BOD Chairman can re-deliberate on the items on the agenda through a supplement of data
while postponing the decision, if he or she decides that there is a serious problem in executing
the decided matters. A director cannot take part in a resolution if he or she has any conflict
of interests with the matter to be resolved. The director whose participation in the BOD is
restricted is not included in the count of directors registered. A director can exercise voting
rights through the forms of communication, by which all directors can send and receive moving
images and voice even without attending the BOD meeting in person.
The KNOC held 12 BOD meetings in 2013. The minutes of BOD meetings are posted on our
main website (www.knoc.co.kr) and Alio (HYPERLINK "http://www.alio.go.kr"www.alio.go.kr).
In addition, KNOC is operating subcommittees such as the Executive Nominating Committee
and the Audit Committee. The committee is endeavoring to reinforce the BOD’s deliberating
and resolving functions such as promoting pre-session briefings.

Regular BOD Meeting

Efforts for business
suggestion management
Intensive management of
suggestions by types
Importance
Management
General

BOD Operation

Importance and
Management

Item

2011

2012

2013

No. of BOD Meetings

18

17

12

No. of Resolutions

53

34

32

No. of Reported Matters

9

17

20

Attendance Rate

93%

92%

92%

General

Attendance Rate of Non-Executive Directors

98%

97%

99%

Sharing and disseminating
suggestions (occasional)

Implementation and
performance review
report (semi-annual)

Evaluation of BOD’s Performance
The BOD monitors its performance by checking results in terms of monthly, quarterly and annual performance indicators. After
monitoring, the monitoring results are reflected in producing a BOD annual report and a BOD operation plan for the following
year. Moreover, the BOD contributes to reinforcing non-executive directors’ roles and producing positive business results, while
progress in implementation of management suggestions from them.
The KNOC operates a system for annual salaries based on performance to consolidate the linkage between the management’s
remuneration and management performance. An executive director’s remuneration consists of basic pay, performance-based
pay, and severance pay, whereas an external director’s remuneration comprises only service allowances. Concerning the executive
director, the performance-based pay depends on the annual performances or the job performance evaluation results. The
payment rate of the agency head’s performance-based pay is decided according to the management performance evaluation
result; but the ceiling of performance-based pay and the payment rate must comply with those set forth by the government.
For the non-executive directors, service allowances for items on the agenda of BOD meetings are based on the research on
business development of KNOC. The service allowances are paid in conformity with the stipulations set forth by the executives’
remuneration regulations.
BOD Composition and Operation
Composition
Audit Committee

Pre-session agenda briefing

Subcommittee (2)

Director study meeting

Regular Board Meeting (fourth week)
Ad Hoc Board of Directors (if necessary)
Executive

Board
of
Directors

Suborganization

Non-Executive

Operating
Next schedule notice
(D-30)

Officer Recommendation Committee
(non-executive, outside members)
The agenda are decided by the approval of the majority of the directors registered
Meeting convening notice
(D-7)

Pre-session agenda briefing
(D-2)

Hold board meeting
(D-day)

Vote result notification
(D+10)
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Global Ethical Management
KNOC recognizes ethical management as its core competitiveness. We fairly
and ethically seeks sustainable growth through global strategies for ethical
management

Global Ethical Management System
Global Ethical Management Strategy
KNOC, as a leader in ethical management in the public sector, is systematically and actively practicing ethical management.
Fulfillment of economical, legal, and social responsibilities is regarded as the corporation’s basic duty; hence, we consider
above all ethical aspects in cases of a conflict between for-profit activities of the corporation, and business ethics. KNOC has
been practicing ethical management based on a belief that ethical management is not merely a way of management but a
management ideology and shared value that allows the structure and business activities of a corporation to be healthy and
strong. The ultimate goal of such ethical management is KNOC’s achievement of its mission and vision, and is equivalent to the
ultimate goal of strategic management. In 2013, KNOC has pursued global ethical management strategy to achieve the common
goal of mission and vision, while ethical management and strategic management remain complementary and in balance. We
have newly set up an ethical management vision and strategic goals, linked with the aforementioned vision and core value, and
have arranged the three strategies and detailed tasks in order to achieve it. The new vision system of ethical management of
KNOC contains world-class ethical management strategies to ensure international competitiveness.
Global Ethical Management Strategy

Ethical
Management
Vision

Ethical
Management’s
Strategic
Objectives

"Turning KNOC’s Ethical Management into
Clean Energy for a Happy World"
In order to contribute to making happy world, individual employees have sense of
ethics and the company culture accumulates ethics

"Implementing World-Class Ethical Management"
(Global B.E.S.T. Practice)
Person

Ethical
Management’s
Three
Strategies

Tasks

Development of
Enterprising and
Specialized Ethical
Human Resources

System

Culture

Advanced Ethics
Management System
Based on Principles
and Trust

Establishment of
an Organizational
Culture that Values
Autonomy, Based on
Consideration and
Contribution

•Establish ethical business strategy in
conjunction with growth strategy

•Build systems and map out strategic
implementation plans

•Employees’ strong will to reaching
ethical goals

•Establish systematic ethics education plan

•Continuous system improvement

•Executives’ and managers’ leading
ethical management cultural

•Diversify ethics training content

•Strengthen overseas subsidiaries’ ethical management system

•Expand international business ethical education

•Check operation of ethical management and measure its performance

•Evaluation of training and practice
situations

•Build and operate systems that meet
international standards

•Link assessment and compensation

•Strengthen organization dedicated to
ethical management and globalization

•Create culture which promotes ethical decision making and behavior
•Diffusion of voluntary ethical
management culture and social
contribution

Road Map for Advancing Global Ethical Management
Having selected "KNOC Ethical Scent, for Clean Energy of a Happy World" as a vision for its ethical management strategy, KNOC
continues to fulfill the strategic aim of ethical management, namely "Ethical management of the best global level," by establishing
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the three-level road map for implementing the tasks by strategy and plans annually from 2013 to
2018. Also, we are systematically pursuing strategies for global ethical management by implementing “Global Policies for Ethical Management,” which are guidelines for ethical management
of overseas subsidiaries.
Implementation
Organization

Road Map for Global Ethical Management

STEP1

STEP2

STEP3

Establish global ethical
management system

Leap to global ethical
management

Lead global ethical
management

Improve and diffuse system,
education and culture
for ethical management
globalization

Operate advanced global
ethical management system
and establish practice
culture

Leading national and
international ethical
management via ethical
management at global top
level

2013 ~ 2014

2015 ~ 2016

CEO

2017 ~ 2018

•Establish global ethical
management strategy

•Strengthening global ethical
management

•Raise ethical management
system to world-class level

•Strengthen international
business ethical risk
management

•Establish International
business ethical
management system

•Diffusion of global ethical
awareness and culture

•Achieve a global leading
ethical culture

•Lead global ethical
culture by implementing
and branding ethical
management

Ethics Committee

Ethics
Department

Audit

(Strategic
Planning
Office)

Office

HQ
Domestic offices
Overseas offices

Promotion Organization for Global Ethical Management and Related Regulations
The reviews and decision-making related to major decisions of ethical management are the
responsibility of the Ethical Management Committee (Chairperson: Executive Director of Ethical
Management). Promotion and implementation of ethical management, the responsibility of
the Strategy Planning Office of the Ethical Management Department, has been conducted to
strengthen connectivity with the previous strategies. And we are pursuing ethical management
in cooperation with the Audit Division responsible for prevention and inspection of anticorruption, the business of integrity, and corrupt behavior; the Business Adjustment Department
which performs tasks related to legal management; and the Personnel Management
Department, which enforces personnel policy management activities as disciplinary policies for
corruption. In addition, “Inspection Directors of Integrity and Ethics” are designated throughout
and operated in head offices, domestic offices and overseas offices. Standards and procedures
related to ethical management are specified in the Ethical Management Regulations, and are
operated according to related regulations as the code of conduct containing the ethics charter,
a declaration of ethical management, and specific practice guidelines for ethical management.

Implementation Activities for Global Ethical Management
Education Activities of Ethical Management
The employees of KNOC are required to complete education in integrity and ethics for
each cycle. Each year, education on the attitude of public officials and courtesy training are
conducted for the new recruits. And for the promoted employees, educations on the roles of
elementary/intermediate level managers and on the expansion of ethical culture are conducted.
In order to implement effective integrity/ethics education, we are training in-company integrity
instructors. A person in charge of ethics selected from the Strategy Planning Office and from
the Audit Division is required to participate in the outside specialized education course; thereby
we are having them spread ethical culture in practice in education courses while strengthening
abilities as integrity instructors. The employees of domestic offices are being educated in
ethical management strategies, and guided on the unethical behavior reporting system from
the in-company integrity instructors. Meanwhile, KNOC is conducting specialized education
in leadership for the high-ranking posts such as executives and heads of departments in order
for them to lead an organizational culture of integrity. We are also constantly implementing
education on the business environment of global standards and the roles of a manager.

Education of Ethical
Management

Ethical Management
Guidebook

Global Ethical Management	Introduction
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Ethical Management
Education Time per
Employment
(Unit: hours)
16

15

14

2011

2012

2013

Integrity Assessment by
Civil Rights Commission
General Integrity
(public group I)
1st
3rd
7th

2011

2012

2013

General Integrity (all)
Excellence
3rd

Average
17th

Average
12th

2011

2012

2013
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Ethical Education in Overseas Offices
KNOC has strengthened ethical education for the employees working in overseas offices.
Education on the importance and effect of law-abiding management, and related systems
for the heads of overseas offices has been additionally conducted; and the overseas financial
managers have been shown examples of violations of code of conduct by accountants in
public institutions. Also, for the overseas office employees, the standing members of the audit
committee have conducted anti-corruption preventive education including tightening official
discipline in overseas offices. In addition, ethic courses are being implemented using the "Global
Ethical Management Guidebook" by the integrity/ethics managers. The guidebook introduces
various important trends and content of Global Ethics Round, such as the U.S. Corruption
Prevention Act, special chapters for cultivation of global ethics for the overseas employees.
Ethical Management Program
KNOC is operating Ethical Management CoP in order to enhance interest and participation in
ethical management, and is holding a variety of contests. In 2013, for the contest on ideas for
the prevention of reckless management, 54 entries were submitted and six entries received
prizes. The discovered examples and ideas were applied in practice, thereby preventing
unethical conduct. Also, through Contest to Improve Existing Practices and the Code of
Conduct Quiz Contest, strengthening of anti-corruption infrastructure, revised regulations,
and the understanding of the code of conduct have been examined.

Ethical Management Monitoring and Reporting System
Internal Control System
As social expectation and appropriateness regarding the level of integrity at public institutions
are heightened, and as inspection of reckless management by foreign agencies have been
reinforced, the internal control system is being strictly operated. In particular, we are preventing
any possibility of corruption by inspecting the promotion and acquisitions of overseas
subsidiaries and adequacy of the operation-related internal control systems. And we are preempting ethical management violations by means of direct inspection of PMI implementation
after a subsidiary takeover, and overall operation. There were no businesses found to be under
corruption risks through the internal auditing activities in 2012 and 2013.
Unethical Conduct Reporting System and Compensation System
KNOC is operating the unethical conduct reporting system for employees to be able to report
unethical conduct. Although registration is possible on the website, by telephone and postal
mail, we have introduced the new smartphone-based, security and anonymity guaranteed
method of reporting by establishing the mobile helpline anonymous reporting system. We have
established the Reporter Protection Request Procedures, and, in case of retaliatory action, have
arranged disciplinary action and criminal charge procedures. And the system for vitalization of
reporting has been modified by establishing the protection provisions for persons cooperating
in examination of report contents.

Achievements of Global Ethical Management
Anti corruption
Competitiveness
2011 - 2013

Excellence

for
three consecutive years

KoBEX SM
2007 - 2013

AAA

for
seven consecutive years

By having a separate integrity assessment conducted on the employees/heads of departments
of KNOC, the roles and responsibilities as leaders of organizations of integrity are being stressed
more strongly. KNOC, by having selected the "Integrity/Ethical Management Performance
Rate" as the common KPI for all departments, is reflecting the results in the internal evaluations
of departments. Also, we are conducting diagnosis and inspection of the understanding of the
code of conduct periodically each year. And we are constantly monitoring the use of corporate
credit cards, gas cards, and activity club cards. Through active practice of ethical management
by the employees, KNOC has achieved first place among large public enterprises in the overall
integrity assessment by the Anti Corruption and Civil Rights Commission; third place among
all the public enterprises; and a rating of "excellent" in the Anti Corruption Competitiveness
Assessment for the three consecutive year. In addition, KNOC has accomplished receiving the
top rating of AAA in the Sustainable Management Assessment (KoBEX SM) conducted by the
Institute for Industrial Policy Studies for seven consecutive years.
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Risk Management
KNOC is taking into consideration all internal and external risks from oil business and devising measures that can cope with the risks.
KNOC's Risk Management System

Companywide Risk Management System
Management Risk
Financial Risk Management

Operational Risk

Investment Risk Management

HSE Risk Management

Monitoring system
Normal management

Emergency Management

Expansion of FRM (Financial Risk Management)
system

Transition into companywide crisis response and
forming emergency preparedness organization

- Establish a comprehensive monitoring risk
indicators and early warning systems

- Respond to contingency risk according to
situation in each country

- Risk management organization and process
improvement

- Joint response in cooperation with military,
police, fire department by scenarios

Organization in Charge
Financial Risk Committee

Investment Risk Committee

Safety Management Committee

Segmentation and Strengthening Of Risk Management Expertise
Segmentation and Adjustment of Risk Management
With the goal of actively coping with internal and external risks, KNOC reinforced the advisory
and deliberation functions of each committee by dividing the Risk Management Committee
which manages economic risk into the Investment Risk Committee and the Financial Risk
Committee, respectively, in December 2013.

Investment Risk
Committee
Reviews and advises on the participation
in new projects, changes in stakes and
withdrawal from projects

Financial Risk
Committee
Integrated management of overall
financial risk issues such as oil prices,
liquidity, credit risk including matters on
which the Exchange Rate Committee
deliberates

Organization Chart
of Investment Risk
Committee
Investment Risk
Committee
Executive Vice President
for Strategy & Planning
Group
Internal members

Enhancement of Expertise of Risk Management Committee
KNOC is operating the Risk Management Committee by forming outside advisory groups by
risk sectors for the purpose of enhancing the expertise and objectivity of each committee.
Outside members are experts in management, technologies, and finance with experience in
technologies such as those in oil resources development projects and financial risk management.
They are contributing to reinforcing the independence and specialty of advice and deliberation.

- Heads of relevant
departments
External members
- Finance and economy
- Geology and resources

Risk Management	Introduction
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Strengthening of Management via Enhancement of the Financial Risk Management
(FRM) System

▼
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Financial Soundness through Global FRM (Financial Risk Management)
An increase in the proportion of financial performances forced KNOC to expand the scope
of financial risk management into consolidation-based. Therefore, by monitoring the financial
risk of major subsidiaries, KNOC is striving to constantly manage their financial soundness and
systematically coping with risk.

Items to improve

Enhancement of Liquidity Risk Management System
KNOC compares a proper amount of funds and the amount of funds at the end of a period by
setting the scope of the proper amount and the lowest limit of each stage through the analysis
of past financial records. When the latter crosses the lowest limit of the former, KNOC triggers
an early warning alarm and executes countermeasures for each stage. In this way, its system
has become systematic and is able to constantly manage the risk. As for mid- to long-term
liquidity risk, by defining assets that can be liquidated, we manage the risk through the ALM
method that manages debt payment capabilities

Management of
Financial Risk Indicator
Monitoring financial
risk indicators by
connecting unit,
subsidiary unit
Management of
Market Risks
Prevention with
hedging when risks
like oil price, exchange
rate, interest rate are
predictable to the head
quarter and subsidiaries

Monitoring Financial Risk Index and Early Warning System
KNOC generally monitors the financial risk index and operates an early warning system it
developed regarding financial risk. Setting debt payment capability and financial soundness
indices enables the system to actively tackle the risk in compliance with the warning system
when a crisis passes each stage.

Comprehensive
management of
property debts

Analysis of Crisis Scenario and Construction of Pre-emptive Response System
KNOC analyzed scenarios by segmenting the causes of diverse financial risk. We built an early
response system through a systematic plan to cope with the situations. Through this system,
we are making efforts to minimize risk when a crisis actually occurs.

Matching the net
assets of the subsidiary
with related debt,
and monitoring
the capability of
redemption

Plan
Analysis of Financial
Risk Scenario

Do

•Set annual financial goals

Analyzing the risk
factors of subsidiaries,
and improving the
analysis method of
financial risk scenario

•Set planned values and risk limits set by index
•Design scenario for crisis situations and
devise countermeasures

•Calculate monthly financial indicators and
alarm output level
•Measure market risk
•Analyze sensitivity of oil prices and interest
rates when market conditions worsen

Act

Check

•Perform step-by-step countermeasures
according to early warning level

•Monitor calculated indicators and risk
•Check validation of step-by-step response
plan

•Execute response measures for crisis in
accordance with contingency plan

Early Warning System
Goal

Key Financial Indicators

Interest coverage ratio compared to EBIT
Debt
Repayment Interest coverage ratio compared to EBITDA
Ability
Growth Ratio of interest coverage ratio compared to EBITDA
Current Ratio
Financial
Debt Ratio
Soundness
Debt Growth Ratio

Normal
(1 point)

Caution
(2 points )

Alert
(3 points )

Critical
(4points)

Early warning
index

100%

90%

80%

70%

100%

90%

80%

70%

Blue

100%

115%

130%

145%

Yellow

100%

90%

80%

70%

Orange

100%

105%

110%

115%

Red

100%

85%

70%

55%
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Investment Risk Management System
Investment and Operation Risk Management Organizations
KNOC is operating the Investment Risk Committee consisting of internal and external specialists
to check investment risk from new business development and investment activities in advance.
The Investment Risk Committee is responsible for reviews and advises on the participation
in new projects, changes in stakes and withdrawal from projects. In order to improve the
investment process for reasonable investment and steady debt management, KNOC ensures
that the executive director in charge of risk and the head of the risk management department
systematically implements investment risk monitoring through the establishment of the
Investment Risk Committee.
Improving and Reinforcing Investment Process
KNOC strives for reasonable investment and efficient debt management to reform its block
selection process to select prospective areas after analyzing their potential in advance. In
September 2013, its investment decision-making process was strengthened into 10 steps, from
six, as well. We are doing everything we can to develop strategies more efficiently and properly
by checking whether or not decisions satisfy strategies and through preliminary reviews of
strategies by financial, legal and technological specialists.

Operational Risk Management System
KNOC monitors LTIF (Lost Time Injury Frequency) which indicates accident rates at worksites
and the number of oil spill which indicates environmental pollution incidents at worksites.
Therefore, KNOC systematically manages HSE (health, safety and environment) operational
risk.
In addition, KNOC’s efforts for continuously minimizing HSE risk at worksites necessitate its
drawing and managing leading HSE operational indicators such as process accident rates,
environmental compliance, and so on in which the characteristics of worksites are reflected.
Investment decision-making process

NEW

New investment
item search

Evaluation of strategic
compliance

Basic assessment

Peer Review

In depth evaluation

Technology Review

Investment Review

Discussion on
investment

Final investment decision

NEW

NEW

(Investment Risk Committee)

NEW

Follow-up

(Board of Directors)
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Stakeholder Engagement and Communication

▼

KNOC is sparing no efforts to share its values with stakeholders and grow with
them by letting stakeholders take part in its overall corporate management.
KNOC will become a company that creates value beyond energy by meeting
the needs of stakeholders and cooperating with them.
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Production

Stakeholder Network
Delivery

Purchase

1

Value-creating Customers _ Fundamental Value Creation
Expectations of
Stakeholders

•Growth and
development of KNOC

Executives &
Staff Members

•Fair HR, welfare and
compensation systems

•Labor and management
coexistence

Labor Union

Overseas
Employees

•Improve working
conditions

•Seamless integrated
global network
management system

Communication
Strategy

Communication
Channel

•Enhance exploration
success and reinforce
business capabilities

Employee
forum

•Create value for future
growth

Employee
programs

•Build a positive
organizational culture
based on discussion and
communication

•Contribute to
achieving vision and
enhance international
competitiveness

Key
Performance

•Establish and share KNOC 3.0
•Enforce advanced issuing system
(move to remote location)
•Intensive stress management through constant
Employee Assistance Program (EPA)

Labor and
management •Revision of parental leave system
council for
•Adoption of two week vacation system
shared values
•Seek business substantiality and qualitative
HQ-subsidiary growth
cooperation •Build integrated management system between
system
HQ and offices
•Establishment of KNOC Global Policy

Impact

Sustainability Report 2014

2

Value-delivering Customers _ Maintaining Strategic Partnership and Driving
KNOC’s Growth Engine
Expectations of
Stakeholders

National
Assembly and
Government

Communication
Strategy

•Achieve common goals
Policy meetings
through joint value
/ Forums
creation
•Future-oriented win-win
partnership
•Improve financial
stability as government•Reflect and lead
Council /
owned company
government policies
Workshop
•Lead national direction
and government policy

•Establish mutually
beneficial relationships
•Win-win partnership

Oil-Producing
Countries

3

Communication
Channel

•Continuous
cooperation,
consultation with
relevant departments

Mutual
exchange,
meeting,
conferences

Key
Performance

•Yeosu and Ulsan Northeast Asia hub projects
in oil business
•Perform policy issues such as Government 3.0
•Debt-to-equity ratio exceeds the target
•Establish team to prepare 5th Basic Overseas
Resources Development Plan

•Offload UAE oil for joint stockpile
•Joint international stockpile and joint entry into
new ventures

Value-purchasing Customers _ Strengthening Value Creation Partnership and Leading
Shared Growth
Expectations of
Stakeholders

Communication
Strategy

•Partnerships

•Joint research activities
and seminars

•Timely sharing and
publicity of business
information

•Build collaborative press
networks

•Knowledge and
information sharing and
business cooperation

•Share results through
win-win growth

Academia

Communication
Channel

Society,
Forums,
Seminars

Key
Performance

•Establish KPA

Create media •Drop in number of negative reports
networking
(46% decrease from the previous year)

Media
Council and
academy

Business
Partners

4

•Invest in joint technological development
projects
•Promote culture of win-win growth and
sharing results

Value-influencing Customers _ Pursuing Public Interest with Focus on Government’s
Policies and People’s Convenience and Interest and Profitability
Expectations of
Stakeholders

•Contribute to national
economic life

Public

Local
Communities

Communication
Strategy

•Improve peopleoriented, customized
service

•Fair employment and job
•Nurture oil development
creation
professionals

•Contribute to and
help develop local
communities

•Launch community
petroleum exhibition /
PR centers
•Outreach activities
to earn trust from
communities

Communication
Channel

Key
Performance

Service
industry for
people

•Contribute to expanded convenience of and
benefits for people

Website
and SNS

•Promote government policies and enhance
KNOC’s images and reputation

Operate PR •Contribute to community development
centers in
domestic and •Strengthen cooperation with foreign oil
producers
overseas

Social
contribution
activities

•Support the needy and underprivileged children
•Support for health, environment and education
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Materiality Test
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Materiality Test Process
In order to identify issues that should be considered in sustainability management, KNOC sets
the boundaries of the materiality test and reports and identifies key sustainability issues in
accordance with relevance and materiality suggested by the GRI 3.1.
STEP1

Media Analysis

Identified related issues by analyzing
3,593 articles from January 2011 to
December 2013 in order to understand
external interest in key sustainability
management issues of the KNOC

STEP2

Related Company
Analysis and Sustainability
Management Survey

Trend & Impact Analysis

Identified importance of or responses
to issues affected by the KNOC or
that affect the company by classifying
sustainability management issues with
those in charge of indices

Analyzed sustainability report and
internal and external environmental
reports by detailed issues in core
themes of the ISO 26000 and the GRI
performance index

Interviews with Experts

General Public Survey

Had in-depth interviews with government, customers,
academia, partners and local community specialists to
draw key sustainability management issues
STEP3

Drew sustainability management issues by collecting opinions
about KNOC from various stakeholders’ viewpoints

Drawing Key Issues

Through STEP 1 and STEP 2, 35 key issues were identified for sustainability management. KNOC reported
various outcomes regarding key issues
KNOC identified 35 key sustainability issues by segmenting the existing 16 key issues in 2014.

Key Issues in 2012
•Fair performance and personnel
management
•Securing professional staff
•Sustainability strategy
•Crisis management
•Financial soundness

•Strengthen overseas business
•Foster new growth engine business
•Enhance core competency technology
•Respond to climate change
•New renewable energy utilization
and investment

•Efficient use of energy
•Ethics compliance
•Improved quality of service
•Partnership management
•Social contribution activities

Key Issues in 2014
Ⅰ. Sustainable Strategy

Ⅱ. Sustainable Business

•Value sharing with stakeholders

•Sustainable business
operation

•Communication with
stakeholders
•Ethical management /
transparent management
•Risk management
•Economic effects for the
public interest
•Corporate governance

Ⅲ. Sustainable Value chain

•Customer satisfaction / customer communication
•Protection of customer information
•Fostering new growth
•Shared growth, strengthen win - win management
business
•Fairness and transparency related to partners
•Strengthening core techni- •Communication with partners
cal competencies (R&D)
•Employee communication / fair performance and
personnel management
•Strengthening overseas
business
•Employee training and competency development
•Customer health and
•Balanced labor-management relations
safety
•Enabling community investment and local economic
•Financial safety and soundness •Strengthening social responsibility / strengthening social
contribution activities
•New and renewable energy
•Environmental compliance/environmental management system
utilization and investment
•Response to climate change
•Energy-saving efforts / water, waste, air quality management

Sustainability Report 2014

Materiality Test Results
KNOC drew a materiality matrix on the basis of six key issues selected by internal and external stakeholders and 29 key issues
selected on the basis of stakeholders’ interests and needs and spelled out the results of sustainability management about them.
Interest level
of external
stakeholders

•Energy-saving efforts

•Customer satisfaction / customer
health and safety

•Stakeholder communication / value
sharing

•Enhance KNOC’s image and brand

•Strengthen social responsibility

•Ethics management / transparent
management

•Environmental management system •Economic profit and loss
•Environmental compliance
•Promote community investment
and local economic
•Respond to climate change

•Strengthen social contribution
activities

•Distribution of economic outcomes

•New and renewable energy
utilization and investment

•Strategic thinking and execution
capabilities

•New growth engine development

•Protection of customer information •Economic value creation
•Partner-related fairness and
transparency

•Community environmental
protection
•Focus on biodiversity

•Corporate governance

•Sustainable business operation

•Decision-making process

•Strengthen overseas business

•Financial safety and soundness

•Respond to climate change

•Strengthen social responsibility

•Strengthen core technical
competencies

•Risk management

•Economic impact for public interest •Employee communications
•Strengthen win-win growth and
mutually beneficial management
•Employee training and capability
development
•Reinforcing creation of economic
value for local communities

•Expand energy reduction facilities
•Protect employee rights

•Fair performance and personnel
management
•Improve working conditions and
environments
•Balanced labor-management relations
Interest level of KNOC

KNOC is making efforts to communicate with various stakeholders such as customers,
partners, local communities, the media, and the government about its activities,
performance and values through active communication and the expansion of empathy.

1.

What does KNOC do?

KNOC’s mission is striving to stabilize domestic oil supply, provide hope and comport to the public and
contribute to the national economy by developing oil resources, stockpiling oil, making an improvement
to the oil distribution structure, engaging the Northeast Asian Oil Hub and rig business, providing oil
information service and conducting R&D activities.

2.

How can I communicate
with KNOC?

KNOC is operating customized communication channels for the purpose of communicating with various
stakeholders. We are communicating with customers with its website and SNS and listening to various
opinions through policy meetings, councils and forums.

3.

How do you make KNOC
honest and upright?

KNOC established global ethical management strategies to create its vision of "Turning KNOC’s Ethical Management into Clean Energy for a Happy World." Regular employee ethical education in domestic and overseas
and the monitoring and reporting system on ethical management empowered KNOC to come in first in the
assessment of the integrity of the government-owned companies.

4.

Would you tell me about
KNOC’s social contribution
activities?

KNOC is carrying out global social contribution activities in countries such as Vietnam, Peru and Kazakhstan
through "Global KNOC Family" activities by taking into consideration regional environments, characteristics and
needs. In addition, KNOC is putting our efforts into realizing the value of happiness with communities in domestic
and overseas through supporting the marginalized with heating services and scholarship programs to nurture
specialists in oil resources development.

5.

Are your oil business sites
at home and abroad safe?

KNOC is operating an emergency organization for safe oil supply. HSE Management Systems at all of its
worksites allow the company to check the safety of their worksites such as development, stockpiling, drilling
and operation. In addition, the company is managing the safety management of overseas subsidiaries in an
integrated manner by implementing global KNOC policies.

Interviews with Experts	Introduction
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Core Issues

Dong-Woo Yang
Deputy Director of the
Resource Development
Strategy Department at
the Ministry of Trade,
Industry & Energy

Core Issues

Deok-Young Woo
A participant in the
Natural Resources
Territory Exploration
Program of KNOC

Core Issues

Jung-Keun Kwon
President of ‘E-Maintech’
Co., Ltd.
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Interviews
with
Experts

Sustainable Business Operation, Strengthen Core Technical Competencies
Currently the world oil development market is in a slump, with future uncertainties coming
across as risk. Professional management and the reinforcement of employees’ capabilities are
vital to empowering KNOC to turn this crisis into an opportunity and quickly cope with it. It
is also needed to deploy employees to proper positions by grasping and analyzing employees’
capabilities and devise strategies to develop human resources such as acquiring specialized
technology. In an era of limitless competition, KNOC should take into account connections
with specialized companies that can help increase KNOC’s competitiveness in order to survive in
competition with oil-related companies at home and abroad. I hope that KNOC will become an
enterprising company that pursues sustainable growth by devising concrete business strategies
and setting goals and efficiently managing employees and partners

Increase in Customer Needs, Stronger Communication with Stakeholders
KNOC is a government-owned company in charge of Korea’s oil industry. The company is
dependable and trustworthy. I think that key words for the sustainability management of
KNOC are catering to various needs such as the health and safety of customers and social
contribution and ceaseless communication with stakeholders. By participating in the Natural
Resources Territory Exploration Program of KNOC, I was able to learn about its business
activities and the social impact of its value creation. Moreover this program awoke me to the
need for a communication channel through which people can access information provided
by KNOC. I think that it is necessary to put an emphasis on KNOC’s image as a company that
values communication by producing a program in which the various needs and consumption
consciousness of customers based on this and unveiling it to various stakeholders in terms of
steady marketing, publicity and value sharing.

Intensifying Competition, Strategic Thinking And Execution Capabilities
At the moment, the hottest issue in the oil industry is to secure oil resources. Accordingly, KNOC
should attach importance to securing overseas oil resources and the sustainable management
of natural resources. At the same time, the reinforcement of the capabilities of specialized
human resources is essential to making it possible for KNOC to tackle derivative oil-related
industries booming globally and surviving competition with foreign companies. In this context,
I put KNOC in a positive light since efficient work by talented KNOC employees supports its
sustainability.
I believe that KNOC will become the finest global oil-specialized organization if the company
makes decisive long-term investment to discover oil resources abroad, rationally distribute
resources and strengthen strategic collaboration with partners.
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Core Issues

Hyung-Chul Park
Manager of Planning
and Management Team
at KNOC

Core Issues

Woong-Tae Jung
A research fellow of
Resource Development
Strategy Research Room
at Energy Economics
Institute

Core Issues

Sun-Ho Lee
Director at Anyang
Volunteer Center

Securing Social Support for and Stakeholders’ Trust in Its Business Activities
KNOC is taking the initiative in the overseas resources development sector as Korea's only stateowned oil(E&P) corporation. The company is able to meet the demands of the government
while harnessing its sustainable business implementation capabilities.
I am working at KNOC while priding myself on being a member of this oil energy-specialized
organization. It matters more than anything else for KNOC to secure stakeholders’ support
and trust through communication with outsiders to fulfill its social responsibilities and stay a
sustainable organization. Our economical gas station business is receiving positive responses
as it is recognized as business for public good despite tough conditions. KNOC will become a
company that grows in the long term and contributes to society by securing support from the
people and stakeholders and reinforcing its capabilities to strategically conduct business.

Employee Training and Competency Development, Responding to Climate Change
KNOC feels like an elder brother-like company that helps private companies make a foray into
overseas markets as a global leader in the resources development sector. KNOC should manage
climate change issues more actively to stay sustainable in the future. Its business characteristics
to be based on specialized technology and knowledge make it important for the company to
secure excellent human resources and educate and manage them so that they can maximize
their capabilities. This cannot be over-emphasized.
In addition, more attention is paid to efficient eco-friendly oil resources development with an
increase in oil resources development’s impact on the environment. Therefore, by thoroughly
conducting the evaluation of the environmental impact of an oil resources development project
and steadily monitoring the impact, KNOC is supposed to deal with international environmental
regulations and environmental risk about climate change.

Compliance with the Environmental Law, Value Sharing with the Community
I think that KNOC’s sustainability depends upon the environment. KNOC should thus carry out
its business based on its responsibility and public good as top priority to pass on the clean environment to future generations since the oil industry considerably cuts across the environment.
The company needs to produce economic results by taking into account oil’s negative impact
of damaging the environment and pursue research on future energy. It is very important for
government-run companies to share value with local communities since their value decrease if
they cannot engage local communities. It is necessary for KNOC to share value with local communities to develop its brands and enhance its image. Moreover, I hope that KNOC will be able
to steadily communicate with local communities and promote their participation by operating
a communication channel to gather the opinions of stakeholders.

Sustainable Business
32＿ Sustainable Business Operation I _
Exploration & Production
42＿ Sustainable Business Operation II _
Oil Stockpiling
50＿ Oil Information Services and
Oil Distribution System Improvement
53＿ Safe Operation of the Workplace

Foundation of the greatest
exploration block ever since inauguration

Oil Reserves

Realize Creative Economy

2013 Success Rate of Exploration

Injury Record of Doosung Rig
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Sustainable Business Operation I _ Exploration & Production

▼

KNOC is sparing no efforts to grow into a global oil company by switching to
qualitative growth focusing on substance from the expansion of size-based
competitiveness through production asset and overseas oil company M&As
and increasing its internal capabilities, enhancing its efficiency and seeking
exploration-oriented qualitative growth.

33

Overall Business Status

Reserves and
production status
Reserves
(Unit: 2P, mmboe)
1,328

Since 2008, KNOC has expanded overseas resources development for the purpose of building
a stable energy resources supply system led by KNOC in preparation for an energy supply crisis.
As a result, KNOC secured size-based competitiveness for its participation in large projects
through production asset and overseas oil company M&As. The company established main
base in the Middle East and entered unconventional development project such as shale gas.

524
804
(153%P)
End of
2007

▲

End of
2013

Production per day
(Unit: mboe/d)
222

50

172

Reserves and Production Volume
KNOC is successfully implementing asset optimization to concentrate its capabilities on core
assets with a view to growing into a viable global company on the foundation of the results
of its expansion by revising its mid to long-term management strategies in 2013. With the
goal of securing growth potential with a focus on the exploration project, we are exploring
every avenue to enhance its technical capabilities through a three-year technical independence
plan and the operation of the ‘KNOC Petroleum Academy’ and a matrix organization with its
subsidiaries. As of the end of December 2013, KNOC secured oil reserves of 1.33 billion barrels
by taking part in 57 projects in 24 countries and produced about 220 thousand net barrels of
oil equivalent per day.

(344%P)

▲
End of
2007

End of
2013

Taking Off to Be Top-Tier Oil Company
Based on Technology!
< Elevating Exploration Success Rate through technology-based exploration>

Zhambyl Block in
Kazakhstan

Harvest in Canada

Business Status
Having judged that it is necessary to steadily secure oil reserves by maintaining a high
exploration success rate at the level of top-tier companies, KNOC selected the elevation of our
exploration success rate as a core task in the strategic management plans and concentrated our
technical capabilities on exploration. To this end, we went ahead with the reinforcement of an
investment decision making process, a system reorganization by job functions and a technical
independence plan to enhance our technical competency. Consequently, KNOC discovered
oil reserves in the Hawler Block in Iraq and the North Sea of the U.K. in 2013, resulting in
our accomplishing the rare feat of recording an exploration success rate of 45percent which
towered over the five-year average of major oil companies and leading international explorers.

Business Activities and Performances

ANKOR in the U.S.A.

Raising Exploration Success Rate through Reinforcement of Technical Evaluation
KNOC is to raise its exploration success rate by pushing forward with technical evaluation. In
order to strengthen the technical evaluation when going ahead with its business, The Company
revised our investment decision process by expanding the already existing six stages of the
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process into ten and segmented and specialized technical evaluation process such as basic
evaluation, detailed evaluation and peer review.
Moreover, for the efficient concentration of technical capabilities, we changed the existing
region-based structure into a function-based one. The construction of an exploration Group
system bettered KNOC’s overall monitoring and management functions about region-byregion business. As a result, we inked a high exploration success rate of 45percent in 2013.
Reinforcing Collaboration and Management Function among Departments
KNOC reinforced a collaboration system among the HQ, its subsidiaries and technical center.
Its entire technical capabilities were made to concentrate on the technical evaluation of
prospective areas such as the Kurdistan region in Iraq and an exploration and development
project in the UAE and new business reviews. When technically evaluating prospective regions
and structures, we enhance our exploration success rate by supplying technical specialists and
expand its capabilities through technical exchanges. Besides, the utilization of monitoring
functions enabled the company to grasp supply and demand of human resources on time and
quickly repost them.

KNOC’s Exploration Success
Rate (Unit: %)
45
21

2011

26

2012

2013

Comparison of
Exploration Success Rate
of KNOC and Overseas
Companies
Majors (5 year average)

Three-Year Technical Independence Plan
KNOC formulated and is implementing a technical independence plan on core technology of
the E&P Project. We selected technical specialists about 43 core technologies in six sectors.
We analyze our technical level through the analysis of technical specialists and are operating
level-by-level education and training courses. Also, KNOC is driving technical independence
through HR development and a mentoring system and actively utilizing the KNOC Petroleum
Academy established in 2013 and KNOC’s on-the-job training programs at overseas worksites
and companies to maximize educational effects.
DB Construction on Prospective Basins
In the long term, KNOC is stepping up its efforts to accumulate geological information about
prospective basins and areas. The company established the Basin Research Team specialized
in basin analysis at the Institute for Exploration & Production Technology and is systematically
analyzing basins all over the world. We built a basin analysis database and make use of it to select
strategic areas. We endeavor to raise our exploration success rate by strengthening preliminary
analysis and taking advantage of the information as basic materials for the development of a
prospective exploration project through the steady accumulation of geological information
when taking part in new projects.
Integrated Digitization of Exploration Information
KNOC is integrating and digitizing all the field data from exploration and new venture projects.
As of the end of 2013, KNOC finished digitizing approximately 9,000 seismic data and about
74,000 R&D and exploration materials. Digitization and integrated management of exploration
information upgraded the effectiveness of the information management and accuracy of
technical evaluations. Its function to review the field potential in advance has been enhanced
with steady accumulation of field information.

Future Plan
KNOC will continue to pursue the qualitative growth strategy by increasing the exploration
success rate based on technology. We will continue to make efforts to develop future growth
engine and grow into a world-class national oil corporation.

15%

KNOC (5 year average)
29%

Excellent international
exploration companies
(5 year average)

31%

KNOC

(2013)
45%
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Largest Oil Field Discovery in KNOC’s History

▼

< Hawler Block Exploration Project, Kurdistan Region of Iraq >

35

Business Status

Declaration Ceremony for
Hawler Block Commercial
Discovery

Hawler Block Structure
Map (Four Blocks)

In The Hawler field in in December 2008, starting with the drill stem test success of about
10,000 barrels of oil the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, after KNOC's participation in the project
per day at the first exploration well (DD-2) in 2013, crude oil was discovered in all of the four
prospects by early 2014. the Demir Dagh structure, whose commerciality had been confirmed
through appraisal drilling, began commercial production in June 2014, and is producing and
selling about 4,000 barrels of crude oil per day. For the remaining three structures as well, postdrilling assessment is in progress for additional reserve estimates, and development/production
will gradually proceed.

Business Activities and Performances
Hawler Block Exploration Results
The Hawler Block, after the success of the drill stem test of about 10,000 barrels of crude oil at
the first exploration well (Demir Dagh structure, DD-2), succeeded in producing about 18,000
barrels of crude oil per day at the exploratory drilling of the three additional prospects (Ain Al
Safra, Zey Gawra, Banan). Estimated reserve for the Demir Dagh structure is 250 million barrels
and estimated reserve for the Zey Gawra structure is 71 million barrels as of 2013.12.31. The
total estimated reserves of the two prospects are 320 million barrels, of which the KNOC’s
share was assessed to be about 49 million barrels. The Demir Dagh structure, where reserves
were confirmed first, as a result of fast-track development after the commercial discovery
announcement in February 2014, began sale of its first oil production at the end of June this
year. Daily production will be increased to 40,000 barrels from 4,000 barrels by the end of this
year. In the case of the Banan structure, which is developing outside the block boundary, we
have secured additional resources through block boundary extension in early 2014. And as
the appraisal drilling is in progress along with the Ain Al Safra structure, considering the total
contingent resources of the two structures are about 60 million barrels, we expect to secure
large additional reserves by the completion of appraisal drilling for the two structures at the
end of this year. The commercial success of the Hawler Block is a splendid achievement for
securing the largest reserves by single structure standard in the KNOC’s history.
Efforts to Overcome Constraints for Successful Exploration Activities
KNOC is actively corresponding to terrorism together with major oil companies in Iraq for safety
related to the Kurdistan projects. And we are making efforts for such smooth exploration activities,
as safe transportation of supplies and workers, and speedy customs clearance, by maintaining
a close relationship with the Kurdistan Regional government. Also, the KNOC has carried out
joint tasks with partners related to the main exploration activities, such as performance analysis,
technical evaluation, drilling location selection and prospectivity assessment. We have provided
a foundation for successful exploration activities by implementing centralized technical support
utilizing manpower in the head office, subsidiaries and overseas technology centers.

Future Plan

Hawler Block

KNOC will strive to carry out effective and successful explorations through consistent monitoring and
analysis of politics, safety, technology and investment, which are influencing the project execution
in the future. We will push forward with the current production increase plan of the Demir Dagh
structure (about 40,000 barrels of oil per day by the end of 2014), and strive to achieve increased
production of 100 thousand barrels of oil per day by 2016. For Ain Al Safra and Banan structure,
KNOC is conducting exploration with the goal of entering into the development/production phase
by June 2015. In the expectation that the current project plans proceed according to plan, we
expect completion of the entire field development around 2016, and entry into the production
phase will be possible. Furthermore, KNOC plans to make our best effort to improve profitability of
the field and for securing additional reserves through input of competencies.
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Find the Value of Oil in the World!
< Production Projects >

Business Status
KNOC is actively operating in development and production of overseas oilfields for stable oil supply and economic growth in
Korea. KNOC, based on accumulated technology and superb expert workforce, is producing 222 thousand barrels daily in 24
countries in order to effectively expand the overseas oilfield development projects. And we are making efforts to grow into a
global KNOC by actively participating in unconventional projects such as oil sands and shale gas.

Status of Global Production



Europe,
Africa

Americas

Canada
Harvest

53.8

(Unit: 1,000 barrels)

Peru

UK
Dana

Libya
Elephant

Korea

1.1

Donghae-1
Gas field

United
States
ANKOR
and more

Savia Peru
and more

Middle East
and Asia

63.1

9.4

Vietnam Kazakhstan
11-2
Altius and
15-1
more

46.9

18.9

Total

Production per day

9.5

19.3

222,000

barrels

Business Activities and Performances
Efforts for Improvement of Production Assets and Value
KNOC discovered additional structures near the Vietnam Block 15-1 in production by succeeding in exploration. By succeeding
in integrated development through process and technical innovation, we shortened the developmental period to one year
from what would normally take three years with the existing development methods. Thereby we began production of oil as of
October 2013. Also, by focusing capabilities on production increase of the next-generation energy source, U.S. shale gas, we
pushed ahead with asset-based multilateral production increase activities, such as production increase of 46 percent over last
year. As a result, despite the production decrease factors such as sale of non-core assets for internal stability of the company,
and deterioration of fields, we produced an amount similar to the previous year of 81 million barrels in 2013. Also, by reviewing
new technology and generating optimum Technical Practice for cost reduction, we reduced US$54 million on the gas processing
facility construction in oil field, Kazakhstan and oil sands development project in Canada; and saved a total of US$31 million
through changing the oil well maintenance method in Dana Petroleum, UK, and reducing operating expenses suitable for each
project environment.
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Successful Structure of
Additional Development
Two structures of
Vietnam’s 15-1 Block
UK Dana's S.October
The second half of 2014
Production (bbl / day)

7,100
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Establishing Asset Management System
The KNOC secured economy of scale through qualitative growth since 2008, and is making
efforts to ensure internal stability by streamlining the assets by characteristics as of 2010. Based
on careful appraisal of economic feasibility, through multilateral asset value analysis taking
account of levels of strategic and technical contributions, we are reconstituting a portfolio
centered on core superior assets; thereby we are giving priority to streamlining strategies
for improving investment efficiency by asset holdings. The KNOC secured finances for
reinvestment of about US$1.260 billion through selection and sale of non-core assets based on
such streamlining strategies. The Asset Optimization Project Group, comprised of specialists by
sector, was newly established for efficient asset optimization operations. And we are striving
to firmly strengthen the foundation for internal stability for developmental future growth by
means of carrying out customized sales strategies by characteristics of assets.
Asset securitization and restructuring

Canada’s Blackgold
The first half of 2015
Production (bbl / day)

5,300

Year

Project Name
Harvest of Canada

Composition of E&P
Technology Pool
•Analyzed 90 technologies for global
oil company and applied technologies
from the E&P Technology Roadmap

Review by Technology
Management
Committee

84
253

Eagle Ford of the
U.S.A.

Sold off some of stake in upstream sector
attracted investment from Korea

341

EP Energy of the
U.S.A.

Sold off gas assets

15

Sold off service subsidiary

1

•Consideration of
direct contribution to
KNOC’s E&P business
and of autonomously
securement feasibility/
emergency

Drew 43 Core
Technologies
Geology & Geophysics (G & G)
20
Petroleum Engineering (PE)
11
Drilling

9

Production facility

3

Production Results in 2013
(Unit: 1,000 barrels)
80,988
1,734
Production
is on the
decrease
due to the
sale of
non-core
assets
2012

2013

Savia Peru of Peru

2013

Sale Amount
( USD one million)

Sold off some of KNOC's stake in offshore assets
and attracted investment from Korea

ANKOR of the
U.S.A.
2012

Highlights
Sold off seven non-core assets

Mid-long term Roadmap

81,512

IV. Appendix

EP Energy of the
U.S.A.

Sold off gas assets

234

Eagle Ford of the
U.S.A.

Attract Vogo Eagle Ford Fund
(national pensions and more)

152

Harvest of Canada

Sold off non-core assets and low-efficiency assets

174

Dana of the U.K.

Sold off 19% stake in Otter Block with high operational cost

4

Sold off service subsidiary

2

Savia Peru of Peru

Total

1,260

Strengthening Production Technology Capability
KNOC is making efforts to achieve technical independence and field-oriented technology
capabilities for sustainable development and securing of future resources. By establishing
the roadmap for training medium and long-term technical professionals based on the core
technology of the E&P Project, we set a goal of achieving 100 percent technical independence
within three years (until 2016). In order to achieve it, we established the KNOC Petroleum
Academy (KPA) in April 2013, and by opening 63 educational courses, we are systematically
training technical professionals through on-site practice-based education. By providing
educational content not only to the KNOC but to domestic private industries, we supported
strengthening of oil development capabilities of Korean E&P industries.

Future Plan
Our production has been consistently increasing by achieving qualitative growth through
constant M&A and asset purchases since 2008. In the future, we plan to be able to secure
future resources beyond petroleum through increasing production and building foundations
for production increase by means of developing the value of assets.
In order to accomplish it, we set a goal of eventual return rate by asset, and established asset
management systems by carrying out production plans. Also, in 2016, we expect to achieve
100 million barrels for the first time since the foundation by starting additional development
of the existing fields and production of developed fields, and by strengthening production
technology capabilities.
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The Domestic Exploration, the Cornerstone of
Korean Energy Independence!
< Exploration/Production Projects of the Domestic Continental Shelf >

Business Status
KNOC, as a result of continuously exploration explored and development of the domestic
continental shelf, and discovered a high-quality natural gas reservoir (Donghae-1 Gas Field)
of up to 186.2 billion cubic feet of recoverable reserves at 60km southeast of Ulsan in July
1998. Thereby, Korea has become the 95th oil-producing country in the world, presenting an
opportunity to let the world know of our advanced technology.

Business Activities and Performances
Successful Operation of Donghae -1 Gas Field
Natural gas produced from the Donghae-1 gas field is natural gas of superior quality with great
heat value, which can be used as is without further process. Crude oil which is produced together
with natural gas is called condensate, a low-density mixture of hydrocarbon liquids. It is high-priced
compared to other kinds of oil, and clean natural fuel without almost any emission of air pollution
substance. about 150 billion cubic feet of natural gas and about 3 million barrels of condensate
have been produced up to present. Thereby we brought substitution of gas import equivalent to
KRW 2,200 million, and contributed to shared growth of related industries and creation of jobs of
yearly scale of KRW 10 billion through operation of production facilities. Currently, we are planning
to develop the Donghae-2 gas field, located near the Donghae-1 gas field.
Detailed Technical Assessment of Domestic Continental Shelf
KNOC is conducting detailed explorations in the prospective areas by establishing medium and
long term exploration plans for the domestic continental shelf. For establishing the direction
of future explorations and selection of prospective regions, KNOC conducted the detailed
technical assessment on three domestic continental shelf basins (Ulleung, West Sea and Jeju)
in tandem with domestic and foreign industry-academic-research institutions. Based on this,
we plan to carry forward with a more systematic and efficient development of the domestic
continental shelf.
Collaboration with Domestic and Foreign Private Oil Companies and Neighboring Countries
KNOC is also speeding up oil exploration of deep sea areas. We are actively carrying out Block
8 exploration in deep sea area in cooperation with Woodside Petroleum Limited, an Australian
oil company that is specialized in deep sea oil exploration. In addition, in the southern region
of the block 6-1, we plan to drill an exploration well with a domestic private company (Daewoo
International Corporation). Meanwhile, KNOC is also giving impetus to creating proper
domestic and foreign conditions for resuming exploration in the regions where the exploration
had been suspended. We are making efforts to strengthen international cooperation as we
held an annual meeting and workshop for resuming exploration of the Korean-Japanese Joint
Development Zone (JDZ) with Japanese private companies in 2012, and also as we held a
technical workshop for a joint exploration of the West Sea basin with China National Offshore
Oil Corporation (CNOOC) in 2013.

Donghae-1 Gas Field

Average Daily Production
at Donghae-1 Gas Field

Natural gas 

40 million
cubic feet

Condensate 

700 barrels

Cumulative Production at
Donghae-1 Gas Field
(Unit: 1,000 barrels)

31,351
27,893

1,621

2004

2012

2013

Future Plan
KNOC is striving to confront the period of full-scale resource development of West sea era based on Korean-Chinese joint
exploration. Also, we plan to carry out West-sea exploration activities such as establishment of cooperation model for initial
resource development between North and South Korea in preparation for the age of reunification of the Korean Peninsula. We
plan to supply gas and condensate continuously at an affordable price through development of the Donghae-2 gas field which is
located near Donghae-1 gas field. And we will strive for Korea to be able to firmly maintain its status as an oil-producing country
through additional exploration of deep sea areas.
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Ceaseless Challenge to Secure Future Oil Resources!

▼

< Participating Promising Conventional and Unconventional New Projects >

39

Business Status
With the aim of stably and steadily securing future oil resources, KNOC is pushing forward
with conventional oil resources through cooperation with oil-producing companies and global
oil majors. In addition, we are steadily participating in the development of due to the rise of
the unconventional resources such as shale gas. We are obtaining advanced technologies on
unconventional oil resources and seeking to secure operational rights.

Business Activities and Performance

Malaysia Offshore
Block 2B

Efforts to Steadily Secure Conventional Resources
KNOC is going ahead with securing conventional oil resources through cooperation with oil
producing companies. The company, for example, took part in developing a new project on
the basis of an MOU between Korea and the U.A.E. The participation empowered KNOC to
secure rights to explore and develop three blocks. We are moving forward with the project
to explore and develop the blocks. We are also putting our efforts into securing production
field to promote our oil business in the Middle East. KNOC is steadily securing oil resources
such as taking part in joint projects on promising areas for organic growth foundation through
strategic ties with state-owned and major companies. These days, we are carrying exploring
activities by participating in a joint project on Sarawak Offshore Block 2B with Petronas of
Malaysia and Shell of the U.S.A. Besides, KNOC is securing conventional oil resources through
various ways such as international bids.
Participating in Project on Shale Gas, Unconventional Resource
KNOC is exploring every avenue to secure shale gas, an unconventional oil resource by taking
part in the shale gas revolution. The unconventional business is to extracting hydrocarbons
through methods unlike the existing ones. Unconventional resources are shale gas/oil, gas
hydrate among others and are gaining ground as future alternative energy sources. KNOC
began the Three-Phase Shale Gas Technology Development project (2013~2015) in order to
secure core technologies for the development of shale gas through cooperation with Eagle
Ford operator and subsidiaries which manages assets in Brown Dense (U.S.A.) and Deep Basin
(Canada). Now we are in the second phase. This project will earn us core technologies such as
horizontal drilling, well completion and the hydraulic fracturing.

Process of Shale Gas
Production

Future Plan
KNOC will steadily secure promising assets to realize organic growth through successful
exploration. To this end, we will expand our investment in the exploration sector. The
company will conduct pre-project research and technical evaluation by reinforcing new project
participation processes. Accordingly, we will endeavor to secure promising assets. KNOC will
independently secure technology to develop shale gas and expand the shale gas business step
by step. In a short-term, we will secure operational capabilities through participation in the early
stage of the project and advance core technical capabilities on the development of shale gas.
Then, we will secure a future growth engine by gradually securing independent operational
capabilities and engaging in the utilization of operating rights not only in North America, but
in other regions.
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Exploration & Production Technology Institute (EPTI),
Core of Future Growth Engine R&D
Exploration & Production Technology Institute (EPTI) is carrying out
short- and long-term technology development for discovery of future
growth engines for improvement of project success rate through technical
innovation and for expanding the future business. For this purpose, KNOC
is making efforts to achieve strategic aims and to secure competitiveness
of sustained growth through achieving medium and long term technical
independence as basin assessments, shale gas development technology,
and carbon captured and storage (CCS) technology; at the same time,
autonomously conducting R&D research on field application and problem
solving technologies required at our project fields.
KNOC’s autonomous execution of R&D investment cost of 2013 is about
21 billion won, and we are intensively investing in the areas essential for
KNOC’s technology development and for creating the future growth items
through participation in medium and large sized national projects, and
through the regional basin assessments.
Also, as of 2015, we are planning to develop ‘specialized technology of
comparative advantage’ and to increase importance of autonomous
research through selection and concentration of strategic technology. EPTI,
as a measure to prepare for intrinsic R&D function enhancement and future
growth, is striving to secure E&P technology competitiveness for KNOC to
become a leading NOC by supplementing the project strategy technology
and by establishing a technology management system.

New Energy Revolution, Shale Gas
By ending the era of Easy Oil and intensified global demands, the conventional
resourceshave been much more competitive, and unconventional resources
which the reserves are as large as the traditional ones at various areas
and rapidly the advances its technology, comes under spotlight. Hence,
KNOC has founded our basis on them to actively participate in “Shale Gas
Renovation”
For this purpose, in 2011~2012, KNOC secured the local shale gas assets
through strategic cooperation with the E&P Companies such as Eagle Ford
and EP Energy Corporation in U.S.
And in 2013, KNOC launched “Shale Gas Technology Independence
Project” as KNOC now are obtaining technological know-how at on-site
workplaces. In 2014, KNOC plan to develop the strategy of shale oil and
gas project and participate in promising projects, and also as of 2015, with
starting production and development, KNOC will advance to promising
areas in order to diversify the sources of Energy of Korea.

R&D Investment over the Past Four Years 
(Unit: KRW 100 million)

210
207
193
165

2010

2011

2012

2013
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World’s Best Doosung Rig Recognized by Major Clients!

▼

< Operation of Semi-Submersible Rig Doosung >

41
Wells Drilled by Doosung
(End of December 2013)

115wells
had been drilled

Business Status
KNOC is operating Korea’s only semi-submersible Rig, Doosung. Until December 2013, Doosung
had successfully drilled not only in Korea but also in key overseas regions such as Alaska, China,
Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia and Russia after it was built in 1984. The rig is being operated
according to international standards such as ISM, ISO 9001 and ISPS certification. In December
2013, the Doosung recorded no accidents for six consecutive years in accordance with the
criteria of the IADC (International Association of Drilling Contractors), enhancing its safe
operational capabilities. Shell selected Doosung and KNOC as the “Best Rig” and the “Best
Contractor”, recognizing KNOC’s technological prowess in 2013.

Doosung
Performance
Linear
Semi-submersible Rig
Load capacity
4,000 Tons
Workable depth
100 ~ 1,500ft
(About 30 ~ 450m)
Maximum drilling capacity
25,000ft (about 7,500m)
Endurable wind speed
110knot (about 200km / hr)
Maximum tolerable wave
height
100ft (about 30m)
Maximum number of crew
members
112
(according to bedrooms)

History of Doosung

X9

1982.07~1984.05
Doo Sung dry
(Daewoo Shipyard)
Achieve continuous
IADC certified

1994.10
Acquired by KNOC

1997.06
Achieved
accident-free
operation for one
year by IADC

1998.12
ISO / ISM
certification

2004.06
ISPS Code
certification

2005.06
9 years’
accident-free
operation by
IADC
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Business Activities and Performances

Rig’s Revenue

Generation of Stable Mid- to Long-Term Revenue
KNOC sought to enhance its profitability through the rig’s stable generation of revenue.
Fiercer competition and a boom in short-term orders set off a drop in the profitability of the
rig business. But these circumstances forced us to focus more on its target markets of Far East
Asia and Southeast Asia and execute customized strategies by clients. Russia’s GGR and Shell
in Malaysia signed Doosung charter contracts to extend the periods to two years (2013 to
2014) from less than one year for the first time in Doosung’s history. Accordingly, Doosung
reached its operation rate of 100% (including its preparation period) in 2013. The percentage
is an excellent result since the average operation rate of semi-submersible rigs stands at 75%
and 62% in the Southeast Asian market, a major market for the Doosung. In addition, the Rig
Doosung posted an operating profit ratio of 59%, higher than 44% set by Diamond which
tops other major rig companies in operating profit ratio. This feat contributed to enhancing our
financial outcomes.

(Unit: USD 1 million)

Advanced Safety-First Rig Operation System
These days, KNOC is improving our rigs’ performances and building the CMMS with a view to
responding to an increase in demand for a better performance and operation system. Moreover,
the company developed an HSE case-based safety system that identifies and prevents various
sectorial risks of the rig and is reinforcing regular safety drills and a risk monitoring system. As a
result, Shell with the world-class HSE management standard named Doosung one of the three
World Best rigs among 137 rigs.

83

49

13

2011

2012

Charterage and Rate of
Operation
(Unit: USD 1,000)
Charterage
Rate of Operation
258
100%
246
62%

Doosung

Future Plan

2013

Southeast Asian

The rig is going to operate for Shell in Malaysia, GGR in Russia, and Daewoo International in
domestic coastal zones. We will make our best efforts to enhance the status of our nation as
an oil producing country again by successful drilling operations in those domestic continental
shelves. In 2015, we are also to maximize the profits by operating in Brunei for Shell in 2015,
and also operating with GGR in 3-year-long-term contract (2015-2017).

Doosung one of the three
World Best rigs

X6

2008.02
Number of drilled
wells reached 100

2008.12
Posted KRW 108.2
billion in revenue,
the highest-ever
sales since the rig
was built

2010.04
Conducted
general safety
inspection for safe
operation

2012.02
Finished work
to enhance rig’s
performances

2013.10
Project of advancing
Doo Sung Rig
management system
Shared Growth
Committee,
selecting the ‘major
ten achievements in
2013’ to be shared

2013.12
No accident for
six consecutive
years of IADC’s
own certification
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Sustainable Business Operation II _ Oil Stockpiling

▼
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Overall Business Status
Although Korea is the world’s fifth-largest net oil importer, and the world’s eighth-largest oilconsuming country, due to Korea’s low energy self-sufficiency rate, its oil crisis management
capacity is low compared to other major oil importing countries. In order to provide against it,
the KNOC is striving to raise oil crisis management capacity by pushing ahead with National
Oil Stockpiling Projects. KNOC possesses oil stockpiling capacity of total 146 million barrels
in 9 regions such as Ulsan, Geoje, and Yeosu; and has secured about 135 million barrels of
oil reserves including commercial oil from the International Joint Stockpiling Business (IJSB).
It is equivalent to 124 days’ duration worth of oil by IEA standards, and we have secured 240
days’ duration worth of oil including 116 days’ worth of private oil reserves; and possess oil
supply ability of a world-class level for the number of continuous days of supply. Also, through
release of oil reserves through IEA cooperation, we are making efforts to promote oil supply
stabilization and for worldwide drop in oil price.

Current National Oil
Stockpiling
(Unit: 1,000 barrels)
ㆍCrude Oil
78,398
39,620

Government

Private

ㆍPetroleum Products
56,555

Status of Reserve Base

12,595
Crude oil

Government

Product base

LPG base

Donghae Office
Opened in 2000
Ground tank volume: 1.1 million
barrels

Private

Pyeongtaek Office
Opened in 1989
Ground tank and underground
rock cavern volume: 6.2 million
barrels

Guri Office
Opened in 1981
Underground rock cavern
volume: 3 million barrels

Ulsan Office
Opened in 1981
Ground tank and underground
rock cavern volume: 19.3 million
barrels

Yongin Office
Opened in 1998
Ground tank volume: 2.5 million
barrels

Geoje Office

Seosan Office

Opened in 1985
Ground tank and underground
rock cavern volume: 47.5 million
barrels

Opened in 2005
Ground tank volume: 11 million
barrels (crude oil) and
3.6 million barrels (oil products)

Yeosu Office

Gokseong Office

Opened in 1998
Ground tank and underground
rock cavern volume: 49.7 million
barrels

Opened in 1999
Ground tank volume: 2.1 million
barrels

Current Status of Domestic Oil Stockpiling
Categories

Gulf War

Hurricane Katrina

Emergency Release of Kerosene

Libyan Crisis

Purpose of
Release

Preventing oil price spike
Release under government
instructions

Preventing oil supply disruption
Release under IEA cooperation

Preventing shortage of
Kerosene supply
Release under government
instructions

Preventing oil supply disruption
Release under IEA cooperation

Release Period

Aug.18, 1990 ~ Mar.15, 1991

Sep.10, 2005 ~ Oct.10, 2005

Dec.22, 2005 ~ Jan.31, 2006

Jul.1, 2011 ~ Aug.14, 2011

Redemption
Period

Feb. 28, 1991. ~ NOV.18. 1991

Dec.13, 2005 ~ Sep.4, 2006

Feb.20, 2006 ~ Mar.25, 2006

Aug.12, 2011 ~ Jun.25, 2012

Kerosene
980 thousand barrels

Total 3,465 thousand barrels
- Crude oil 1,943 thousand barrels
- Products 1,522 thousand barrels

Release
Quantity

Total 2,916 thousand barrels
Total 4,940 thousand barrels
- Crude oil 3,130 thousand barrels - Crude oil 2,523 thousand barrels
- Products 1,377 thousand barrels - Products 393 thousand barrels
- LPG 433 thousand barrels

* Hurricane Katrina Oil Reserves Release Effect: Fell about 5.2% from USD 59.08/B to USD 56.01/B after announcement of specific plans for IEA joint response
* Since establishment of IEA, there have been 3 cases of international cooperation of IEA(①Gulf War, ②Hurricane Katrina, ③Libyan Crisis)
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Oil Stockpiling Project, the Basis for Stable National Oil Supply!
< Stable operation of Oil Storage Site and Application of Oil Reserves Project >
Business Status
KNOC has been managing the crude oil and petroleum stockpile facilities safely, which are reaching 146 million barrels in total.
In particular, there are two largest bases among rock cavern types in the world; Yeosu stockpile base is the first largest, and the
Ulsan base is following. Even though their capacity is over 50 million barrels respectively, they are managed perfectly by only 40
to 50 of KNOC's staffs. KNOC is actively providing the petroleum reserves and stockpile facilities to domestic refineries when
needed in order to promote stable domestic oil supply & demand and oil prices.
Total Rental Amount of Oil Reserves 

12,490
10,049

Crude Oil

(Unit: thousand barrels)

15,538
2,441

Petroleum Products
2011

15,538

15,432
15,201

Crude Oil

Crude Oil
2012

231

Petroleum Products
2013

Business Activities and Performances
KNOC achieved accident and injury free records for 13 consecutive years as a result of operating 9 oil storage bases safely under
the legally autonomous Safety Management System (ISO 9001/14001, KOSHA 18001) in order to promote safe oil stockpiling
projects. Also, our oil storage bases are being managed efficiently at reasonable operating costs since, compared to Japan’s
JOGMEC, our stockpile is only half, and our yearly management cost per barrel is only 1/4~1/6 despite the fact that we store more
types of crude oil and petroleum products. Above all, the KNOC’s oil storage bases are situated near domestic refineries, and are
connected to national oil pipeline system buried all over the country. Thereby, we are contributing to reinforcement of oil crisis
response capability against oil supply disruption. Also KNOC is leasing crude oil reserves on limits of less than 60 days (Petroleum
Products within 90 days) in case of domestic refineries’ shipment delay, problem with petroleum storage and refining facilities
due to natural disaster or shipping disruptions. KNOC uses the profit through it to cover the stockpile management cost. As a
result, KNOC’s leasing volume of oil reserves is 15,432 thousand barrels at the end of 2013, and rental revenue is KRW 7.9 billion.
And, we generated profits of KRW 3.5 billion by leasing storage facilities with the total throughput volume of 36,687 thousand
barrels in Ulsan, Yeosu, and Pyeongtaek bases.

Future Plan
The KNOC plans to additionally stockpile 91,750 thousand barrels of crude oil and 15,406 thousand barrels of petroleum
products (excluding commercial oil volume from International Joint Stockpile Business) from 2014 until 2025. In order to achieve
it, we will strive to promote reinforcement of oil crisis response capability against oil supply disruptions by means of securing
the government’s budget and of implementing strengthening of various infrastructures such as renovation and additional
construction of storage facilities.

Pyeongtaek Base

Seosan Base
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Global Hub for Petroleum Stockpiling!

▼

< Power to overcome Oil Crisis! Expansion of Dynamic Reserves >

45

Business Status
KNOC is striving to enhance oil crisis response capability and realize stable oil supply by way
of the International Joint Stockpile Business (dynamic stockpile) by using available space in
addition to direct purchasing national strategic petroleum reserve (static stockpile). In 2013,
a purchase of additional 1.1 million barrels resulted in an inventory of 91.0 million barrels of
oil reserves. The international joint stockpile reserve hit 44.2 million barrels, the highest-ever
volume.

Provide Storage
Facility
Purchase Priority
/ Storage Fee

Ceremony for the
Korea-UAE International
Joint Stockpile Business

NOC of Oil-producing
Country
Foreign Major Oil
Companies

Business Activities and Performances

Jetty for the Shipment

Petroleum Stockpiling
Facilities

KNOC minimizes the risk of price fluctuations through the hedging of oil prices to secure
economical oil reserves. KNOC was able to buy additional reserve oil at prices lower than the
average annual price through international bidding to attract the participation of international
trading companies.
As for the International Joint stockpiling project, although the international joint stockpile
business has faced difficulties in finding new customers, drastic decrease of storage demand
and contract expiration by existing customer, KNOC has flexibly responded to international oil
market by providing customized services to each customers. In particular, we contributed to
government’s stockpiling target by securing a stable volume of oil with international stockpiling
agreement between ADNOC and KNOC being effective. Our contract volume of 44.2 million
barrels in 2013 is equivalent to 60.6 days’ duration worth of volume calculated by IEA standards
and surpassed the government stockpiling target (40 million barrels) by 11%.
Furthermore, we laid the foundation for reserve asset utilization to supply reserve assets in
a timely manner for emergencies. We are also operating a reasonable and efficient leasing
system in which changes in oil industry environments are reflected. KNOC contributed to the
stability of oil supply by supplying 15.4 million barrels of oil reserves and 36.7 million barrels of
storage facilities against oil supply disruptions in domestic refineries in 2013.

Oil Attracted to
International Joint
Stockpiling
(Unit: 1 million barrels)
44.2

42.0
40.5

2011

2012

2013

Future Plan
KNOC is striving to enhance its oil crisis response capability by securing stable petroleum
reserve in addition to reaching the government’s stockpiling goals by expanding oil reserve
volume economically. In addition, we will contribute to sustainable stability in the national oil
supply through timely providing oil reserve and facilities to domestic refineries.
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Maximizing Profitability by Reinforcing Trading Capabilities!
< Expansion of Global Trading Network >

Business Status
KNOC enhances the effectiveness of overseas E&P business by bringing our equity oil to Korea
through a creative approach to crude oil trading. We also diversified our business scopes and
expanded trading volume through enhanced trading capabilities. We also strengthened our
trading organization to lay the foundation for promoting future global trading.

Business Activities and Performances
It is virtually difficult to bring our equity oil from abroad despite aggressive E&P investments
by KNOC, due to the factors such as scattered small quantities, price difference among
regional crude oil type, and transportation costs. But we realized direct bringing of equity
oil to Korea through close network with oil majors and domestic refineries and support from
the government’s policies to diversify oil import sources as well as enhancement of marketing
capabilities. We are enhancing national energy security and contributing to stability of domestic
oil supply by directly bringing our equity oil from abroad. We promote the maximization of
trading volume and revenue through steady and careful analysis in the volatile oil market.
We generate revenue through Time Swap trading which obtained an appropriate premium
under backwardation market situation. We also increase supply reliability and secure funds for
purchasing oil reserves by switching crude oil type into those which domestic refiners prefer
(high-sulfur heavy crude oil). In addition, the KNOC enhanced profits and its ability for new
business development by implementing Back to Back trading through active market research
and negotiation. Meanwhile, we are supporting the International joint stockpile business and
crude oil marketing by establishing KNOC Trading Singapore Pte. Ltd., a subsidiary whose
100% stake belongs to KNOC in Singapore in May 2013. In addition, we are going ahead with
global trading and marketing business by establishing trading houses in Houston and London.
We perform trading actively by forming international networks. As a consequence, our annual
trading revenue increased from KRW 31 billion in 2012 to KRW 36 billion won in 2013 and our
trading volume swelled to 90.2 million barrels in 2013 from 87.3 million barrels in 2012.
Expanding Bases for Building Trade Capacities

Houston
•Improve profitability by
selling price hedging
(USD 3.5 million) for
equity oil and gas
produced in America at
proper timing

Singapore

London

•Promotion of Back to
Back trading

•Direct bringing of equity
oil to Korea

•Support for International
Joint Stockpiling Business

•North Sea equity oil
marketing

KNOC Global Trading Network

Headquarters

•Network Construction

•Feedstock supply to
Canadian refinery

Future Plan
KNOC will expand its global trading networks and reinforce its foundation to bring equity oil
from overseas countries by utilizing its overseas trading corporation. At the same time, we will
contribute to stable domestic oil supply by working with majors and domestic refineries. In
addition, we will improve profitability through active trading based on oil market situations,
crude oil marketing promotion and new trading business development. We will continue to
seek for economically viable management.

Trading
House in
Singapore

Trading
House in
Houston
Dana’s
London
office
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Becoming the Center of Oil Distribution in Global Oil Industry!

▼

< Center of Asia, Northeast Asian Oil Hub Business >

47

Business Status
An oil hub refers to the center of the oil logistics and trading services which provides services to
store crude oil and oil products, and a variety of additional services by operating a commercial
tank terminal in regions near the world's major oil routes and consuming /producing regions.
Unlike the existing strategic petroleum stockpile facilities, a commercial tank terminal serves
oil trading companies. It offers a variety of value-add services such as blending, heating and
making & breaking bulk as well as storage. The Northeast Asian Oil Hub project has been
pursued by KNOC over a long period since the 2000s. The project envisages turning Korea to
the center of oil logistics and financial transactions in Northeast Asia by taking advantage of
the strengths of the country such as its excellent harbor conditions and geopolitical benefits.
KNOC is seeking the creation of new jobs and the development of the oil industry through
the creative fusion of the energy, logistics and financial industries. Korea will take a new
position as a leading country in the Northeast Asian energy industry through the successful
implementation and promotion of the project.

Business Activities and Performances
KNOC is discovering a variety of deregulations and institutional improvements for the
construction of a competitive commercial tank terminal and the promotion of oil trading for
the successful implementation of the project.
Building Commercial Tank Terminal
The Commercial Tank Terminal Construction and Operation project began on a full scale.
The terminal will lay the foundation for the project. The Yeosu project established a joint
venture (OKYC: Oil Hub Korea Yeosu Co., Ltd.) by attracting domestic and foreign investors in
November 2008. A commercial tank terminal that can hold 8.2 million barrels (crude oil and
petroleum products) was completed at the end of 2012. Since March 2013, the terminal has
been in commercial operation. As of July 2014, we obtain initial business feasibility by signing
an agreement to utilize about 6.66 million barrels, which is equivalent to about 81.4% of the
total tank capacity despite difficult market conditions as backwardation in the oil market.
In the meantime, we are going ahead with the Ulsan project, considering various market
conditions step by step (Ulsan North Port project and Ulsan South Port project). The project
aimed at building a commercial tank terminal that can store 28.4 million barrels of oil. The Ulsan
North Port project (9.9 million barrels) is underway, aiming at the beginning of its commercial
operation in 2017. We aim to begin a commercial operation of a tank terminal that can hold
18.5 million barrels in Ulsan South Port in 2021 by establishing strategies linking the Ulsan North
Port project and existing tank terminals in the future. KNOC signed a joint venture agreement
with VOPAK, the world’s number-one oil and chemical tank terminal company in 2013 and
domestic refiner S-OIL for the promotion of the Ulsan North Port project and established
Korea Oil Terminal Co., Ltd. or KOT as a joint venture in February 2014. Consequently, the
establishment helped the company lay the foundation for building a commercial tank terminal.
Deregulation and Institutional Improvement
KNOC discovered deregulation and institutional improvements required for the promotion of
a Northeast Asia Oil Hub Project and is pushing forward with the relevant government units.
The company is sparing no efforts in developing ways to attract traders such as comprehensive
mitigation of petroleum product blending regulations, simplifying tax / refund procedures
and the guarantee of freedom of trading. As a result of these efforts, partial revision of the
'Customs Act' and 'Oil and Petroleum Alternative Fuel Act' enabled value-added activities such
as the blending of petroleum products to be exported in a comprehensive bonded area in 2013
and 2014.
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Building Oil Hub of Northeast Asia

Building One Of The World's Four Best Oil Hubs
Hardware Construction

Software Maintenance

Building and operating terminal with
capacity of 36.6 million barrels of oil

Oil trading market opening
and deregulation

Ulsan project
(28.4 million barrels)

Yeosu project
(8.2 million barrels)

Ulsan project

Deregulation and building infrastructure

North Port
(9.9 million barrels)
Establishing Joint
venture (2014.2)
Facilities Construction
(2015 - 2016)

•Deregulation / system improvement such

Establishing

as duty / refund system improvements and

Joint venture

expansion of blending

(2008.11)

South Port
(18.5 million barrels)

Commercial

Establishing joint
venture (2016)

(2013 ~ )

Yeosu project

•Discovering and pushing forward with system
improvement tasks to open oil trading market

operation

Facility construction
(2018 - 2020)

Project to Build Oil Hub of Northeast Asia
Vision

Target
Implementation
Strategy

Four
Implementation
Strategy

Securing New National Status as Leading Country in
Energy Industry in Northeast Asia
•Creating new jobs through creative convergence of energy, logistics and finance
•Taking off to be a world-class trading country through deregulation and better
business environments

Logistics Hub

Trading Hub

Securing commercial tank terminals

Financial Hub
Easing regulations on oil trade

•Construction of tank terminal that can
store a total of 36.6 million barrels

•Simplifying oil related taxation / refund
procedures

•Expanding commercial utilization of idle
reserve facilities

•Comprehensive deregulations including
those on blending, shipping and storage

Offering incentives to attract traders

Building financial infrastructure
related to oil trade

•Establishing roles and duties of oil
traders

•Expanding and deregulating financial
services related to oil trade

•Preparing grounds for local tax
incentives to attract traders

•Building financial infrastructure such as
clearing and exchange centers in timely
manner

Future Plan
KNOC will finish the final investment decision on the promotion of Ulsan North Port project in 2014, and will undertake
construction work in 2015 with the goal of commercial operation start in the first half of 2017. We will perform a feasibility
study on the Ulsan South Port project in 2015 and proceed with the project with the goal of beginning a commercial operation
in 2021 by establishing strategies in connection with the Ulsan North Port project and the existing tank terminal.
At the same time, KNOC will continue to pursue government deregulation by enabling comprehensive value-added activities in
order to provide a variety of value-added services regardless of the origin of the raw material, the destinations of products and
trading activities at an oil hub. We will put our utmost efforts to make oil hub designated as general bonded areas or bonded
factories with the government and private sector in order to improve the existing tariff and refund systems and guarantee the
free movement of goods between the hub and tank terminals at domestic refineries as well.
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<Start of the 8 trillion won investment economy, transforming
Ulsan ground tank base into underground cavern base>
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Business Status
More than thirty years have passed since the completion of the ground tank at the Ulsan
Stockpiling Base in 1982. This made it imperative to rebuild new stockpile facilities since
maintenance and operational costs were growing. The government (the Ministry of Trade,
Industry & Energy) announced the Deregulation-Oriented Investment Promotion Plan. The
plan calls for offering a land to the companies that want to build plants at crowded industrial
complexes and inducing investment. Hence, the KNOC began to proceed with a project to
transform the Ulsan ground tank base into underground cavern base. That is to say, the project
is to demolish its ground tanks to offer the land to private companies and rebuild new stockpile
facilities with rock cavern type under the site and at other remaining bases. We have been
carrying out a survey and design to demolish the ground tanks and build replacement facilities
since May 2014. The project is scheduled to proceed until 2020.

Business Activities and Performances
The purpose of the project is to offer the lot for the ground tanks as land for building plants
and rebuild replacement stockpile facilities under the site with the revenue from the land sale.
The project is creative and efficient and can realize win-win growth among the government,
the KNOC, the local government and private companies.
While proceeding with moving the tank underground, the company made the project
beneficial to all stakeholders by grasping the needs of stakeholders via a council among relevant
organizations.
The project offers land to companies with trouble in finding land within crowded
industrial complexes. Then the companies will be able to execute their investment
plans as scheduled and secure their global competitiveness.
The project helps companies with trouble in finding good land for their plants,
preventing them from leaving. Accordingly, the local government can receive
taxes from them.
The project is very friendly with the government’s policies to attract the investment.
Thus, investments of about KRW 8 trillion will be induced through the project,
energizing the domestic economy.
The project will enable KNOC to replace the 30-year-old facilities and secure an
underground cavern that can reduce the operational costs.
Specifically, the project earned KNOC funds that can be used in the construction of the
outdated facilities. In terms of operational costs, the underground rock cavern base is 73%
cheaper than an above-ground tank on average. The Ulsan Development Institute analyzed
that this project will create KRW 1 trillion in value added effects and 20,000 new jobs when
private companies expand their facilities through this project. This helps people understand the
volume of this project’s effects.
Table for Oil Stockpiling Facilities Comparison
Overview of the above-ground tank

Comparison of maintenance costs

•Construction: May 1980~May 1982

Maintenance cost per barrel

•Capacity: 13.5 million barrels – 0.75 million barrels/unit X 18 units

Underground cavern

(1 unit = 1.2 times bigger than Jangchung Gymnasium)

KRW

375

Above-ground tank
KRW

1,388

Maintenance cost
can be reduced
by 73% when
the underground
cavern is
operated
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Value-Added Effects from Construction of S-Oil Factory 

Sector

Unit: KRW 1 million
Nationwide
(except for Ulsan)

Ulsan

Salaries for laborers

393,727

563,958

Operating Surplus

163,713

290,395

Consumption of fixed capital

29,525

82,648

Net production Tax

79,246

101,090

Total amount of value added tax

666,211

1,038,091

Data: 2005 Local Industry Input-Output Table published by the Bank of Korea in 2009

Jobs Created by Construction of S-Oil Plant

Unit: job

Sector

Ulsan

Nationwide (except for Ulsan)

New Jobs

12,683

6,958

Data: 2005 Local Industry Input-Output Table published by the Bank of Korea in 2009
* Source: Ulsan Economic and Social Brief by the Ulsan Development Institute

Future Plan
KNOC is planning to transfer the land to the private sector after transferring oil from the reserve
base in Ulsan in 2014 and demolishing the storage tank by 2015. The company will build the
underground reserve base in Ulsan from 2015 through 2020. In addition, from 2015, KNOC will
carry out the construction of an additional ground tank. The construction will be completed
by 2017.
Type

Ulsan

Yeosu

Location

Lot in the Ulsan stockpile base

Lot available within Yeosu
stockpile base

Storage size

11 million barrels

2.5 million barrels

Storage method

Underground rock cavern

Other facilities

Ground tank

- Wastewater treatment facility

- Machinery and equipment
such as crude oil pumps

- Machinery and equipment
such as crude oil pumps

- Electrical, instrumentation
equipment

- Administrative buildings

- Electrical, instrumentation
equipment
*Note: Replacement Reserve Facility Plan by transforming Ulsan ground tank base into underground cavern base

Explanatory diagram of underground rock cavern

Ulsan stockpile base

Underground rock cavern
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Oil Information Services and Oil Distribution System
Improvement
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We strive to enhance public benefits and the right to know and achieve stabilization of the domestic oil market such as domestic and international oil
information, oil industry trends and oil prices. At the same time, we are committed to contributing to consumer price stability by relieving burden from
fuel cost and remedying problems from the vertical integration of four refineries in Korea.
Oil Information Service to Offer Oil Information
KNOC is providing oil information to government agencies, the private oil industry and
academia by collecting, analyzing, and evaluating domestic and foreign oil information in an
effort to enhance the nation’s and companies’ competitiveness and to help people understand.
The company has been designated as an official government statistics agency about domestic
oil supply and prices so the reliability of its data is high. Moreover, we are publishing the
most prestigious publications loaded with rich oil information in Korea by quickly collecting
and utilizing global oil information. By enhancing the professionalism of the Oil Research
& Information Center, we are committed to providing information to cater to the needs of
stakeholders such as domestic oil prices, domestic oil supply and demand statistics, trends in
and outlooks on oil prices and trends in oil resources development. In line with trends in the era
of IT, the company provides information via internet and mobile applications.

Main screen of Petronet

The annual number of
Opinet users
(Unit: one million persons)

52
45
38

2011

2012

2013

Integrated Oil Information Network 'Petronet'
KNOC operates the 'Petronet' (www.petronet.co.kr) Internet service which is a general oil
information network. The Petronet is the only Internet-based multimedia oil information
network that offers an Anytime, Anywhere Service for all users through a systematic database
with information related to domestic and international oil under the motto "All Oil Information."
KNOC systematically collects and analyzes domestic and foreign information and provides it to
external stakeholders such as the government, industry and people among others. We offer
our customers a total of 154 kinds of information such as news, trends, and the analysis of
information and statistics on production, consumption and prices. The Petronet is operated as a
communication channel between customers and KNOC, and In October 2012, the information
service expanded into a mobile platform. As a result, the customer satisfaction hit 89.9 points in
2013.
Oil Price Information Services 'Opinet'
We have been operating Opinet (www.opinet.co.kr), the world's first real-time oil price
information service since 2008. By collecting and providing prices at about 12,600 gas stations
and about 1,800 LPG filling stations nationwide in real time, the Opinet adds to convenience
for the people. In order to provide better service, the Opinet provides not only gas and LPG
prices but also information about illegal gas stations and merchants that sell fake oil to prevent
consumers from using fake oil. Moreover, the Opinet varied its contents such as oil price
forecasts, the expansion of opening LPG prices. Data is collected through credit card payment
information, ARS and call centers six times a day. Its service is accessible via various IT devices
such as smartphones and car navigation systems. Collected information is used for reasonable
fuel purchases, the consumer price index by Statistics Korea and collaboration with private
companies for shared growth.
The Opinet disclosed prices at 7,300 gas stations across the nation (56% of all of the nation’s
gas stations) in May 2008, the month of its launch. As of July 2014, about 12,600 gas stations,
99% of them, made public their oil prices.
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Furthermore, the number of Opinet users averaged 143,000 a day and stood at 52 million in
total in 2013. The figure grew about 15% from the previous year, strengthening its position as
a popular oil information service.
Oil Information Service System
Providing information on
international oil prices and
analyses of international oil
market trends
•Daily international oil price
trends and weekly / monthly /
yearly oil price DB
•Services about international oil
market and oil prices among
others

Surveying and announcing
domestic oil prices and oil supply
and demand

Analysis of domestic and
international oil industry, and
cooperation with international
organizations and support for
policies

•Collecting domestic oil
product prices and providing
data to general public free of
charge

•Providing domestic and
international oil development
trends and analysis
information

•Collecting and providing data
about domestic oil supply,
National Petroleum Statistical
DB

•Support for energy
organizations such as IEA and
national oil policies

Online real-time service
Main screen of Opinet
General Oil Information

Prices at gas stations

Petronet

Opinet

Statistics on oil demand and supply
Pedsis

Providing general public with information

Government and industry

Oil Information Publications
Publications

Contents

Cycle

Media
format

Weekly

Internet

Monthly

Mail,
Internet

Daily

Internet

Weekly

Internet

Weekly

Internet

Monthly

Internet

Yearly

Mail

•Focus on domestic and international oil industry and related commentaries
Weekly Petroleum
News

•Weekly oil price trends, domestic oil industry trends, forecast on petroleum
development trends
•Major sectors, in-depth analysis of major countries
•Weekly oil statistics

Korea Monthly Oil
Statistics (Korean /
English versions)

•Oil supply and demand trends
•Oil supply and demand statistics
•Breaking news about domestic oil supply and demand statistics (e-mail)
•Major crude oil price trends (Dubai, Brent, WTI, etc.)

Daily Oil Market
Report

•Prices of NYMEX futures
•News about domestic and international oil markets, the oil industry and
oil development
•Domestic and international oil prices (crude oil and oil products)

Weekly Oil Market
Report
Weekly Domestic Oil
Market Report
Korea Oil News
(English)
Korea Oil Statistics

•Trends in global oil prices
•Trends in global oil market and the product market in Singapore
•
Trends in domestic oil product prices (weekly, monthly)
•
Domestic oil product prices (gas stations, distributors and refiners)
•
News about domestic oil industry
•
Domestic oil product prices and supply-related statistics
•Overall domestic oil supply and demand statistics

Future Plan
By expanding cooperation with SMEs and relevant organizations and reinforcing publicity, KNOC is striving to create the added
value of oil information. We promote shared growth with SMEs by developing services based on an oil information database.
A variety of advertisement releases help the people use oil information more easily and conveniently. In addition, by following
the Government 3.0 Policy, we will step up our efforts to spread information for the public good by supporting the construction
of Open API and private companies’ new development based on public information and creating guidelines on the use of oil
information and forming user forums.
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Economical Gas Station; Improving Domestic Oil Distribution Structure
KNOC has promoted the project of “cost-reducing” economical gas stations in order to stabilize
domestic oil prices. The first economical gas station began operation in Dec. 2011 in promotion
of fair competition in the domestic petroleum product market. The number of economical gas
stations reached 1,000 in December 2013 and, as of July 2014, the number is 1,087, which
account for 8.6% of the total gas stations. As a result, economical gas stations are referred to
as "the fifth oil refinery in Korea" and 30 of them are being operated, even on Jeju Island, where
oil prices are considered particularly high.
Preventing Monopoly and Promoting Fair Competition
KNOC organized a briefing session in major five cities in January 2012 in order to promote the
project in a consistent manner and provide active support such as issuance of an associated card,
large-scale promotion, and financial support for successful establishment of the gas stations.
In addition, we purchased oil jointly with the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation in
a large quantity and used the KNOC facilities to secure competitiveness in terms of purchase
and storing. As a result, economical gas stations could promote competition in the sales price,
which it gradually restructured the monopolistic system of domestic oil market into the system
where fair competition could be introduced.
Benefiting Consumers (Public)
KNOC has driven changes in the paradigm of the oil distribution network by making
transparent petroleum product pricing system and, as a direct result, we could lower oil prices
by KRW 47/L compared to those of other gas stations, bringing benefits to consumers, which
is worth a total of KRW 200 billion.
Future Plan
KNOC is planning to increase the market share of economical gas stations up to 10% by 2015
and facilitate fair competition through effective management/support and continue to pursue
‘structural stability of oil prices’, which is one of the major governmental policies.
Moreover, we will have operators’ meetings and a survey in order to accept opinions of
stakeholders and make continuous improvements, increasing the value of economical gas
stations.
Operation System of Economical Gas Stations
Supplier

Hyundai(Central)
Opening of the 1000th
Economical Gas Station

Economical Gas Station

Other than Domestic Refineries
(Purchase in spot market)

Domestic Refineries

SK(Southern)

Joint Purchase
Purchase

National Agricultural
Cooperative Federation

Economical
Gas Stations

National Agricultural
Cooperative Federation
owned Gas Stations

KNOC

Private owned
Gas Stations

KNOC’s Storage Facility

Diversification of
Supply sources

Expressway
Gas stations

Future Plan
KNOC will make sustainable efforts to provide oil information for stakeholders through effective
analysis and active support to projects, designed to revamp the domestic oil distribution
structure, such as economical gas stations.
Furthermore, we will continue to analyze trends and provide information on petroleum
products sold by various gas stations with the purpose of stabilizing oil prices and bringing
benefits to consumers (public) while carrying out our social responsibility as a public company.
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Safe Operation of the Workplace
KNOC has applied HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environment, and Quality) management systems to its entire business premises. As to the operation of domestic and overseas premises and implementation of new projects, we ensure
safety through systematic and integrated HSEQ management.
KNOC’s Crisis Reponses System
KNOC has prevented accidents in a systematic way based on PSM (Process Safety Management
system), ISO9001 (Quality Management Systems), and KOSHA18001 (Voluntary Occupational
Health and Safety Management Systems). We also established a crisis response system to
actively deal with emergencies, and provided regular training to employees to improve their
ability to cope with crisis. We have periodically performed the inspection according to the
standard of accident prevention activities by disaster types tailored to meet the need of the
worksites. We have developed emergency response scenarios by disaster types, and regularly
done emergency response drill by scenario types. Furthermore, we have established a
cooperation system with relevant agencies around the site to provide support in case of an
emergency including equipment and manpower.
Preventive Activities and Crisis Response Measures by Disaster Types
Disaster Types
Fire
(Explosion)

Preventive Activities
· Patrol and safety inspection (5 times/day)

· Organization/operation of a self-firefighting team

· Regular safety inspection (once/month)

· Independent/joint firefighting drill (bimonthly)

· Special safety inspection (5 times or more/year)

· Close cooperation with relevant authorities such as a fire station

· Safety

inspection (5 times/day)
Oil Spill

· Oil
 stock levels monitoring (regularly)
· Soil

contamination inspection (once/year)

Marine
pollution

Natural
disasters
(Earthquake,
storm/flood)

Terrorism

Crisis Response Measures

· Safety

assessment of an oil tanker (before work)
· Installation/operation

of oil fence

· Organization/operation of an oil spill response team
· Oil spill response drill (along with a firefighting drill)
· Close cooperation with relevant authorities such as an oil
companies, etc.
· Organization/operation of an marine pollution response team
· Independent/joint pollution prevention drill (once/half-year)

· Marine

pollution inspection (twice/day)

· Operation of a ship dedicated to oil spill response during
shipment

· Weather monitoring

· Organization/operation of a self-disaster response team

· Special inspection and reinforcement during
vulnerable times

· Timely response by situations and activities of damage escalation prevention

· Service at guard posts and operation of defense
facilities
· Increase patrol during vulnerable times (8 times/day)

· Self-defense based on the concept of three zones
- Zone 1 (Local reserve forces),
- Zone 2 (Police assigned for special guard),
- Zone 3 (Self-service reserve forces)

Heightened Safety Management
HSE Department for Enterprise Safety management and Development of Experts
KNOC set up an HSE Department in 2013 that can manage HSE of the overseas and domestic
premises in a systematic way. In order to improve implementation of HSE, we conduct an
internal audit and a safety inspection on a regular basis and ensure that the feedback can be
applied and carried out in a meaningful way. In addition, we provide various and advanced HSE
education and training to employees so as to develop and improve HSE experts’ competency.
For example, we regularly organize seminars and workshops with DNV GL, an HSE expert in
Norway to share advanced HSE management approaches.

HSE workshop for the
35th anniversary of the
foundation
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Creation of Global Safety Culture
KNOC is operating GCoP (Global Communities of Practice), a portal system for sharing HSErelated ideas and knowledge, participated by those in charge of HSE at domestic and overseas
offices including subsidiaries, so that HSE issues and new solutions can be effectively shared
by each and every operating sites and safety culture can be promoted actively. The HSE
conference, held at Dana, one of KNOC’s subsidiaries in UK, in May 2013, allowed HSE leaders
of the company to increase safety management abilities and share valuable knowledge and
insight, promoting enterprise HSE culture.
Governance for Safety Management
KNOC has been operating the “Safety Management Committee”, an advisory and deliberative
group made up of internal and external safety experts, since May 2013. The committee is
operated by four external experts from the academia, international safety management
organizations, and relevant businesses as well as four internal experts, aiming to review major
safety management policies of the worksites to enhance KNOC’s safety. In addition, from July
2013 the CSO (Chief Safety Officer) who is an executive officer was appointed and has been
playing the major role in safety accident prevention and emergency response and systematic
cooperation with governmental agencies and those in the private sector.

Safety Management of Petroleum Stockpiling Base
KNOC is implementing comprehensive and systematic safety management policies for the
petroleum stockpile bases and has developed measures to prevent and respond to disasters
accidents as well as restore the facilities. In accordance with the Occupation Safety and Health
Act, we have established the Process Safety Management system, intensively managing twelve
action plans, including process risk assessment, emergency respond plans, training, etc. In
addition, we have initiated continuous improvement activities focused on the PDCA cycle
(Plan→Do→Check→Act) according to the KOSHA18001 (Voluntary Occupational Health and
Safety Management Systems). As the result of the diligent efforts on stable operation and
improvement of the safety management system as well as enhanced crisis response abilities,
KNOC has achieved zero-accident target for 13 consecutive years within its entire petroleum
stockpile bases.
Earthquake Detection System
KNOC has applied an earthquake detector in its petroleum stockpile bases in order to minimize
any damage from earthquakes, the unpredictable natural disaster. We installed the detecting
system in five bases in 2011 and four another bases in 2012. The seismic accelerometers
installed at the facilities measure the vibration acceleration, and the sensor is connected to the
monitoring system of KNOC Headquarters and the integrated earthquake control system of the
National Emergency Management Agency.

2013 KNOC HSE Conference

The First Safety Management Committee in 2013
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Seismic Performance Evaluation
Seismic performance evaluation assesses the ability of a building to resist an earthquake, and
KNOC planned the evaluation, mainly targeting petroleum facilities, and conducted the test
for six tanks at five offices, such as Seosan office and two old buildings at Guri office between
2011 and 2012, and ten buildings at seven branch offices such as Geoje office in 2013. We has
implemented Seismic Performance Evaluation which is applied by criteria stricter than required
by the laws, and we’re planning repair and reinforcement for the facilities proved vulnerable to
an earthquake, such as two buildings of Guri office and so on.
Advancement of the Preventive Inspection Systems for the Petroleum Stockpiling Base
KNOC has strengthened the preventive inspection system in order to improve the accuracy and
reliability of such inspection at the petroleum stockpiling base. We have subdivided the course
of data input and storage methods. The inspection result was recorded with digital pens, which
is automatically transmitted to PCs so that more intensive analysis of the data is performed. This
system has been introduced at two bases by 2013 and to be established at four more bases in
2014.

On-site
inspection

Report with
a digital pen
(report form)

Data transfer between
the digital pen and PC
(automatic transmission of
the data to the system)

In-depth data
analysis

Zero-accident
(Unit : Multiples)/PSM
(2013)

Ulsan

12 / P

Geoje

17 / S

Yeosu

13 / P

Seosan 

7/P

Pyeongtaek


12 / S

Guri

21 / P

Yongin

15 / P

Gokseong 13 / P
Donghae 11 / S

PSM (Process Safety
Management) Evaluation
Rating:
Progressive (P),
Stagnant (S),
Mismanagement (M+),
Mismanagement (M-)

Zero-accident and Process Safety assessment of Petroleum Stockpiling Base
The base has achieved the zero-accident target for thirteen consecutive years at all stockpiling
offices since 2001. Guri office achieved twenty one -fold zero-accident that is the best record
of the same line of business in 2013. Also, KNOC has kept further high level of PSM (Process
Safety Management System) by receiving Class P (Progressive) which is 66.7 percent of whole
Petroleum stockpiling bases in comparison with 9.2 percent of Korea industry which PSM is
applied to.

Safety Management of Oil and Gas Production Sites
Since the tragic oil spill disaster at Gulf of Mexico in 2010, KNOC has been putting strength
on setting up the HSE management systems for drilling activities to comply with international
HSE regulations as well as improve drilling skill and safety management competency. We’re
promoting economic and technology-driven drilling activities by establishing the integrated
HSE management systems and drilling management systems at overseas sites. In addition,
we’ve made ceaseless efforts to apply the safety culture and world-class safety management
systems at oil and gas production sites by employing HSE experts from overseas advanced oil
and gas industries.
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HSE Performance at Oil and Gas Production Sites
Area

Office/Invested
Company

Gas Production Office

Vietnam Office
(11-2)
Asia
Kazakhstan Office
(Altius, KC LLP, Ada)

Iraq Office

ANKOR
America
Harvest

Europe & Africa

Dana

III. Sustainable Value Chain



HSE Index
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(Unit: cases (LTI), cases (oil spill))
2011

2012

2013

LTI

0

0

0

LTIF

0

0

0

oil spill

0

0

0

LTI

0

0

0

LTIF

0

0

0

oil spill

0

0

0

LTI

1

3

2

LTIF

0.3

0.69

0.59

oil spill

0

0

0

LTI

-

-

0

LTIF

-

-

0

oil spill

-

-

0

LTI

5

3

0

LTIF

6.16

2.71

0

oil spill

0

0

0

LTI

3

6

7

LTIF

0.67

1.30

1.04

oil spill

4

0

0

LTI

2

1

3

LTIF

0.64

0.47

0.81

0

0

0

oil spill

*LTI (Lost Time Incident): the number of fatalities or incidents that requires more than one day of convalescence
*LTIF (Lost Time Injury Frequency): the number of LTI x 1,000,000 hours/hours worked
*Oil Spill: oil spill > 100 barrels

Safety Management of Offshore Rig
We’ve improved the HSE Case, safety management system of offshore rig, by satisfying
international standards and various needs of the local government and operators. The HSE Case
requirements of IADC (International Association of Drilling Contractors), which is considered to
be the best practice in the drilling industry, have been adopted and we have developed the HSE
Case to comply with the safety regulations of clients and target countries.
HSE Case
HSE Case: Safety management system to pre-identify and prevent risks of
various rigs and danger circumstances

Risk
management

Risk
Identification

Risk
Analysis

Risk
Reduction

Action plans
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Response Measures for Safety Management of Rigs

Advanced HSE Case

Safety management system that can
satisfy the international standards
and clients’ requirements

Accident Prevention/Emergency Preparedness

Successful settlement of safety culture
by accident prevention activities and
education / training

Doo Sung Rig, Achieving Accident-Free Records
for Six Consecutive Years

Advanced HSE Case
We have promoted the HSE Case, safety management system for offshore rig, by satisfying
international standards and various requirements of the local government and operators. By
applying all the IADC recommended practices, we have established HSE Case to meet the
safety regulations of clients and target areas. As to risk analysis and accident responses, we
have conducted Bow-Tie analysis, which is an in-depth risk analysis method utilized for major
accident hazard with significant consequences, and defined safety duties for all job positions
on the rig. Furthermore, we have not only maintained ISO 9001 certification level, but also
adopted all the requirements of IADC Guidelines, ISO 14001, and OHSAS18001 certification.
We received a special HSE bonus of USD 560,000 from Shell, one of the world’s most meticulous
customers in terms of safety management, as we acknowledged the superiority of our system
and outstanding safety records.
Successful Settlement of Safety Culture
KNOC has expanded the mandatory system called Hazard Observation which has been
voluntarily practiced. We have made it mandatory so that all workers on the rig, including clients
and contractors, report hazard observation cards according to ‘1 case / 1 person / 1 day’ report
rule. Also, we select outstanding 3 best hazard reporters and reward their efforts every month.
Furthermore, effective training and drills are provided to employees, using various accident
scenarios which include a fire, evacuation, first aid, ice floes clashing and pirate situation. A
safety meeting is held before every work commences. All employees on board of offshore
facilities must receive mandatory safety training and job specific accident prevention education.

The 10 th anniversary of zero-accident gas production at Donghae-1 gas field

Sustainable Value chain
60＿ Customers _ Customer Satisfaction by KNOC
64＿ Partners _ Win-Win Growth
68＿ Employees _ Great Workplace
74＿ Local Communities _ Actual Sharing
78＿ Future Generations _ Protecting the Earth

2013 Benefit Sharing project

Social Contribution Supporting Cost

Social Contribution

Greenhouse Emission
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Importance of Customers

Customers

KNOC’s various customers cover the entire gamut from the general public to the government,
and related institutions that require professional technology and information in areas relevant
to the oil industry. Committed to creating customer satisfaction and value by providing all the
customers with the best possible oil-related services, and ultimately to fulfilling our mission and
vision, we grow and develop together with our customers.

KNOC’s Approach

•Purchasers
of oil and gas
produced
domestically

CS Strategy System
CS

Petroleum stockpile
business
•State-owned
oil companies
in oil-producing countries
•International
traders

Vision
CS
Strategic
Goal

Strategic
tasks

•Domestic and
overseas oil
refineries
Energy and resources
management S/A loan
business
•Energy and
resources management S/A
loan users

Customers’ beloved success partner for
the best oil services
Customers' success through the best oil services
Enhance of the
capacity to create
customer value

Advance CS
support system

Improvement of Customer
Satisfaction with Public
Institutions (Unit: points)

Key Performances
Improvement of Economical Gas Station customer
communication and hearing the voices of
customers (VOC)
•Increased provision of academic information
about oil and gas E&P to customers through
seminars on the oil industry and others

•Members of
oil information
services

•Boosting communication with the people
using SNS

•Oil information business
members

•Economical
gas station
operators
•Economical
gas station
customers

Establish overseas
customer
satisfaction
management
activity system

Key Performances and Evaluation

Oil information business

Economical Gas Station
business

Reinforce of the
customer experience
management system

88

•Participants
overseas upstream

87

Oil E&P business

92

Identification of
customers by business area

With the “Customers’ beloved success partner for the best oil services” as our vision for
customer satisfaction, we pursue four strategic tasks: “enhance the capacity to create customer
value,” “advance customer satisfaction support system,” “reinforce the customer experience
management system,” and “establish the overseas customer satisfaction management activity
system.” In addition, we continue to make an effort to discover various ways to improve customer
satisfaction through monitoring of CS activities on a regular basis and offering tailored services
so that customers have timely access to the information they need.

2011 2012

2013

•Oil information service upgrade, such as oil
information networks and open oil price
systems, etc.

Future Plan
•Reformulation of CS vision and strategic goals in accordance with changes in the corporate vision
and strategic goals
•Reinforcement of capacity for customer responsiveness and CS management through the CS support
system and organizational consolidation
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Customer Touch point Management System
The Process of Solving Problems at Customer Touch points
KNOC abides by the service standards and supervises service quality improvement and fulfillment of the service standards at
the customer touch points. It evaluates 46 items, including service promptness, procedure observance, and improvement, in 13
departments in 5 business areas on a quarterly basis. The problems thus identified are reflected in the plans for the improvement
of customer satisfaction drawn up for each business and service standards revision. Through its website, we post accessible
detailed information about our service standards and service standards fulfillment. There has not been any regulation violations
regarding the information and services that we have provided for the past three years.

Implementation and operation
of the service standards for each
core service in each business
area

Quarterly evaluation of service
standards fulfillment

Service
standards
operation

Monitoring
and
assessment

Announcement of the assessment results on the homepage
and identification of problems
to be solved

Sharing
of the
assessment
results

Reflection of problems to be
solved in the formulation of the
CS improvement plans for each
business area

Reflection of
the assessment
results in the CS
improvement
plans

Customer touch point
problem solving
Problem-solving system Service standards operation ▶ Assessment ▶ sharing ▶ solution of fundamental problems with customer touch
points through the reflux system in formulating CS improvement plans

VOC Process Reinforcement
We KNOC collect ideas and opinions for the improvement of various regulations, systems, and procedures from our customers
and the general public. Once customers’ suggestions and ideas are registered, we review them and send to the suggestion
review committee for review and classification of the suggestions. we also accepts customers’ difficulties such as objections
related to our duties and petitions on unfair or unjust cases through the online customer complaint center, takes action to
solve the problems within seven days, and makes the results accessible only to each respective customer in order for the best
protection of personal information.

Collection

Classification
and
Action

Process
in
Detail

•Collection of VOCs at each channel

•Classification by type

- online

- Short- and long-term tasks

- Each business area

- Information, counseling, and
demand

- Customer touch points
- Surveys
- Business

information session

- Suggestions, complaints, and
praise
•Action in accordance with the
Customer’s Charter and manual

Analysis and
Utilization

•Analysis of causes by type
•Strategy formulation and
decision-making in management
•Discovery of new businesses and
services
•Discovery of tasks for improvement
•Training of working-level employees
•Reflection to performance evaluation
•Reward to excellent employees
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Enhancement of CS Capacity
KNOC strives to enhance its customer service capacity by selecting outstanding employees at
the first point of contact with customers, and appointing them as CS creators. The CS creators
of each department attend a variety of internal and external programs and workshops at least
once a year in order to improve their CS capacity. In doing so, KNOC shares major issues related
to CS management and CS management trends in academic and relevant industrial circles. It
also provides employees with online in-company education so the employees can voluntarily
take various classes to improve our CS capacity.

▼
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CS Management and Results of VOC Management
KNOC has exchanged many opinions with operators of Economical Gas Stations, a link
between KNOC and the public (gas station customers). As a result, in December 2013, KNOC
owned 1,000th Economical Gas Station, playing a decisive role in achieving the political goal
of “stabilizing consumer prices structurally.” Also, KNOC holds petroleum industrial seminars
twice a year at first/second half, in order to provide our customers of refinery companies, E&P
companies, and related institutions with academic information of current issues in this. It also
functions as a channel of communication and discussion for sustainable improvement in oil
information services.

Activities for Information Privacy

Customer Satisfaction
with Disclosure
92.3%

85.12%
7.18%P
▲

With a growing number of public accidents and damage in relation to personal information
recently, KNOC is striving to improve our personal information security system through a safe
and reliable information protection system. We have built a personal information codification
system in the personal information treatment system and differentiated access rights to
personal information. In addition, we are committed to improving protection of customers’
personal information through various technical protection measures, such as systems designed
to detect and block the exposure of personal information on website, systems for personal
information detection and codification in user PCs, and monitoring systems. KNOC is proud
to announce that there has been no accident in relation to violation of customer’s personal
information protection or loss of customers’ data for the past three years.

Enhancement of Reliability through Information Transparency
2012

2013

KNOC posts major management information on Alio System and its website. In order to
improve the accuracy of its management information, we reinforce the process of verifying
and reviewing information and conduct a survey periodically to improve customer satisfaction.
as a result of our effort to improve information accessibility and expand ‘contents for public
convenience’ such as know-how to cut oil & gas expenses, and current status of Economical
Gas Stations, Information reliability and customer satisfaction increased from 85.12 percent in
2012 to 92.3 percent in 2013.

Disclosure System Table
•Provision of accurate and reliable information •Increase of voluntary and active information disclosure
Operation
direction

Goals

•Improvement of management transparency, trust in information disclosure, and fulfillment of the
right-to-know of interested parties
•Contribution to public convenience through the active disclosure of diverse and useful information on
customer’s viewpoint

Relevant
department
Operation
system

Achievements

Duty

Customer
satisfaction

Creator

General manager

Verifier

12 departments/22 teams

Strategy & Planning Dept.

Internal Auditing Dept.

Accurate and thorough
disclosure

Distribution of disclosure-related
regulations and guideline and
monitoring on a regular basis

Thorough review and feedback based
on the self-assessment process

Government: active response to government policy through faithful fulfillment of integrated disclosure
The public: Ready access to the information they want
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Reinforcement of the 3.0 Program
In order to play a leading role in responding to the government’s 3.0 policy, KNOC operates a
system in which the Executive Vice President for Strategy & Planning Group leads and the Vice
President for Strategy & Planning Dept. carries out the policy. We focus on providing More
detailed, everyday-life information with the disclosure of a variety of information designed to
meet customers’ viewpoint as its motto. Our disclosure channels include integrated disclosure,
self-disclosure (website), and information disclosure system which provide advance and ondemand information.

General Management of the Government 3.0 Program
Strategy &
Planning Dept.

Information
Area

Relevant
Department

Person in Charge: Executive Vice President for Strategy & Planning Group
Action Officer: Vice President for Strategy & Planning Dept.

150
133

Management Support
General Affairs
Department
HR Management
Department
Finance Management
Department

Relevant
Information

Self-disclosure Items of
Management Information 
(Unit: number of items)

Oil Information/Technology

139

Major Business Areas
Petroleum Stockpile
Department

Oil Research & Information
Center

Production Management
Department

Institute for Exploration &
Production Technology

Offshore Rig Operations
Department
Oil Hub Business Team

•General affairs/contract

•Oil price

•Organization/human
relations/education

•Oil supply and demand
statistics

•Social contribution/
shared growth

•Issues in the oil industry

•Management strategy

•Analysis of E&P
industrial trends

•Financial affairs and
welfare

•Research resources and
progress

•Domestic and foreign
Oil & Gas Upstream
business
•Petroleum stockpile
business

2011

•Rig business

Oil Information Service, Value of Share with Customers
KNOC has been operating Opinet, an oil price service designed to provide customers with
real-time petroleum product price information and the location of over 12,600 gas stations
across the nation since April 2008. Opinet aims to provide accurate oil prices by improving price
information collecting system. Currently, over 52.13 million people use Opinet yearly. When
these people utilize Opinet for rational oil purchase, each driver is expected to save up to KRW
120,000 oil price a year.

Economical Gas Station
Economical Gas Station contributes to stabilizing domestic oil prices by providing oil at
reasonable prices. It sells a liter of oil in KRW 47 cheaper price, controlling price increases
and resulting in over KRW 200 billion savings for the benefit of consumers. It also has an
effect on gradual improvement in the oil distribution structure by promoting competition in
the monopolistic market.

2013

New items, internal audit
report, private contract
management included 11
items increased in 2013
compared to the previous
year

•Northeast Asia oil hub
business

In 2013, a total of 15 partners of the oil information service developed 17 mobile and GPS
services, such as Kim Kisa application and Hello-Vision Digital Broadcast. Corresponding to the
government policy, the case serves as a good example of the public data used in the private
sector, which accordingly was selected as an outstanding challenge of ‘Government 3.0’ by
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. In addition, Statistics Korea utilizes oil information
provided by Opinet for the consumer price index to cut expenses.

2012

Opinet
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Importance of Contractors

KNOC’s Approach
KNOC promotes shared growth strategies in order to actively participate in the government’s
shared growth policy and cooperate with small- and medium-sized businesses related to E&P
and stockpile for sound win-win development. In January 2013, we held the vision proclamation
ceremony to announce our vision for shared growth – “Realization of a global oil company
growing together with small- and medium-sized enterprises”. It is now actively engaging in
various activities for shared growth by selecting 7 strategic tasks under the 3 strategic goals,
including the sharpening of the competitive edge of small-mid-sized partners, spread of fair
trade relationships, and establishment of the basis for shared growth and settlement of shared
growth culture.
Shared Growth Strategy System
Vision

Realization of a global oil company growing together
with small and medium-sized businesses

Strategic
goals

•Sharpening of the competitive edge of small and medium-sized partner companies
•Spread of fair trade relationships
•Establishment of the basis for shared growth and settlement of shared growth culture

Key Performances and Evaluation
Number of Newly Registered
Benefit Sharing SystemsBenefit
Sharing Systems

•Reinforcement in the fair
subcontractor management
system
•Settlement and spread of shared
growth culture
•Reinforcement in the shared
growth promotion system


Key Performances
22

Strategic
tasks

•Reinforcement in support
for the commercialization of
Technological development
•Spread of benefit share
•Expansion in the purchase of
products by small and mediumsized businesses

11

Partners

KNOC values contractors as partners for shared growth. We are committed to nurturing healthy
partnerships with our contractors to establish a fair trade order and correct unfair practice and
systems for shared growth through equal opportunity and, ultimately, the development of the
national oil industry.

Expansion of the Organizations Relevant to
Shared Growth
•Discovery of small and medium-sized businesses models for mutual cooperation survival
suitable for KNOC characteristics
•Sharing of KNOC’s technology

2012

2013

•Election of 2013 Ten Outstanding Examples
of Benefit Sharing (published by the Korean
Commission for Corporate Partnership)

Future Plan
•Support for the development of technological capacity of small and medium-sized businesses
•Promotion of cooperative projects, such as localization and R&D
•Spread of benefit sharing systems
•Reinforcement in support for the commercialization of technological development
•Promotion of private-public joint investment and technological development
•Reinforcement in the fair contractor management system
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Shared Growth Promotion System
Vision and Strategy for Shared Growth
KNOC has established shared growth promotion system designed to create an intra-firm awareness of shared growth and
promote mutual development. In January 2013, we held the vision proclamation ceremony to publicly announce our vision,
“Realization of a global oil company growing together with small and medium-sized businesses”, and firm determination for
shared growth.

Realization of a Global oil Company Growing Together with
Small and Medium-sized Businesses

Vision

Strategic
goals

Strategic
tasks

Detailed
Tasks

Sharpening of the Competitive
Edge of Small and Medium-sized
Partner Companies

Spread of Fair Trade
Relationships

Establishment of the Basis for
Shared Growth and Settlement of
Shared Growth Culture

Reinforcement in Support
for the Commercialization of
Technological Development

Support for Market Development
at Home and Abroad

Spread of the Benefit
Sharing System

•Reinforcement in the
commercialization of state-run
R&D cooperative projects

•Encouragement of the direct
participation of small and medium
E&P construction companies

•Systematization of benefit sharing
systems and fulfillment of the
verification system

•Promotion of systematic localization
of equipment and service

•Joint entry into global markets for
the construction of stockpile base

•Discovery and spread of new benefit
sharing systems

•Expansion of consistent operation of
Economical Gas Station

•Promotion of Opinet content
partnership projects by small and
medium-sized businesses

•Development and operation of new
technological development support
systems
Increase in the Purchase
of Products by Small and
Medium-sized Businesses
•Contract system
improvement
•Reinforcement of the
public purchase system
utilization

•Development and operation of new
market development support systems

Reinforcement of the
Fair Subcontractor
Management System

Establishment and Spread of
Shared Growth Culture

•Reinforcement of the
fair subcontractor
management system

Reinforcement of the
Shared Growth
Promotion System

•Promotion of systematic
change and
management

•Consolidation of the
relevant organization
system

•Increase in channels of
communication with
partners

•Development and
operation of the internal
performance index of
each department

Shared growth Organization
KNOC strives to systematically discover and fulfill Cooperative projects with small and medium-sized companies and relevant
organizations by organizing an organization for the promotion of shared growth.
Collaboration
and
cooperation

CEO

External cooperative institutions
(government/related institutions)
Administration Group
Partners

Council for Shared Growth
and Mutual Survival

•Committee members: Vice presidents of
relevant departments, outside members,
assistant

Small & Medium
Businesses Support Team
Support and
cooperation

•Relevant departments in the headquarters (Vice presidents), offices
(General managers)

Committee for the
Promotion of Shared
Growth

Support
strategy policy

Relevant departments

•
administrators: Senior manager for Small
& Medium Businesses Support Team

Working-level Committee
for Shared Growth
•Committee heads: vice presidents of relevant
departments
•Committee members: staffers of relevant
departments
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System for Promoting Shared Growth
KNOC has organized a mutual success consultative meeting with contractors so that we can
sustain an organic relation with them and develop various programs together. The consultative
meeting shares information on the support status and plans explores measures to promote
shared growth, and discuss improvement or corrective measures.
Purpose

•Development of various mutual success and cooperation programs that can benefit
small and medium-sized businesses
•Mutual success, cooperation, and shared growth through identification/elimination of
unreasonable systems, practice, and problems

Organization

Internal
Relevant department (Petroleum
stockpiling base / Ulsan Gas Production Office)
Small & Medium Businesses Support
Team (Supervising unit)

Action Plans

Fair Reward
•Expand Benefit
sharing system
•Best Practice
contest for shared
growth

Monitoring

Fair Transaction

External

Mutual success consultative meeting
(KNOC, contractors)

Equal Opportunity

•Increased purchase •Improvement of
of products from
competitive bids
small and medium- •Increase
sized businesses
transparency of
•Introduce Payment
contracts
monitoring system

Culture of Sharing
•Joint R&D projects
•Fund for
private-public
joint investment
and technological
development

•Regular surveys targeting contractors•Regular mutual success consultative meeting

Evaluation and Reward Systems
The results of Shared growth are evaluated on a regular basis, which is reflected in the
organizational/individual evaluation as well. In 2013, KNOC developed 66 action plans for
shared growth, targeting 33 departments, closely related to the functions of each department.
The results were reflected in performance indicators, and were evaluated with their personal
targets in line with the enterprise strategies and the organizational objectives. Individual
achievements were aligned with the performance compensation salary system, and also were
reflected in the performance assessment.

Ceremony for the Shared
Growth Agreement

Spread of Shared Growth Culture
KNOC has developed an internal education program to increase employees’ understanding
about the shared growth programs and implement them in a more effective and systematic
manner. We provide regular and in-depth education, targeting the headquarters, and branch
offices, tailored to the needs of the employees. Meanwhile, the activities related with shared
growth are regularly posted within the company so as to improve employees’ awareness about
mutual success, and we have developed/distributed promotional posters and booklets to spread
the culture of shared growth. In the future, we plan to organize briefing sessions, education,
and promotional activities more often, allowing officers and employees to be familiarized with
the culture of shared growth.

Fair and Transparent Contracts

Meetings with
Contractors for
Discussing Shared
Growth

KNOC is endeavoring to promote fair business relationships with small and medium-sized
companies. Thus, we have established regulations on private contracts in order to prevent
arbitrary contracts, and we handle the entire process of a bid and a contract with an electronic
procurement system, ensuring transparent and fair procedures of a competitive bid. In addition,
we are operating ‘direct payment system for subcontractors’ and ‘payment verification system
for subcontractors’ to protect small and medium-sized businesses from delayed payment or
payment by bill. We receive a written ‘integrity pledge’ at every single contract, so as to establish
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healthy business relationships. We limit eligibility of bidding to those companies that may have
corruption factors to protect their basic human right.

Shared Growth with Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
Increased Opportunities for Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
KNOC is implementing the system of ‘additional points for small and medium-sized business
participation’ and ‘separate order by processes’ to promote participation of small companies in
our projects. As for limited open bids, we minimize restrictions related with business results
so as to increase opportunities for small and medium-sized companies. In fact, many of those
small and medium companies have participated in most of our projects including construction
of stockpiling facilities and new company building.
Strengthening Competitiveness of Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
Fund for public and private joint technology investment projects is raised at 1:1 ratio between
KNOC and the government (the Small and Medium Business Administration) in order to provide
opportunities of technology development to small and medium-sized businesses. KNOC and the
government invest KRW 1 billion each, 2 billion in total, in supporting technology development
of small companies for three years from 2013. This project plays a significant role in creating
cooperative industrial ecology and strengthening competitiveness of small companies.
Spread of Benefit Sharing Systems
KNOC has introduced benefit sharing systems to facilitate mutual success with small and
medium sized enterprises. Based on the four major models developed in 2012, we carried out
projects including 14 cases in service level agreements, 5 in joint parts development, and 3 in
R&D in 2013. We evaluate the performance of selected companies every year and, according
to the results, we extend the period of contract and make compensation in cash as part of
benefit sharing. We have revised relevant regulations in a way that the benefit sharing system
can be promoted in a systematic way, and also organize regular meetings or events for all the
employees to strengthen the cooperation. KNOC will continue to expand the system to R&D
projects in the area of Oil & Gas E&P.
Efforts for More Purchases from Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
KNOC makes enterprise-wide efforts to establish the culture of shared growth by raising
the employees’ awareness about its value. We analyze records of purchases from small and
medium-sized businesses every month in order to improve the awareness of the officers and
employees in this regard. As a result, KNOC received the Prime Minister citation in 2013 as an
exemplary company that has made joint purchases from small and medium-sized businesses.
In the future, we will continue such efforts and strengthen communication channels with
contractors to pursue sustainable and systematic shared growth.
Records of Purchases for Shared Growth

2011

20,545
Business
Budget 18,660

Monetary
Reward
48
2012

156
2013

Fundraising Ceremony for
Public and Private Joint
Technology Investment

Enterprise Education on
Shared Growth

210

393

87

337

13,838

11,742
2011

18,708 20,701

Purchases from the
Social Enterprises

362

Purchases from
the Companies
Employing the
Disabled

187
2012 2013

Total

(Unit: KRW 1 million)

16,414

Purchases from the
Companies Owned
or Managed by
Women

103,454

88,513

76,654

Purchases from
Small and MediumSized Businesses

Records of Benefit
Sharing System
(Unit: KRW 1 million)

2012 2013

2011

2012 2013

2011

2012 2013

Benefit Sharing System
Academy
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Importance of Employees

Employees

KNOC values the diversity and capability of our employees who achieve our mission and vision
together. The core essence of the KNOC organization culture is to create the environment
in which an individual can realize his/her own capacity to the fullest and be rewarded with
fair evaluation and reasonable compensation, resulting in happier workplace based upon
one’s achievement and pride. We regard our responsibility as a public company where the
management and the labor union grow together with mutual trust, thereby contributing to the
people’s happiness and the nation’s development.

KNOC’s Approach
Status of Employees
(Unit: persons)
Socially Disadvantaged Class
Type 2011 2012 2013
Female 200

231 230

Disabled

27

26

26

Patriots
and
Veterans

92

91

90

Age
2011 2012 2013

431 448 446

50s and
More

221

233 258

Key Performances and evaluation
Educational Hours Per
Employee
(Unit: hours)

Satisfaction Degree
for Benefits
(Unit: points)

60.18

512

40s

54.28

125

525

55.68

145

530

95

114

30s

94

20s

161

Type

KNOC is expanding the new hiring and employee training to create a virtuous cycle of the
sustainable growth. In particular, through socially fair recruitment and hiring, we contribute
to the realization of a fair society and carry out social responsibilities as a public company. We
make efforts to realize a work-friendly workplace where the work life and the family life achieve
a balance. We operate a family-friendly system and promote the sustainable achievement
improvement via harmony between the work life and family life, and, in 2012, we received
a certificate as an excellent family-friendly organization awarded by the Ministry of Gender
Equality & Family. By sharing corporate values with the employees through communicative
management and running programs for protecting workers’ rights and preventing confliction,
KNOC is making the workplace ‘pleasant and enjoyable’.

Position
Type

2011 2012 2013
6

6

6

214

231

243

Officer
Class
1-3

Class 4 344 364 382
Class 5 362 334

232

Class
6 and
Lower

150

370

416

2011 2012

2013

Status of Employees
Staff Status Per Region in
2013 
Region
HQ

Executive

799
45

Geoje Office

41

Yeosu Office

40

Seosan Office

45

Guri Office

37

Yongin Office

22

Goksung
Office

23

Pyeongtaek
Office

21



Regular Employees

1345
1290
6

6

1335

Non-regular
Employees
(Expert, General
Contract-based
Positions)

Non-regular
Employees
(Support Positions)

22

20

20
12
8

6

2011 2012 2013

2011 2012 2013

Hiring
(In Terms of Regular Employees)

2013

(Unit: persons)

Employment Status Officer

Persons

Ulsan Office

2011 2012

2011 2012 2013

2011 2012 2013

Retirement
(Number of Transferors)

6

Average Employment Years
(Years)

2011

93

2011

18

2011

11.4

2012

94

2012

21

2012

12.0

2013

30

2013

15

2013

12.5
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Fair HR System
HR Principles
KNOC selects and nurtures the human resources who will achieve our vision and mission
together and share the future with us. We define the most suitable human resources as “the oil
specialists who make continuous restless efforts to become the best at the care for others and
the determination to make a contribution to the country”. We hire the human resources who fit
this categorization with excellent abilities and unlimited potential for growth. KNOC respects
diversity and human rights in our hiring decisions and we do not discriminate based upon
gender, age, religion or disability, and we also prohibit child labor and illegal labor in advance
by setting the limit on the age for the hiring process. Also, based upon the hiring principles and
HR regulations, we guarantee the fair evaluation and equal opportunities to every officer and
employee and we apply the equal wage and welfare benefits to the persons at the same rank,
irrespective of gender. We promote harmony between the needs of the organization and those
of an individual and we consider personal complaints, if any, and individual preferences, to
assign the persons to the proper positions. We have established a system designed to improve
the competitiveness and expertise of the human resources, thereby the team leaders are
selected regardless to their ages, and major positions are recruited by open recruitment.

Number of Employees
(Unit: persons)

230

1,341
1,111

Male (82.8%)
Female (17.2%)
(As of late 2013)

Employee Wage
(Unit: KRW 10,000)

Ideal Employee Type
Challenge
Do not
Fear
Failure

Professionalism

Respect

Pursues
the Best

Prioritize
Others

Contribution
Realize the
Sharing
Principle

Average
Average
of Newly
Joined
Employees

5,683

2,630

The expert who makes continuous efforts to become the best with the
care for others and the determination to make a contribution to the country

Open Recruitment
At KNOC, we implement an open recruitment policy. We provide employment opportunities
to the socially disadvantaged, such as high school graduates, the youth, and the disabled,
and we implement a policy that gives preference to the socially disadvantaged with the target
employment, the youth intern system and the Incentive system for employment. We abolished
the documentary review phase as a part of our efforts to prevent discrimination based on
academic background, age, gender, and others. In 2013, we implemented an intern policy with
guaranteed post-employment as a regular employee and recruited applicants based upon job
functionality, but not upon their gender or academic major. We verified their learning ability
during the first and second evaluation phase, confirmed their fitness for the job at the third
phase, and in the final stage, we checked their work performance. In 2014, KNOC expanded
the intern system policy with guaranteed post-employment as a regular employee to cover all
new hires. We make our best efforts to settle the hiring culture with no discrimination based
upon the personal background specifications.
Open Recruitment Status 

(Unit: persons)

Type

Regular
Employees
New hiring

Nonregular
Employees
Total

(As of late 2013)

Socially Disadvantaged
Class Preference Hiring
system
Female
·Female employment goal
system
Disabled
·Disabled hiring goal system
·Preferential hiring
·Hiring applicants recommended by Korea
Employment Promotion
Agency for the Disabled
(KEAD)
Patriots and Veterans

2011

2012

2013

Female

32

36

5

Disabled

-

-

1

Local Talent

40

36

20

Regional Talents

High school graduates

-

30

21
18

·Regional talent hiring
goal system

Specialized High School Graduates

-

27

Employees with Engineering Backgrounds

53

57

8

Interns

30

53

33

Contract-Based Employees

14

3

2

Number of Females with the Rank of
Team Leader or More

2(0.16%)

4(0.3%)

4(0.3%)

Disabled

27(2.3%)

26(2.1%)

26(2.1%)

· Preferential point grant

·Hiring goal for the area
KNOC will transfer to
High School Graduates
·Interns with guaranteed
post-employment
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HR Development Strategy
We emphasize the mission of an “Oil Man” who will make a firm resolve to secure the world’s
best expertise based upon the understanding of the job. In order to develop our human
resources as the world’s top experts who will lead the global oil industry, we conduct a series
of training on regular or irregular basis and operate the systematic training for each area of
expertise, thereby enhancing the values of employees and improving their capacity.

▼
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Vision

Develop Challenging and Expert Talents for Global KNOC
① Develop talents with global capacity and insight

Mission

HRD
Focused
Implementation
Directions

Education Record

13,549
7,893

2011

2012

Educational Cost Per
Person
(Unit: KRW 10,000)

424

2011

Strategy
Tasks

458

467

2012

2013

Educational Hours Per
Person (Unit: hours)
161
95

94

2012

2013

4.54

4.46
4.28

2011

2012

2013

Individual Needs
개인 Needs

•Cultivate the business
mind for all employees

•Support systematic career
development

•Improve the exploration
success rate

•Strengthen the business
capacity of leaders

•Reinforce performance
capacity

•Capacity-building

•Reinforce ownership and
employee communication

•Operate the demandbased training

•Cultivate core leaders who will pioneer global business
•Develop the area expert to secure the advanced technology

Value Academy
Value Academy is our mandatory training for every employee including newly hired employees,
designed to reinforce the necessary capacity for each Job level In order to facilitate understanding
of the Oil & Gas industry and technology, we conduct E&P e-Learning before one officially joins
the company. Thereafter, we provide bootcamp training with the topics on the organizational
unity, team work improvement, and creativity. This academy system educates the vision of
KNOC, working skills, and the knowledge in-depth about resource exploration. This consists
of a instillation of pride and basic attributes fit for organizational life, fusion education for the
basic E&P knowledge, in addition to the coaching for work assignment and early adaptation,
and job-expertise training. Furthermore, we provide opportunities for newly hired employees
to easily adapt to our organizational culture by one-on-one mentoring program with the
employees with rich experience.
Necessary Training by Mandatory Training
Type

Necessary capacity

Curriculum

2-3 Level

Core-value dissemination management capacity

Leadership training
Leadership training and work performance training

Core-value realization, Core work capacity

5-6 Level
7-8 Level

Training Satisfaction
Results Points

Management
Needs
경영진
Needs

•Create the foundation of
a global oil company

•Establish the systematic HR process for solid employee-initiative learning culture

4 Level
2011

Business Conditions
사업여건

•Strengthen the training for more active organizational culture

10,103

2013

③ Establish the employee-initiative learning culture
④ Create the organizational culture based upon core values

CEO Lecture Seminar

Total Number of Trainees
(Unit: persons)

② Cultivate global top-level technology

Core-value training and work performance training
Core-value understanding Motivation

Leadership Academy
We operate a variety of leadership programs in order to establish an employee's proper role and
to provide the means by which individuals and the company can grow together. Specifically,
as KNOC’s enlargement by M&A led to the growing need for core personnel to pioneer the
global E&P business, we have implemented the global leader program to train around 10
employees selected with excellent growth potential on an annual basis since 2011. Pursuant to
the ADP (Accelerated Development Plan), the program supports individual train requirements,
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and operates problem-solving initiatives providing current issues and alternatives for the
developments to the CEO. Thus far, a total of 72 global leaders for each job rank were produced.
Expert Academy
Recognizing the importance of the organic connection among “successful exploration-core
technology - human resource capacity” in our growth into one of the world-class resource
development expert company, we launched KPA (KNOC Petroleum Academy: KPA) in April
2013. We designed expertise training programs for 11 major areas of work, enabling individual
employees to manage their career paths and to strengthen their expertise. A total of 63 courses
are available for the following areas: 4 areas of E&P technology track which are Geology and
Geophysics, Petroleum Engineering, Drilling Engineering and Facility Engineering;
and 7 area of business track which are management, finance, HR, legal, service group, business
marketing, and HSE. A sum of 1,046 employees completed the program. Furthermore, in order
to provide our technology and share our experiences with other companies, 74 people from 22
private companies obtained our training certificates. In addition, we cultivate the experts with
global competitiveness via diverse channels, such as OJT, domestic/overseas academic courses.
Global Academy
In order to enable our employees to cultivate the foreign language ability and global sense in
overseas business settings, we operate diverse global programs. We established the English Zone
where native speakers provide 1 on 1 English Tutoring, Business Communication Course, and
consultation on English documents from each dep. Also, every employee can enroll in diverse
language programs, i.e., phone English or E-learning, and once one is appointed as a sojourning
employee, one can participate in the program designed to improve the understanding on the
overseas business implementation philosophy and develop the global capacity.
HR Development Monitoring and Quality Improvement
In order to improve the quality of the educational curriculum and the effects thereof, we operate
a strict training outcome management system, covering curriculum development, outcomemonitoring, and feedback. The in-house instructors and HR development team develop the
training programs, and in the case of the external consignment programs, we review the fitness
and propriety of training needs and conduct selective operation. For major curriculum, outcome
sharing workshop is held every year so that all the employees can share the training contents
and the outcomes. We also evaluate the satisfaction, learning achievement, and adaptability to
practical work settings for each course, thereby enhancing the overall effects of the training.

Corporate Culture
Teamwork Training

KNOC Petroleum
Academy (KPA) Opening
Ceremony

Performance
Management System
“Cross-light Signal”
Mark according to “Goal
Achievement Rate”
Real-time check of
weak KPI
Responsible
department and
performance
management
department inspection
Weekly strategic
meeting report
BSC System
SEM: KPI, Top priority
project management
ERP
BPS

Transparent Evaluation and Reasonable Compensation
KNOC developed Strategic Enterpirse Management system (SEM) under 3 types of strategic
focuses: strategy connectivity, objectivity and fairness of evaluation, and reasonable rewards
and motivation, and the SEM assesses and manages the whole courses from weekly/monthly/
quarterly strategy establishment to success and rewards. Our advanced performance-salary
policy and evaluation standards involve the evaluation in team, which are directly applied to
promotion or transfer, and also utilized in the basic salary differentiation. The organization
evaluation and individual MBO outcome are factored into the performance bonus measurement.
The salary differentiation arisen from the performance evaluation outcome is no more than 2
percent of the basic salary, and less than 4 times of the bonus payment. A comprehensive
personal evaluation outcome is to be considered when deciding transfer and appointment of
the employees at an overseas office. In 2013, we awarded the Challenge Prize to the areas of
the reserve addition through drilling, and the drilling rig business’
revenue and operating income.

Multi-values
(Top priority project)
CPM (Corporate
Performance
Monitoring)

Individual MBO system
Setting the
Organization Goal as
the individual Goal
Automatically set in
the system
Final evaluation and
feedback
Outcome disclosure
and objection
application

Training for the Promoted

Responsible
personnel coaching
counseling
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Family-friendly Management
Flexible Workplace Formation
We make efforts to create a work-friendly and work-motivated environment where a balance
between the work life and family life is achieved. The family-friendly management system is
to promote sustainable performance improvement by means of a harmonious combination of
work life and family life. We implement flexible working hour policies such as selective commute
system and short-term working system. The selective commute system has been expanded to
allow space for personal needs such as personal development, child-nurturing and household
chores, and the avoidance of the rush hours. Moreover, the application process has now been
simplified, thereby enhancing its effectiveness.

▼
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Flexible Working Hours
Unit: Performance (persons),
Usage Rate (%)
Short-term Working System

13
12

11

1.01
2011

0.83

2012

0.92

2013

Selective Commuting System

More Active Family-friendly Welfare System
We have implemented diverse family-friendly policies, such as workplace nurseries and Early
Home Day. Our efforts were recognized with the awarding of a certificate as an excellent familyfriendly organization by the Ministry of Gender, Equality, and Family in 2012. Furthermore, in
2013, for the first time among public companies, we adopted an intensive holiday system,
encouraging all employees to use the long-term days-off, longer than two weeks of rests within
the remaining statutory annual leaves. We hold the intensive holiday contest, opened a travel
book section in the in-house library, and adopted the holiday usage as each department’s
KPI. Also, the employees share their holiday stories through the in-house broadcasting and
the company magazine, in an effort to establish a healthy organizational culture. The entire
retirement pension is currently deposited outside and the career-change support program is
being operated to provide consulting and training expenses upon retirement.

113
101

Employee Welfare Benefit System

72

5.61
2011

7.66

2012

Company
Budget

8.67

Working
Welfare Fund

2013
Statutory

12

Hires
employees
for time selective system

(2011~2013)

Satisfaction Degree for
Benefits
(Unit: points)
60.18

Non-statutory

Health insurance
Industrial accident
insurance
National pension
Employment
insurance
Crewman insurance

Common

Facility

Selective Welfare
Benefits

Common

Housing loan
Academic loan
Children school
admission grant
Academic culture
promotion
Physical competition
support fund

Cafeteria
Physical fitness
Health care center
Vacation facilities

Welfare card
(Hospital, rest
Private education
institution,
child-care center
Sports purchase
Field trip, travel)

Life stability fund
Expense for
congratulations and
condolences
Condo usage expense
Group accident
insurance

More Support for Childbirth and Support
Recognizing that providing a family-friendly workplace is essential for efficient corporate
management, we strive to create a working environment where one can realize both a happy
work life and family life. Maternity leave coverage has widened to cover the children who are no
more than eight years old and the maximum duration has been extended to three years (male
employee 1 year, female employee 3 years). Also, by providing support customized to each
period of child delivery and rearing, in addition to the workplace nursery, we make efforts to
alleviate any conflict between the workplace and the home. 
Performance Status of Childbirth and Maternity Leave System

55.68
54.28

2011

2012

Type

2013

2011

2012

2013

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Number of Applicants for Maternity Leave (Persons)

-

5

3

8

1

Female
13

Return Rate of Maternity Leave Users (%)

-

100

100

87.5

0

53.8

* Return rate of maternity leave users: This is the ratio of the ultimate return to the workplace after the
maternity leave application (As of 2014.08.25), and it can be less than 100% if there are employees who
are currently on maternity leave.
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Employee Health Management
We ensure that all officers and employees comply with the Labor Standard Act and Occupation
Safety and Health Act and the collective agreement stipulates the safety, hygiene and health
management. The local offices hold the monthly occupation safety and health committee
meetings for health and safety management, and it is attended by both management and labor
at equal ratios. In order to resolve any stress and complaints of officers and employees that
prevent their work engagement, we implement the EAP system - a psychological counseling
system. We provide the psychology counseling and health management information, such
as automatic nervous system test, regular psychology counseling support, health diagnosis
program, and seasonal health information. The online stress diagnosis is provided as well for
all employees local and abroad in order to provide special counseling sessions if needed, and
depending on the outcome, a special counseling session is conducted.

Customized Program
Per Childbirth and
Rearing Phase

Before Delivery
•Prenatal diagnosis and
infertility treatment
leave
•Childbirth, child
rearing support system
introduction manual

Childbirth

Harmonious Management-Labor Culture
Employee Right Protection
We comply with “Agreement on the Protection of the Freedom of Association and the Right
to Organize,” and “Agreement on the Application of the Right to Organize and the Collective
Bargaining Rights,” and “Agreement on the Immediate Measures for the Child Force Labor
Prohibition and Eradication.” Our labor union has 13 local offices and the union members
are those with the job rank of class 4 or lower. The membership form is “open shop” and
the newly hired employee is joined automatically and he/she can revoke his/her membership
anytime. As of 2013, the total union members are 1,073, which accounts for 78.84 percent of
the total, and since the establishment, there has been no single labor dispute so far. Also, for
the protection of human rights of officers and employees, we conduct relevant training, such
as sexual harassment prevention training as a part of the new employee training or e-Learning.

•Prior and Post-delivery
leave, Spouse childbirth
leave
•Miscarriage leave
(a maximum of 90 days)
•Childbirth support fund

Rearing
•Workplace nurturing
facility
•Maternity protection
system
•Maternity leave

Communicative Management
We have greatly expanded the two-way communication channels, such as employee roundtable
conference, town-hall meeting, Green-board, CEO hotline, corporate culture CoP, and the worklife balance CoP. We promote employee participation and cooperation through a managementlabor joint workshop, and a management-labor athletic competition. In particular, the quarterly
management-labor committees are attended by eight members from each side to discuss major
management issues.

•Two Family Love Days
per week

Joint workshop

Communication Channels between Management and Labor Union
Type

Topics

Goals

Group
Communication

Official communication between
the management and the labor

Cooperative management-labor
relationship for smooth bilateral
communication

Harmonious
Communication

Non-work communication
among union members

Stronger solidarity among
employees and organization
cohesiveness improvement

Major Channels
•Committees/Conferences
•Joint TF
•Joint workshop
•Team communication program
•Labor union foundation ceremonial
physical competition events
•Club activities
•Town-hall Meeting

Sympathetic
Communication

Communication between
CEO and union members

Sympathy bond for bilateral communication and quick complaint resolution

•CEO“MBWA” (Working level
employee encouragement program)
•CEO Hotline(Great Way)
•Integrity communication room/SNS

Conflict Prevention
We launched a complaint resolution system to prevent any conflicts in advance. In addition to the pre-existing phone/email
counseling, the “complaint counseling” section has been added to the company bulletin board, expanding the application
channels. The received complaints are read only by the person in charge of handling the complaints who shall respond to the
processing result through emails, thereby guaranteeing anonymity. Also, the regular complaint handling committee is held on
Wednesday of the third week of every month or upon the receipt of a complaint.
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Actual Sharing
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Importance of Local Communities

KNOC’s Approach
Based upon the new vision of the “creating value beyond energy,” KNOC carries out various
social contribution activities. We make our best efforts to establish mid- and long-term strategy
directions and expand infrastructure, in order to strengthen our social contribution activities
for 4 major areas. Going forward, we plan to build social trust and create a sharing culture
through more sophisticated social contribution activities.

Social Contribution Strategy System

Goal

Implementation
Goal

“Public Energy Company with Warm Energy” that
Leads the Sharing Culture
Stronger response to social
needs, such as interested
parties, etc.

Stronger connection with
our major businesses

Expansion of sharing
culture via company-wide
participation

Implementation
Strategy

Sunshine

Global KNOC Family

Dream Future

Happy Together

Implementation
Tasks

Stronger support to
alienated neighbors

Stronger global
social contribution

Fostering experts in
Oil development

Stronger
participation in
local community
development

2011 2012

2013

Future Plan
Customized Social Contribution Activities
•Pre-emptive social contribution activities for local community development
•Stronger overseas social contribution activities

2011 2012

11,416

(Unit: hours)

12,482

Social Contribution
Participation Hours

11,008

(Unit: KRW 1 million)


5,378

Social Contribution
Investment Expenses

5,310

Key Performances and Evaluation
4,723

Customers

KNOC makes continuous efforts to create a “brighter and warmer world” by sharing the
economic profits created through the management activities with the local community. We
are to carry out our social responsibility as a national oil company that leads national energy
independence. We shall make genuine efforts for sharing so that our fellow citizens in difficulties
do not give up their hopes and dreams.

2013
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Social Contribution Implementation System
KNOC volunteering service corps
KNOC organizes and operates the “KNOC Volunteering Corps” for company-wide and
systematic volunteering activities. On the domestic front, 26 teams at the HQ and 10 teams at
the branch offices cooperate for the systematic execution of social contribution activities. On
the overseas front, the offices carry out social contribution activities on their own initiative,
which are customized to the needs of each local community. We have established a mediumand long-term plan for the expansion of the relevant infrastructure HR pool.

Leader: President & CEO / Vice-Leader: Executive Vice President for Administration Group

Employee Participation
in social Contribution
Activities
Social contribution
activities participation
Hours 
(Unit: hours)
12,482
11,008

11,416

Secretariat: General Affairs Dept. (Exclusive team)

Local Offices
HQ
(26 Volunteering Corps) (10 Volunteering Corps)

Overseas Offices
(13)

Joint social contribution activities between
HQ and offices

Overseas Corporations
(Savia Peru
Association, etc.)

Customized social contribution activities in
compliance with the local situation

2011

2012

2013

Number of Employees
in social Contribution
Activities (Accumulated)
(Unit: Persons)

Medium- and Long-term Plan for Social Contribution Personnel
Type

Current (~ 2013)

Organization
Personnel

Execution
Units

2,470

Medium-term(~2017)

Long-term(~2022)

Exclusive part within the
Small & Medium Businesses
Support Team

Social cooperation team

Social volunteering team,
overseas volunteering team

2 persons

5 persons

10 persons (5 persons for each)

•KNOC volunteering corps
-HQ(26 teams)
-Local offices(10 teams)
-13 overseas offices

•KNOC volunteering corps
-Expansion to social clubs, etc.
•Organize social
contribution committee

•KNOC volunteering corps
-Expansion to overseas
volunteering corps
•Operate social
contribution committee

2,289
1,826

2011

2012

2013

Employee Grant 
(Unit: KRW 1 million)
101

•Establish social
contribution foundation

Employee Participation in social Contribution Activities
In order to facilitate participation by officers and employees in social contribution activities,
the management has proclaimed the social contribution resolve via the CEO message and
the media. Also, we promote participation by engaging in various PR efforts, collecting the
opinions at the responsible personnel workshops, and including social volunteering in the newly
hired employee training. In addition, we operate volunteering mileage system where officers
and employees are granted with mileage points according to their volunteering hours. The
relevant records are maintained in an effective and systematic manner and the persons with the
excellent record are given the incentive benefits. In 2013, there were 38 mileage points granted
per officer and employee, and in order to encourage consistent volunteering service, anyone
with more than 100 accumulated mileage points is awarded a prize and certificate.

58

58

2011

2012

2013

‘Sunshine’ for the Alienated Neighbor Support
By stressing the corporate characteristics of KNOC as the energy public corporation, we have
conducted a heating-expense support business with our "Sunshine" brand. We provide heating
expense support during the winter season in the form of briquettes and oil gift card to the
energy-deprived households whose energy purchase costs account for more than 10 percent
of their income. Also, we provide two-month heating costs or boiler repair and replacement
cost to the marginalized classes, such as senior citizens who live alone. The support fund Is
raised through the voluntary donations by our employees and matching grants by the company,
and the boiler repair project is conducted with the talent contribution by the HQ “Love House
Repair Volunteering Corps,” which was awarded, in 2013, with the Ministerial Certificate by
the Ministry of Health and Welfare in recognition of their efforts toward assisting the socially
marginalized sectors of the local community.

Briquette Sharing Event

Social Contribution
Activity at Vietnam
Office
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Heating Expense Support for Energy-deprived Households (2013)

▼

Type

Number of Households

77

Briquette Support (400 Per Household)

455

83,949,000

Cash Certificate for Oil (KRW 250,000)

734

186,000,000

25

14,566,000

1,214

284,515,000

Boiler Repair and Replacement Cost
Total

Support Amount (KRW)

‘Happy Together’ with Local Residents
We carry out our social responsibility through “Happy Together” business along with the local
community, such as education support to the social disadvantaged group and children, aids
during the busy farming season, prevention activities of environment pollution with respect
to stockpile base neighboring areas, "One Company, One Village" aids, and traditional market
support. In 2013, even the CEO, officers and employees conducted the farming village support
activities, such as rice seed plot formation, and we provided aid to Yongsomak as a part of
the "One Company, One Village" aid project. Also, we held open house events in the stockpile
offices, thereby strengthening our connection with the residents, and continuously supported
operational costs and provided a volunteering service to the affiliated local children center and
social welfare facility for better communication with the local community.

‘Dream Future’ for Future Talent Development

Oil development
Scholarship Support
Number of People
(Unit: persons)
56

56

56

In order to cultivate future expert personnel in the oil & gas E&P area, we have reinforced
academia-industrial cooperation, and the college students with majors in the areas relating
to the oil & gas E&P have been selected as recipients of the oil development scholarship since
2005. In 2013, a total of KRW 230 million was provided to 115 senior high school students
of 83 high schools of 10 cities and counties where our HQ and offices were located. KRW
20 million was provided to our affiliate school, Ulsan Industrial High School, for the sake of
nurturing the industrial talent via the support to the professional high schools, and scholarships
worth KRW 190 million were provided to the affiliate elementary and middle schools of the
areas where our 9offices and gas fields are located.

Overseas Social Contribution Activities, ‘KNOC Family’
2011

2012

2013

Amount
(Unit: KRW 1 million)
168

168

168

2011

2012

2013

Kimchi-making Event

In order to facilitate our global social contribution activities, we have divided the implementation
organization into two: overseas offices and volunteering corps of local corporations. In addition,
we pursue mutual cooperation with 13 overseas offices and local volunteering corps, such as
Savia Peru Association. We consider the characteristics of each region and the needs of the
interested parties, thereby fulfilling our social responsibilities as a corporate citizen.
For the expansion of the education infrastructure in Vietnam, we have supported the electricity
facility and classroom creation. We also provided support to environmental restoration research
by Peru Fishing Industry Association and we supported the local community, orphanage, and
the disabled in Kazakhstan. Also, we supported alternative education of the low income
household children in UK and the deluge victims of Calgary in Canada. On the local front,
we hold diverse cultural events and invite around 250 children from about 150 multi-culture
households.

Overseas Social
Contribution Activities

Oil Development Scholarship
Grant Ceremony

Multicultural Household
Event
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Overseas Social Contribution Activities

Canada

UK

Kazakhstan

Subsidiary Harvest

Subsidiary Dana

Altius

- Calgary deluge victims/disabled
children/Support to STARS
Foundation/Cancer Foundation/
Providence Children's Centre,
Food Bank, etc.

-Alternative education for lowincome household children in
Aberdeen, Child household head
support (Transition Extreme),
support for Art and Science projects in Aberdeen University.

-Support to Aktobe state government, local community, orphanage, the disabled, etc. (related
NGO)

- Korean Student Scholarship Support (Calgary Korean Association
Foundation)

-Fundraising project for the disabled, etc.

KNOC Caspian
-Support to local community,
orphanage, physical education
activities, and medical service
ADA Oil
-Support to orphanage, social
groups, and Korean Associations,
etc.

Uzbekistan
-Support to Ethnic Corean
Association, etc.

US
Subsidiaries ANKOR, Eagle ford
-Support public services of local
groups (NACCP, UNCF, NOGS),
and ethnic Korean scientist associations

UAE
-UAE Petroleum Institute
supporting fund

Indonesia
-Jakarta deluge victim aid

Vietnam
Singapore
- Support to Koreans
association

-Support to sister affiliate school
electricity facility, painting buildings, classroom construction
donation, etc.tion donation, etc.

Peru
Eight Non-operational Mining Areas
-Six native resident area infrastructure facility and seven native resident area farm formation, etc.
-Peru simple administration system adoption and national holiday ceremonial event support
Savia Peru
-Sports and art related social contribution activities in Talara region (4,039 local students), local autonomous group’s public service
support, local autonomous group’s (Talara, Paita, Sechura) public service technology support, fishing industry association’s environment restoration research support
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Protecting the Earth
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Importance of Future Generations

KNOC’s Approach
In order to perform effective Health·Safety·Environment (HSE) activities in the local and overseas
business premises, KNOC established the integrated HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environment, Quality)
management systems, which consists of ISO 14001(environmental management systems),
ISO 9001(quality management systems), KOSHA18001(voluntary health safety management
systems) and PSM (Process Safety Management). Based upon this, we improve the environment
performance of the business premises continuously, and we seek the protection of the natural
ecosystem of the nearby business premises areas and actively participate in the efforts - locally
and abroad - to respond effectively to global warming. Also, we disclose our performance and
information regarding the environment to the interested parties via ‘Environmental Management
Information System’ by the Ministry of Environment since 2012. Starting from 2013, in order to
facilitate environmental communication with the interested parties and improve the transparency
of the environment performance and data, we provide information for 14 voluntary categories,
such as renewable energy management status, greenhouse gas management status, and so on
in addition to 13 mandatory categories out of a total of 27 environment information disclosure
categories.
KNOC HSEQ Management Systems Structure
Subsidiaries

Domestic Offices

ISO 9001
PSM*

ISO 14001
KNOC
ISM code

HSE Case, SEMS***
Partners

PSM*
Process safety management under
Korean Occupation Safety and
Health Act
KOSHA18001**
Korean standards of OHSAS18001

HSEQ MS

KOSHA18001**

Overseas Offices

SEMS***
Safety and Environmental
Management Systems

Key Performances and Evaluation
GHG and Energy Target Management System in Public Sector
GHG Emissions

2011 2012

2013

2011 2012

109

113

(Unit: TJ)

117

5,642

Energy Consumption
5,840

(Unit: tCO2)

6,076

Future
Generations

The most fundamental principle of KNOC is to perform development that ‘satisfies the needs
of the current generation, to the extent that the ability of the future generations to satisfy
their needs is not impaired’. We always take into consideration sustainable development in our
decision-making process, not to endanger the future generations.

2013

Future Plan
•Reducing GHG emissions to 20% in comparison with the baseline emission by 2015
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Climate Change Response Activities
GHG and Energy Target Management System in Public Sector
In 2011, KNOC was designated as an agency subject to ‘GHG and Energy Target Management
System’ in public sectors in accordance with the ‘Framework Act on Low Carbon Green
Growth and Administrative Guidelines for the GHG and Energy Target Management System
in Public Sectors’. As a result, we have been active in reducing GHG emissions and saving
energy in building and vehicle sectors. Accordingly, we have made multifaceted GHG emissions
reduction efforts by setting annual GHG reduction targets in order to reduce emissions by
20 percent or more with respect to the baseline emission by 2015. Also, we established the
climate change response committees, which are composed of the personnel in charge of GHG
and Energy management at each domestic office, in order to carry out the relevant activities
consistently, such as climate change response education and energy saving best practices
sharing workshops, etc.
GHG emissions 

(Unit: tCO2)

Direct Emission

+

Indirect Emission

Total Emission

=

2011

445

5,631

6,076

2012

448

5,392

5,840

2013

506

5,136

5,642

* Data coverage: building and vehicle sectors of 11 Domestic offices (HQ building, nine stockpile offices
and one gas production office)

Introduction of Renewable Energy and Expansion of LED Replacement
From July 2013, we have operated a photo voltaics system (40kW) at Goksung office. The
expected annual generation volume is 50Mwh/year with the expected annual GHG reduction
of 23 tons CO2 eq in 2013. Also, we have installed the foundation for energy provision in which
about 13 percent of our expected energy consumption will be in the form of renewable energy
with the geothermal and photo voltaics system. Starting from 2009, KNOC replaced the
internal and external lighting with LED lighting and as of 2013, a total of 3,920 lighting facilities
were replaced, which represented a 37 percent replacement rate. By 2020, it is expected that
100 percent will be replaced.

Resource and Energy-saving Efforts
Water Resource Use 
The water used in stockpiling bases is usually composed of curtain borehole injection water
(common for underground), firefighting water and residential water. The sources are the public
water supply, industrial water, underground water, dam water, etc. We use a large volume
of water curtain borehole injection water at common underground operational bases (Ulsan,
Geoje, Yeosu, Pyeongtaek, Guri), thereby reducing water usage. We secure natural sources,
such as valley water, surface water, etc. installs the water flow meters in each spot that uses
water, thereby realizing effective water management. In 2013, the total water usage volume
was 845,029 tons, and we shall minimize water usage by recycling and re-using supply water.

Water Resource Consumption 
Type
Stockpile Offices (Including Construction Offices)

(Unit: tons)
2011
827,825

2012
788,546

2013
812,961

Supply Source
Industrial water, dam water,
underground water, waterworks

Gas Production Office

9,991

9,920

8,359

Industrial water

HQ Building

19,091

21,945

23,709

Water works

856,907

820,411

845,029

Total

-
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Efforts for Energy Saving
In accordance with the GHG and Energy target management system in the public sector in
2011, we have improved the energy efficiency in the buildings and vehicles - the major target
of energy management. As a result, in 2013, our energy consumption was 109TJ, a year-onyear decrease of 4.3 percent. We have also searched for the best practices for energy-saving
in the stockpile offices and the gas production office every year to promote more efficient
energy-saving activities. In 2013, we saved approximately KRW 37 million with 25 improvement
projects, such as process control system, constant temperature system improvement, etc. Also,
we have achieved the first grade energy efficiency advance certificate for a new Headquarter
building in Ulsan.

▼
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Current Energy Consumption
Type

2011
Electricity

11,814MWh
3

0.83 TJ

LPG

6,739kg

Steam
Kerosene
(Boiler)

11,235MWh
19,619m

2013
101.12 TJ

3

0.87 TJ

0.34 TJ

6,294kg

4,400GJ

4.4 TJ

12,845ℓ

18,777m

LNG
Energy

2012
106.32 TJ

10,781MWh
19,496m

97.03 TJ

3

0.86 TJ

0.32 TJ

6,114kg

0.31 TJ

5,486GJ

5.49 TJ

3,891GJ

3.89 TJ

0.48 TJ

150ℓ

0.01 TJ

500ℓ

0.02 TJ

7,163ℓ

0.27 TJ

24,956ℓ

0.95 TJ

45,614ℓ

1.81 TJ

Gasoline (Vehicles)

56,437ℓ

1.89 TJ

55,107ℓ

1.85 TJ

57,010ℓ

1.91 TJ

Diesel (Vehicles)

95,913ℓ

2.88 TJ

72,227ℓ

2.74 TJ

70,265ℓ

2.66 TJ

816ℓ

0.04 TJ

909ℓ

0.05 TJ

1,219ℓ

0.03 TJ

Diesel

LPG (Vehicles)
Total

117.45 TJ

113.37 TJ

108.52 TJ

* Data coverage: building and vehicle sectors of 11 Domestic offices (HQ building, nine stockpile offices and one gas production office)

Environmental Impact Reduction Performance
Water Quality Management
In order to optimize management of facilities, KNOC has implemented regular maintenance and repair programs and made
continuous investment in water treatment facilities. As we have operated the facilities efficiently and stably, we also set and
manage our own water pollution reduction targets, which are even stricter than the relevant regulations.

Wastewater Discharge

Discharge of Wastewater

Ulsan
office

Geoje
office

Yeosu
office

■ 2011 ■ 2012 ■ 2013
Ocean

Guri
office

Onsan Port

129,390 139,856 122,464

460,986

473,229

468,365

Seosan
office 9,754 10,580 7,696
Final
Discharge
Destination

(Unit: m3)

473,391

Ocean
Daesan Port

Han River
143,872 126,653 120,295

465,022

Ocean
Jisepo
Region

454,985

Ocean
Gwangyang
Gulf
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Water Quality Management

(Unit: ppm)

Ulsan Office
Type

BOD

COD

SS

N-H

Regulation
Standard

Geoje Office

Performance

Regulation
Standard

Yeosu Office

Performance

Regulation
Standard

Seosan Office

Performance

Regulation
Standard

Performance

Guri Office
Regulation
Standard

Performance

2011

10

2

30

1.1

10

1.3

10

1.7

10

1.9

2012

10

1.3

30

1.1

10

1.1

10

1.0

10

0.8

2013

10

0.7

30

0.7

10

1.3

10

0.7

10

0.8

2011

23

5.6

40

3.4

10

6

15

4.4

40

3.2

2012

23

3.0

40

1.1

10

2.1

15

6.0

40

3.1

2013

23

3.0

40

2.1

10

2.8

15

6.6

40

3.7
1.8

2011

10

1.7

30

1.5

10

1.4

10

0.9

10

2012

10

1.8

30

2.1

10

0.3

10

2.3

10

1.4

2013

10

1.0

30

0.4

10

1.1

10

2.9

10

2.0

2011

5

0.6

1

0.4

1

0.5

1

0.1

1

0.4

2012

5

0.3

1

0.3

1

0.0

1

0.1

1

0.3

2013

5

0.2

1

0

1

0.6

1

0.1

1

0.3

* Regulation standard for Ulsan, Geoje, Yeosu, and Seosan offices are the environment impact assessment agreement standard
(For Ulsan office, it has been applied from 2010)
* For Guri office, it is in terms of Water Quality and Ecosystem Conservation Act
* The performance figure is the average.

Sewage Management Status 

Regulation
standard

(Unit: ppm)

▶ 20

▶ 20

BOD

SS

8.6
7.4
6.1
6.0

Yongin office
■ Goksung office
■ Pyeongtaek office

5.3
3.3

Office

0

4.3
3.6
2.3

7.3
5.7
3.1

2.6

2.7
1.6

0.9

0.6
2011

7.3

0
2012

2013

2011

Marine Pollution Prevention
KNOC established and has performed Vessel Safety Management System such as Berth Fit,
Terminal Safety Inspection, Vessel Performance Report, etc. in accordance with the standard
of OCIMF (Oil Company International Marine Forum), thereby blocking the source of risky
vessels and preventing major marine pollution accidents. Also, KNOC installed the equipment
of Emergency Release Coupler for Jetty and Marine Breakaway Coupling for buoy in the marine
terminal facility, and Automatic Identification System which is able to prevent collision between
vessels and docking facilities in advance through vessel monitoring.
Ulsan office plans to implement the pier improvement in 2015 in order to handle the tidal current
change arising from the new port construction and prevent any accident therefrom. The plan
is expected to produce cost savings of about KRW 5 billion as well as assisting environmental
pollution prevention.
As for Donghae-1 gas production facilities and the drilling rig, Doosung, we adopt stronger
measures compared to the applicable government requirements and international conventions,
thereby preventing the discharge of pollutants affecting water quality.

2012

2013

Effluent Water Quality
Management Status in
Gas Production and Rig
Business
(Based on oil, Average)
Donghae-1 gas Field

(Unit: ppm)
2.26

1.93
1.47

2011

2012

2013

Rig(Doosung)(Unit: ppm)
10.0

10.0

10.0

2011

2012

2013
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Active Air-quality Management
In order to manage atmospheric environment actively, according to strengthening regulations
of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds), KNOC have installed an oil vapor control facility that
handles VOCs from vessels upon the oil shipment and the common underground in Geoje
office (2007), Yeosu office (2008), Seosan office (on land : 2005, at dock : 2012), and Ulsan
office (2010).
 Air-quality management status
Yeosu Office
Type

Pyeongtaek Office

Geoje Office

Ulsan Office

Unit
2011

2012

2011

2012

2011

2012

2011

2012

2013

NOx

ppm

0.016

0.014

0.014

0.027

0.012

0.016

0.024

0.022

0.22

SOx

ppm

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.010

0.003

0.003

0.015

0.015

0.013

Fine dust
(PM-10)

㎍/㎥

43.9

38.3

47

61.0

28.7

35.0

42

41.9

66

* Air quality management record are the average figures
* There are no data for Yeosu office, Pyeongtaek office, and Geoje office in 2013 as the operational stage
post-environmental impact assessment are completed.

And through post-assessment of environmental impact at each office, KNOC have monitored
air quality status, such as NOx, SOx, and PM-10. Also, we did not emit ozone layer-depleting
substances which are regulated in the Montreal protocol.

Effective Waste Management
In 2013, the designated, general, and construction waste generated at the oil stockpiling
offices, gas production office, and construction offices amounted to a total of 2,330 tons and
the waste oil and solid phase waste produced at the gas production office covered a total
of 170.52m3. Such waste is classified, stored, and managed properly for systematic handling.
Also, the generated waste is inspected, according to the harmful waste and control waste
regulations that are stipulated under the Basel Agreement, and the relevant outcome is lawfully
managed, pursuant to the waste handling guidelines and the relevant laws and regulations.
The recycled waste volume is 1,002 tons as of 2013. In short, we have made various efforts to
recycle the waste steel and paper.
Onshore 

(Unit: ton)

Designated Waste

2011
2012
2013

+

General Waste

238
250
134

+

Construction Waste

744
1,231
1,426

2012
Offshore
All waste is subject to
consignment disposal

(Unit: m3)

Oil Waste

2011

2013

Sub-total

1,414
1,702
2,330

432
222
770

Offshore

Onshore
Construction waste of Ulsan
office and Geoje office incurred
in the construction sites.

=

5.85
4.80
1.44

+

Solid Waste

121.77
158.01
169.08

=

Sub-total

127.62
162.81
170.52
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Soil Preservation Activities
KNOC installs simple oil retaining walls around the tanks in order to prevent the soil pollution of
the business premises and follows the standardized on site facilities inspection manuals for the
regular inspection by inspecting the tank top plates and oil pipes. In March, 2013, KNOC signed
the second “Voluntary Agreement on Soil Preservation” with the Ministry of Environment, 4
representative refineries, and the Korea Petroleum Association, and in the next 10 years, we
will conduct soil pollution tests at three-year intervals on a voluntary basis as well as a voluntary
restoration project, in addition to the statutory tests.

Active Management
of Soil Environment
Pollution

Species Diversity Preservation Activities
As wildlife or natural treasures at risk of extinction were detected in the nearby areas of Ulsan,
Geoje offices, and Yeosu office, we have implemented various animal protection measures.
In Ulsan office, in 2011, the post-environmental impact assessment additionally confirmed
the emergence of kestrel, a natural treasure, and thereafter, we have consistently prohibited
the capture without due notice and their killing and wounding. In the case of Yeosu office,
the excrement and footprints of a wildcat, the wild life class II designated by the Ministry of
Environment, and an otter, the wild life class I designated by the Ministry of Environment,
were found, and in 2011, the post-environmental impact assessment additionally confirmed
the emergence of kestrel. Upon such findings, we made the transfer to their natural habitats
while providing the temporary places for stay and creating the relevant forest. In the case of
Geoje office, the consistent vegetarian activities of the otter were found, which led to the
establishment of otter movement paths and an artificial water supply source. In addition, we
conduct continuous monitoring activities.

Voluntary Agreement
for Soil Environment
Conservation

Expanded Environment Investment for Future Generations
Based upon the “Environment Protection Expenses Survey” of the Ministry of Environment, we
have calculated our environment protection expenses. We have made investment on various
environmental facilities, such as the expanded installation of oil retaining walls, the integrity
of underground pipelines, the installation of high efficiency oil removal devices, water quality
monitoring devices, and oil vessel VOC controlling system.

Environment Investment Per Category
Type
Atmosphere and Climate Protection
Wastewater Management

2011

2012

2013

767

2,106

2,313

1,302

1,959

2,278

Waste Management

306

380

751

Soil, Underground and Ground Water Protection and Restoration

139

2,040

1,994

Noise Vibration

-

4

-

Species Diversity and Natural Scenery Protection

1

413

250

-

1

140

Other Environment Protection Activities

374

31

116

Revenues on By-production Sales

23

17

14

R&D

* Environment investment per category is calculated per “Environment Protection Expenses Survey” of the
Ministry of Environment (Only applicable to domestic offices)

Systematic Environment Education
To reinforce our staff’s HSE (Health, Safety and Environment) management capacities, we
developed proper HSE curriculums at each HSE competence level and established HSE training
system. Accordingly, we have conducted systematic environmental training in 2013. We
provide environmental education and training, not only regular environmental awareness
such as sharing environmental performance at each site, spreading recent environmental
issues, etc. for all workers in each workplace, but professional trainings, such as GHG and
Energy management, asbestos management, various pollution substances measurement,
environmental facility management method, and so on. Through these educations, we have
strengthened the competency of environmental staff continuously.

Underground Water
Management Education
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Summary of Financial Statements and Awards

Financial Status
Item

2011

2012

2013

Sales (million)

8,948,378

10,553,952

9,962,381

Operating Profit (million)

1,137, 397

788,444

925,464

Net Income (million)

- 152,752

- 904,031

- 715,762

Current Ratio (%)

65.76

65.07

60.18

Debt Ratio (%)

193.17

167.52

180.06

Operating Profit Ratio (%)

12.71

7.47

9.29

Net Profit To Sales Ratio (%)

- 1.71

- 8.57

- 7.18

Net Profit To Total Asset Ratio(%)

- 0.48

- 3.15

- 2.49

Net Income To Stockholders' Equity Ratio(%)

- 1.42

- 8.42

- 6.96

Sales Growth (%)

24.84

17.94

- 5.61

Operating Profit Growth (%)

91.39

- 30.68

17.38

Net Income Growth (%)

-2,711.94

- 491.83

20.83

Total Assets Growth (%)

21.24

- 9.03

0.29

Asset Turnover Ratio (%)

0.31

0.35

0.35

Awards
Awards
2013
Loving home repair service team, "Community Development Merit
Award" 
Anyang City

Geumjang the Red Cross member of merits and Prime Minister

Red Cross

Gas management firm "superior 2013 fireman object" selection

Citation for the 2013 contest promotion of energy conservation,
Korea National organizations
Industry Affairs



National Emergency Management Agency

"Happy 3rd dividing the 2013" Corporate Social Contribution Award

Department of Health and Human Services
2012
National Records Management with Web Opening in 2012 the
prime minister, the accolade receiving prize
National Archives

Social Responsibility Award category Pyeongtaek market

Pyeongtaek City

Received presentation plaque of appreciation for the organization successful hosting The Expo 2012 Yeosu
Yeosu City

Buy Best Small Goods Public Authority Prime Minister Award

Prime Minister

Excellent organ donation education superintendent award

Stockpile management Presidential Citation 

Ministry of Public Administration and Security



Ulsan Metropolitan City Office of Education

Opinet, a public service sector, the mobile brand the grand prize

Equal Employment solid companies Prime Minister





Daily News

Ministry of Employment and Labor

2011
Solid state statistics agency tonggyecheongjang Citation

National Statistical Office

National governance Festival Volunteer Award

Labor-Management Culture Enterprise Award

Eco-friendly and low carbon, green growth industries Merit Award

Ministry of Environment



Ministry of Employment and Labor



The Joong-ang Newspaper Co.
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Third Party Assurance Statement
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LRQA Assurance Statement
Concerning the Korea National Oil Corporation’s Sustainability Report for the calendar years 2012 and 2013
This Assurance Statement has been prepared for the Korea National Oil Corporation in accordance with our contract
but is intended for the readers of this Report.

Terms of Engagement
Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Ltd. (LRQA) was commissioned by the Korea National Oil Corporation (KNOC) to provide
independent assurance on its KNOC 2014 Sustainability Report for the two calendar years 2012 and 2013 (“the Report”) against
the assurance criteria below to a moderate level of assurance using AccountAbility’s AA1000AS(2008), where the scope was a
Type-2 engagement.
Our assurance engagement covered KNOC’s operations and activities in Korea and specifically the following requirements:
· Evaluating adherence to AA1000 Accountability Principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness
· Confirming that the Report is in accordance with application level A of GRI’s G3.1 Reporting Guidelines
· Reviewing whether the Report has been based on GRI’s G3.1oil and gas sector supplement(OGSS)
· Validating KNOC’s self-declaration for GRI’s application level A+
· Evaluating the accuracy and reliability of data and information presented in the Report
Our assurance engagement excluded the data and information of KNOC’s suppliers, contractors and any third-parties mentioned
in the Report.
LRQA’s responsibility is only to KNOC. LRQA disclaims any liability or responsibility to others as explained in the end footnote.
KNOC’s responsibility is for collecting, aggregating, analyzing and presenting all the data and information within the Report and
for maintaining effective internal controls over the systems from which the Report is derived. Ultimately, the Report has been
approved by, and remains the responsibility of KNOC.
LRQA’s Opinion
Based on LRQA’s approach nothing has come to our attention that would cause us to believe that KNOC has not:
· Met the requirements above
· Disclosed accurate and reliable performance data and information as no errors or omissions were detected
· Covered all the issues that are important to the stakeholders and readers of this Report.
The opinion expressed is formed on the basis of a moderate level of assurance and at the materiality of the professional judgment
of the Verifier.
Note: The extent of evidence-gathering for a moderate assurance engagement is less than for a high assurance engagement.
Moderate assurance engagements focus on aggregated data rather than physically checking source data at sites.
LRQA’s Approach
LRQA’s assurance engagements are carried out in accordance with AA1000AS (2008).The following tasks though were
undertaken as part of the evidence gathering process for this assurance engagement:
· Assessing KNOC’s approach to stakeholder engagement to confirm that issues raised by stakeholders were captured correctly.
We did this through reviewing documents and associated records.
· Reviewing KNOC’s process for identifying and determining material issues to confirm that the right issues were included in their
Report. We did this by benchmarking reports written by KNOC and its peers to ensure that sector specific issues were included
for comparability. We also tested the filters used in determining material issues to evaluate whether KNOC makes informed
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business decisions that may create opportunities that contribute to sustainable development.
· Auditing KNOC’s data management systems to confirm that there were no significant errors, omissions or mis-statements in the
Report. We did this by reviewing the effectiveness of data handling procedures, instructions and systems, including those for
internal verification. We also spoke with those key people responsible for compiling the data and drafting the Report.
· Reviewing additional evidence made available by KNOC at its head office in Gwanpyeong-ro 212Beon-gil, Dongan-gu, Anyangsi, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea.
· Checking that the GRI Content Index allows stakeholders to access sustainability performance indicators.
Observations
Further observations and findings, made during the assurance engagement, are:
· Stakeholder Inclusivity: We are not aware of any key stakeholder groups that have been excluded from KNOC’s stakeholder
engagement process. KNOC has emphasized the importance of stakeholder engagement in the Report through addressing the
stakeholder interviews.
· Materiality: We are not aware of any material issues concerning KNOC’s sustainability performance that have been excluded
from the Report. It should be noted that KNOC has established extensive criteria for determining material issues/aspects and
that these criteria are not biased to KNOC’s management. However, KNOC should endeavor to be more familiar with GRI
guidelines and reporting best practices in order to ensure that its material issues are both managed and reported in future
Reports.
· Responsiveness: We are not aware that KNOC has not provided a detailed response to the irrelevant stakeholders. KNOC
has developed stakeholder communication strategies to address their material sustainability issues. However, KNOC should
consider disclosing both positive and negative performance in a more balanced manner.
· Reliability: KNOC’s selected indicators are well defined and regularly reported to relevant government agencies.
LRQA’s Competence and Independence
LRQA ensures the selection of appropriately qualified individuals based on their qualifications, training and experience. The
outcome of all verification and certification assessments is then internally reviewed by senior management to ensure that the
approach applied is rigorous and transparent.
This verification engagement is the only work undertaken by LRQA for KNOC and as such does not compromise our independence
or impartiality.




September 24, 2014
Tae-Kyoung Kim, LRQA Lead Verifier


		

On behalf of Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited

17th Floor, Sinsong Building, 67 Yeouinaru-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
LRQA Reference: SEO6021306

Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries, including Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited (LRQA), and their respective officers,
employees or agents are, individually and collectively, referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not
be liable to any person for any loss, damage or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless
that person has signed a contract with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility
or liability is exclusively on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.
The English version of this Assurance Statement is the only valid version. Lloyd’s Register Group Limited assumes no responsibility for versions translated
into other languages.
This Assurance Statement is only valid when published with the Report to which it refers. It may only be reproduced in its entirety.
Copyright © Lloyd's Register Quality Assurance Limited, 2014. A member of the Lloyd’s Register Group.
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Report on the ISO 26000 Assessment Results

89
Awareness about
Social Responsibility

82.0

■ Assessment Criteria
The Korea Standards Association (KSA) has developed a social responsibility conformity assessment checklist based on ISO 26000,
the international standards on social responsibility (SR), as part of
its service for the Korean Agency for Technology and Standards.
KSA reviewed KNOC's sustainable management process and
seven core themes (organizational governance, human rights,
environment, labor practices, fair operating practices, consumer
issues, and community involvement and development) to assess
its social responsibility conformity.

■ Assessment Scope
KSA assessed KNOC's process for the fulfillment of its social responsibility and its achievements. In doing so, it reviewed KNOC's
mid- and long-term strategies and activities, participation of
stakeholders, and social responsibility activities.

■ Assessment Method

Identification of
Stakeholders and
Their Participation

84.3

Improvement

74.0
73.7

86.3

90.0

83.8

Verification

73.3 70.1
70.0
70.0

76.7
75.2

75.0
Communication

80.0

Analysis of
Core Topics
and Issues
at Stake

75.2

Prioritization and
Formulation of
Strategies and
Plans

Practice
● KNOC

■ Average scores of public enterprises

Awareness about
Social Responsibility

Review of the present state of the organization with
the CEO's will as the basis

Identification of
Stakeholders and
Their Participation

Review of the interest and demands of stakeholders
and formulation of strategies for their participation

Analysis of Core Top- Creation of a list of issues at stake through a review of
ics and Issues at Stake issues and an analysis of organizational capacity

KSA carried out the following activities in order to collect relevant
information based on the ISO 26000 conformity assessment criteria.
- Review of KNOC's mid- and long-term strategies and management performance reports
- Review

of KNOC's internal data in relation to its sustainable
management activities and achievements
- Interviews

of relevant KNOC workers in each area of sustainable
management

Prioritization and For- Prioritization of issues to be improved and managed
mulation of Strategies and formulation of goals and plans with organizational
and Plans
capacity under consideration

Ⅰ.Results of the Assessment of the ISO 26000 Social
Responsibility by Each Process

Ⅱ. Results of the Assessment of the ISO 26000 Seven
Core Themes

The assessment shows that KNOC compiled a list of tasks in order
to systematically perform its social responsibility, set priorities to
manage, and formulated customized communication strategies
for each person of interest to expand its activities, which we consider encouraging.
KNOC strives to fulfill its social responsibility as part of its core value system, but there is still room for improvement in its firm-wide
awareness about social responsibility, its strategies, as well as action system for social responsibility. We also suggest that KNOC
put its plans into action to fulfill its prioritized social responsibility,
monitor its achievements periodically, and increase the roles and
capacity of the relevant organization for systematic management
for consistent improvement. In addition, we plan the formation of
a committee consisting of stakeholders so that the company can
share its in-depth opinions on core issues with them and listen to
them on a regular basis for consistent improvement.

- Organizational Governance
KNOC's highest decision-making body selects experts in diverse
areas as its non-executive directors and supports their decisions
on various issues on management. We suggest that KNOC set
up a sustainable management committee under the board of directors that can enhance the company's awareness about social
responsibility and support the company's decision- making in relation to its goals of social responsibility and achievements.

Practice

Fulfillment of plans, goals, strategies, and vision and
periodical monitoring of achievements in social responsibility

Communication

Creation of a report on achievements for communication with stakeholders

Verification

Activity for the enhancement of the reliability of the
achievements and notification

Improvement

Periodical review of achievements for consistent improvement

- Human Rights
KNOC is proud of its personnel policies and employment regulations that respect diversity and human rights. It offers education
for the protection of its employees' human rights and reinforces
the role of its ombudsman system to protect them in case of any
violation of human rights. We suggest that KNOC come up with
the human rights due diligence criteria for its partners to expand
its awareness about human rights to its partners through education.

The Korea Standards Association is a special corporation established in 1962 based on the Korean Industrial Standardization Act. It is a knowledge service organization that distributes and spreads industrial standardization, quality management, sustainable management, and KS and ISO certification to
corporations in Korea. As the ISO 26000 local assistant administrator, GRI training center, A1000 verification organization, Korean Sustainability Index
(KSI) operating body, UN CDM operating body, and greenhouse gas and energy target management verification body, the Korea Standards Association
contributes to the sustainable development of Korean society.
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- Labor Practices
KNOC abides by the Korean Labor Standards Act and actively supports its employees to maintain balance between work and life
by promoting the flexible working hours system and the vacation
accrual program. It allows its employees to apply for staggered
office hours for a variety of reasons and simplifies the application
procedure in order to create a flexible working environment. Also,
it is notable that the company makes greater efforts to create a
vitalized organizational culture by encouraging its workers to take
advantage of the vacation accrual program. Especially, the company strives to create and improve the work environment in which
its workers can work stably by utilizing various family leave programs for the purpose of receiving education, taking care of children, recovering from an illness, or caring for ill family members.
- Environment
KNOC has been committed to pursuing environmentally friendly
management through the environmental goal management of
its workplaces at home and abroad. It also strives to respond
to climate change and protect the natural ecosystem. It is noteworthy that KNOC actively participates in environment-related
government policies and makes every effort to minimize the environmental impact by managing its environmental policy even
more strictly than the legal standards require. In addition, KNOC
provides its workers with environment-related training on various
topics on a regular basis in order to respond to global warming
and enhance its competence in environmental as well as health
and safety management. It also monitors its partners' environmental management activities in order to increase environmental awareness in the construction sites. KNOC has demonstrated
its commitment to systematic HSE management through training and education of each employee to enhance environmental
awareness while decreasing environmental impact in the workplace.
-Fair operating Practices
KNOC recognizes ethical management as the most important
core value in its management activity and practices ethical management. It has provided executives and department heads with
ethical education and anti-corruption education and assessment
and expanded its effort to workers in overseas offices. In addition, KNOC held a shared growth vision proclamation ceremony
to express its firm determination for shared growth and formed
the shared growth council for mutual survival consisting of KNOC
and its partners for the development and operation of various
cooperative programs for mutual survival. Especially, it operates
in-firm training programs for systematic project operation and
capacity.
- Consumer Issues
KNOC offers diverse information for the convenience of the general public, such as oil information at home and abroad, oil prices,
and oil price forecast, among others. Also, it is noteworthy that
the company has strived to improve the oil distribution structure
by operating the "Economical Gas Station Project" for oil price
stabilization. We suggest that KNOC improve the quality of the
project by reflecting opinions and ideas by stakeholders. Also, we
hope the KNOC will continue to develop new services based on
its oil information database and spread oil information further for
consumer convenience and household economy.
- Community Involvement and Development
KNOC is acutely aware of its corporate social responsibility pushes
various plans for its social contribution programs suitable to its
nature as a state-run energy company. For customized social con-

tributions that meet the needs of the local communities, KNOC
has localized its social contribution organizations consisting of
volunteers for effective management.
Organizational Governance

93.6
Community
Involvement and
Development

Consumer
Issues

96.9
82.7

94.0

90.0
83.7

85.0

86.2

92.1
95.3

Human
Rights

Labor
Practices

71.4
95.3
100.0

Fair Operating
Practices
● KNOC

98.6

Environment

■ Average scores of public enterprises

Organizational
Governance

Respect for corporate social responsibility and integration of
it with the existing system, policy, and practice

Human Rights

Activities for the respect, protection, and realization of human rights within the organization and its jurisdiction

Labor Practices

Policy and practice that affects the workplace environment
for the organization and partners

Environment

Activities in pursuit of holistic approaches to the environment with the organization and the meaning of activities
under consideration in order to reduce the impact of the
organization on the environment

Fair Operating
Practices

Activities relevant to ethical practices between the organization and other organizations such as partners and suppliers

Consumer
Issues

Activities designed to protect consumer rights, such as consumer
education, fair and transparent information about marketing and
contracts, and sustainable promotion of consumption

Community
Activities aiming to maximize its opportunity to support the
Involvement and
local community out of respect for its rights
Development

Ⅲ. Conclusion
KNOC's ISO 26000 conformity assessment shows that KNOC
achieved SR Grade 4 with a total score of 873.3 points including 277.2 points out 360 for process and 596.1 out of 640 in
achievements. KNOC shows a firm-wide, clear awareness of labor practices, the environment, and fair operating practices and
takes action systematically, but it needs to improve its process and
action system for the promotion of social responsibility activity.
We hope that KNOC will grow further as a sustainable energy
power through the systematic management of the whole processes from thorough planning and practices based on the social
responsibility priority to the review and improvement of the planning and practices.

October 2014
Baek Soo-Hyun,
Chairman of the Korea Standards Association
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 Reported,
Index
Number

◐ Partially Reported,

ISO
26000

Description

Stakeholder Engagement Principle
Border Protocol

◯ Not Reported,

Core Subject and Issue
of ISO 26000

6.8.2

Engagement of community

6.6.5

Promotion of social responsibility
in value chain

N/A Not Applicable
Page

Reported

24~25



About this Report



1. Strategy and Analysis
1.1
1.2

Statement from the most senior decision maker (e.g. CEO, chairman, or
other equivalent executives) of the organization about the relevance of
sustainability to the organization and its strategy
Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities

6.2

Organizational governance

6.2

2~3



2~3



6~7
6~7




2. Organizational Profile
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Name of the organization
Primary brands, products, and/or services
Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions,
operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures
Location of organization’s headquarters
Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of
countries where either major operations are carried out or that are specifically relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the report
Nature of ownership and legal form
Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and
types of customers/beneficiaries)
Scale of the reporting organization
Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided.
Date of most recent previous report (if any).
Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)
Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents
Process for defining report content
Scope of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased
facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). See GRI Boundary Protocol for
further guidance.
State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report
(see completeness principle for explanation of scope).
Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities,
outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly affect
comparability from period to period and/or between organizations
Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including
assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the
compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report.
Explain any decisions not to apply, or to substantially diverge from, the
GRI Indicator Protocols.
Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided
in earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement (e.g.,mergers/
acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods).
Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope,
boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report
Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report
Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance
for the report.

6.2

Organizational governance

6~7



6~7



10~11



10~11



10~11



6~7



About this Report



85



About this Report
About this Report
About this Report
About this Report
26~27







About this Report



About this Report



About this Report



About this Report



About this Report



About this Report



90~94



86~87



6.2

16~17



6.2

16~17



16~17



6.2

16~17



6.2

16~17



6.2

16~17



3. Report Parameters

3.6
3.7
3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11
3.12
3.13

7.5.3

Type of communication on
social responsivility

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

Governance structure of the organization, including committees under
the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, for functions
such as setting strategy or organizational oversight
Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an
executive officer.
For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number
and gender of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or non-executive members
Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest governance body
Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance
body, senior managers, and executives (including departure arrangements), and the organization's performance (including social and
environmental performance)
Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure that
conflicts of interest are avoided

6.2
Organizational governance
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 Reported,
Index
Number

◐ Partially Reported,

ISO
26000

Description

◯ Not Reported,

Core Subject and Issue
of ISO 26000

N/A Not Applicable
Page

Reported

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
4.7

Process for determining the composition, qualifications, and expertise of the
members of the highest governance body and its committees, including any
consideration of gender and other indicators of diversity.

6.2

16~17



4.8

Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and
principles relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance and the
status of their implementation

6.2

14~15



4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s
identification and management of economic, environmental, and social performance, including relevant risks and opportunities, and adherence or compliance
with internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct, and principles

6.2

16~17



4.10

Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance,
particularly with respect to economic, environmental, and social performance.

6.2

16~17



4.11

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organization

6.2

16~17



4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles,
or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses

6.2

95



4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/
international advocacy organizations in which the organization: * Has positions
in governance bodies; * Participates in projects or committees; * Provides
substantive funding beyond routine membership dues; or * Views membership
as strategic.

6.2

95



4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization

6.2

24~25



4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage

6.2

24~25



4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement
by type and by stakeholder group.

6.2

24~25



4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has responded to those key topics and
concerns, including reporting

6.2

24~25



EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating
costs, employee compensation, donations and other community investments, retained
earnings, and payments to capital providers and governments

6.8/6.8.3/
6.8.7/6.8.9

8~9



EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's
activities due to climate change

6.5.5

Organizational governance

Economic Performance Indicators (Disclosure of Management Approach)

EC3

Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from government

EC5

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local
minimum wage at significant locations of operation

Community involvement and development/
Wealth and income creation/Social investment
Climate change mitigation

6.4.4/6.8

79



KONC operates
99% of the defined
benefit type pension and 1% defined contribution
type pension.



No governmentsubsidy



6.4.4/6.8

Condition of work and social protector/Community involvement and development

68-69



6.6.6/6.8/
6.8.5/6.8.7

Promoting social responsibility in the value
chain/Community involvement and development/Employment creation and skills development/Wealth and income creation

66~67



EC6

Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on
locally-based suppliers at significant locations of operation

EC7

Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from
the local community at significant locations of operation

6.8/6.8.5/6.8.7

Community involvement and development/
Employment creation and skill development/
Wealth and income creation

68-69

◐

EC8

Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services primarily
provided for public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono engagement

6.3.9/6.8/6.8.3/
6.8.4/6.8.5/6.8.6/
6.8.7/6.8.9

Economic, social and cultural rights/Community involvement and development/Community involvement/Education and culture/
Technology development and access/Wealth
and income creation/Social investment

74~77



EC9

Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including
the extent of such impacts

6.3.9/6.6.6/6.6.7/6.7
.8/6.8/6.8.5/6.8.6/6.
8.7/6.8.9

Economic, social and cultural rights/Promoting social responsibility in the value chain/
Respect for property rights/Access to essential services/ Community involvement and
development/Employment creation and skills
development/Technology development and
access/Wealth and income creation/Social
investment

74~77



EN1

Materials used by weight or volume

-

N/A

EN2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials

-

N/A

EN3

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source

80~81



EN4

Indirect energy consumption by primary source

80~81



79~81



79~81



Environment Performance Indicators (Disclosure of Management Approach)

EN5

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements

EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy-based products and
services, and reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives

EN7

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved

79~81



EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

79~80



EN9

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water

79~80



EN10

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused.

79~80



EN11

Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to protected
areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

83



EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on
biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside
protected areas

83



EN13

Habitats protected or restored

No habitats restored



6.5/6.5.4

6.5/6.5.6

Environment/Sustainable resource use

Environment/Protection of the environment,
biodiversity, and restoration of natural
habitats
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 Reported,
Index
Number

◐ Partially Reported,

ISO
26000

Description

◯ Not Reported,

Core Subject and Issue
of ISO 26000

N/A Not Applicable
Page

Reported

83



-

N/A

78~79



Environment Performance Indicators (Disclosure of Management Approach)
EN14

Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity

EN15

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with
habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk.

EN16

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight

EN17

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight

EN18

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved

6.5/6.5.6

6.5/6.5.5

Environment/Protection of the environment,
biodiversity, and restoration of natural
habitats

Environment/Climate change mitigation

78~79



78~79



-

N/A

EN19

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight

EN20

NOx, SOx and other significant air emissions by type and weight

EN21

Total water discharge by quality and destination.

EN22

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

82~83



EN23

Total number and volume of significant spills

-

N/A

EN24

Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and
percentage of transported waste shipped internationally

-

N/A

EN25

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting organization's discharges
of water and runoff

6.5/6.5.3

EN26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and
extent of impact mitigation

EN27

Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed
by category

EN28

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of
non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

EN29

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials
used for the organization's operations, and transporting members of the workforce.

EN30

Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type

Environment/Prevention of pollution

82



80~81



6.5/6.5.4/6.5.6

Environment/Sustainable resource use/
Protection of the environment, biodiversity,
and restoration of natural habitats

80~81



6.5/6.5.4/6.6.6/
6.7.5

Environment /Sustainable resource use/
Promoting social responsibility in the value
chain/Sustainable consumption

80~83



6.5/6.5.4/6.7.5

Environment/Sustainable resource use /
Sustainable consumption

-

N/A

No regulatory
violations



6.5
6.5/6.5.4/6.6.6
6.5

Environment
Environment/Sustainable resource use /Promoting social responsibility in the value chain
Environment

-

N/A

83



68~69



68~69



72~73



73



73



Permanent employees
only cover joint
labor-management
health and safety
committees.



Labor Practices (Disclosure of Management Approach)
LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region, broken
down by gender.

LA2

Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age
group, gender, and region.

6.4/6.4.3

Labor practice/Employment and employment
relationships

LA3

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or
part-time employees, by major operations.

6.4/6.4.3/6.4.4

Benefits provided to full-time employees that
are not provided to temporary or part-time
employees (by operating location)

LA4

Percentage of employees covered by collective agreements

6.4/6.4.3/6.4.4/
6.4.5/6.3.10

Labor practice/Employment and employment
relationships/Condition of work and social
protector/Social dialogue /Fundamental
principles and rights at work

LA5

Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including
whether it is specified in collective agreements.

LA6

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker
health and safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational
health and safety programs.

LA7

6.4/6.4.3/
6.4.4/6.4.5

6.4/6.4.6

Labor practice/Employment and employment
relationships /
Condition of work and social protector/Social
dialogue

Labor practice/Health and safety at work

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number
of work-related fatalities by region and by gender.

No work-related
injury



Labor practice/Health and safety at work/
Community involvement and development/
Community involvement /Education and
culture/Health

73



LA8

Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place
to assist workforce members, their families, or community members regarding
serious diseases

LA9

Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions

6.4/6.4.6

Labor practice/Health and safety at work

73

◐

LA10

Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category

6.4/6.4.7

Labor practice/Human development and
training in the workplace

70



72~73



LA11

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews, by gender.

LA13

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category
according to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity

LA14

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category, by significant locations of operation.

LA15

Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender

6.4/6.4.6/6.8/
6.8.3/6.8.4/6.8.8

6.4/6.4.7/6.8.5
6.4/6.4.7

Labor practice/Human development and
training in the workplace /Employment creation and skills development
Labor practice/Human development and
training in the workplace

71



6.3.7/6.3.10/
6.4/6.4.3

Discrimination and vulnerable groups/
Fundamental principles and rights at work/
Labor practice/Employment and employment
relationships

16~17



6.3.7/6.3.10/
6.4/6.4.3/6.4.4

Discrimination and vulnerable groups/
Fundamental principles and rights at work/
Labor practice/Employment and employment
relationships

69~71



72



Prohibition of discrimination against vulnerable group/Guarantee of economic, social,
and cultural rights of corporate and community members
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Index
Number

Description

ISO
26000

HR1

Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include
human rights clauses or that have undergone human rights screening

HR2

Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone
screening on human rights and actions taken

HR3

Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects
of human rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of
employees trained

Core Subject and Issue
of ISO 26000

Page

Reported

6.3/6.33/6.3.5/
6.6.6

Human rights/Due diligence/Avoidance of
complicity / Promoting social responsibility in
the value chain

Does not manage



6.3/6.3.3/6.3.5/
6.4.3/6.6.6

Human right/Due diligence/Avoidance of
complicity/Employment and employment
relationships /Promoting social responsibility
in the value chain

Does not manage



Human Rights (Disclosure on Management Approach)

6.3/6.3.5

Human rights/ Avoidance of complicity

70



No discrimination



HR4

Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken

6.3/6.3.6/6.3.7/
6.3.10/6.4.3

Human rights/Resolving grievances/Discrimination and vulnerable groups /Fundamental
principles and rights at work /Employment
and employment relationships

HR5

Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and
collective bargaining may be at significant risk, and actions taken to support
these rights

6.3/6.3.3/6.3.4/
6.3.5/6.3.8/
6.3.10/6.4.3/
6.4.5

Human rights/Due diligence/Human rights
risk situations/ Avoidance of complicity /Civil
and political rights/Fundamental principles
and rights at work/Employment and employment relationships /Social dialogue

73



HR6

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and
measures taken to contribute to the elimination of child labor

Human rights/Due diligence/Human rights
risk situations/ Avoidance of complicity/
Discrimination and vulnerable groups /Fundamental principles and rights at work

73



HR7

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or
compulsory labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of forced or
compulsory labor

Human right/Avoidance of complicity/Employment and employment relationships /Promoting social responsibility in the value chain

6.3/6.3.3/
6.3.4/6.3.5/
6.3.7/6.3.10

73



Human rights/Resolving grievances/Discrimination and vulnerable groups/Fundamental
principles and rights at work/Employment
and employment relationships

Not completed
education on human
right policies

N/A

Human rights/Resolving grievances/Discrimination and vulnerable groups /

Not applicable as
the site is located
within the industrial
complex



Does not manage



73



74~77



32~57



HR8

Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations

6.3/6.3.5/6.4.3/
6.6.6

HR9

Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people
and actions taken.

6.3/6.3.6/6.3.7/
6.3.8/6.6.7

HR10

Percentage and total number of operations that have been subject to human
rights reviews and/or impact assessments

Due diligence/Human rights risk situations

HR11

Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed and resolved
through formalgrievance mechanisms.

Resolving grievances

Civil and political rights/Respect for property
rights

Social Performance Indicators (Disclosure on Management Approach)

SO1

Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement,
impact assessments, and development programs.

SO2

Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to
corruption

SO3

Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies/
procedures

SO4

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption

SO5

Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and
lobbying

SO6

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians,
and related institutions by country

SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes.

SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations

SO9

Operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local communities

SO10

Prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with significant
potential or actual negative impacts on local communities

6.3.9/6.8/6.8.5/
6.8.7*/6.6.7

6.6/6.6.3

6.6/6.6.4/6.8.3

Economic, social and cultural rights/Community involvement and development/
Employment creation and skills development/
Wealth and income creation/Respect for
property rights

Fair operation practice/Anti-corruption

Fair operation practice/Responsible political
involvement /Community involvement

20~21



No incidents of
corruption



Not applicable

N/A

Not applicable

N/A

6.6/6.6.5/6.6.7

Fair operation practice/Fair competition/Respect for property rights

No regulatory
violations



6.6/6.6.7/6.8.7

Fair operation practice/Respect for property
rights /Wealth and income creation

No regulatory
violations



Community involvement and development

32~57



Community involvement and development

74~77



Not applicable due
KNOC does not
directly sell petroleum
products

N/A

No regulatory
violations



Not applicable since
KNOC does not
directly sell petroleum
products

N/A

No regulatory
violations



60



Not applicable as
KNOC does not
directly sell petroleum
products

N/A

No regulatory
violations



No customer
complaints



No regulatory
violations



Product Responsibility (Disclosure on Management Approach)
PR1

PR2

Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services
are assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and
services categories subject to such procedures
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during
their life cycle by type of outcomes

PR3

Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of significant products and services subject to such information requirements

PR4

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning product and service information and labeling, by type of
outcomes

PR5

Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

PR6

Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to
marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship

6.3.9/6.6.6/6.7/
6.7.4/6.7.5

6.7/6.7.3/
6.7.4/6.7.5/
6.7.6/6.7.9

Economic, social and cultural rights/Promoting social responsibility in the value chain/
Consumer issue/Protecting consumers’ health
and safety/Sustainable consumption

Consumer issue/Fair marketing, factual and
unbiased information and fair contractual
practices/Protecting consumers’ health and
safety/Sustainable consumption/Consumer
service, support, and complaint and dispute
resolution/Education and awareness

6.7/6.7.4/
6.7.5/6.7.6/
6.7.8/6.7.9

Consumer issue/Protecting consumers’ health
and safety /Sustainable consumption/Consumer service, support, and complaint and
dispute resolution/Access to essential services
/Education and awareness

6.7/6.7.3/
6.7.6/6.7.9

Consumer issue/Fair marketing, factual and
unbiased information and fair contractual
practices/Protecting consumers’ health and
safety/Sustainable consumption/Consumer
service, support, and complaint and dispute
resolution/Education and awareness

PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes.

PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer
privacy and losses of customer data

6.7/6.7.7

Consumer issue/Consumer data protection
and privacy

PR9

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of products and services

6.7/6.7.6

Consumer issue/Consumer service, support,
and complaint and dispute resolution
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 Reported,
Index
Number

◐ Partially Reported,

◯ Not Reported,

Description

N/A Not Applicable

Page

Reported

Oil and Gas Sector Supplement
OG1

Volume and type of estimated proved reserves and production.

32~33,35



OG2

Total amount invested in renewable energy.

83



OG3

Total amount of renewable energy generated by source.

79



OG4

Number and percentage of significant operating sites in which biodiversity risk
has been assessed and monitored.

83


◐

OG5

Volume of formation or produced water.

To be reviewed in the near future

OG6

Volume of flared and vented hydrocarbon.

To be reviewed based on the data calculation
standards

N/A

OG7

Amount of drilling waste (drill mud and cuttings) and strategies for treatment
and disposal.

There was no domestic drilling operation in 2012
and 2013, and overseas operations are managed according to the applicable governmental policies

N/A

OG8

Benzene, Lead and Sulfur content in fuels.

Not applicable as KNOC produces the product, and
does not refine it

N/A

OG9

Operations where indigenous communities are present or affected by activities
and where specific engagement strategies are in place.

Not applicable as there is no indigenous communities
in the operations of KNOC

N/A

OG10

Number and description of significant disputes with local communities and
indigenous peoples.

Not applicable as there is no indigenous communities
in the operations of KNOC

N/A

OG11

Number of sites that have been decommissioned and sites that are in the
process of being decommissioned.

Possible in the future

OG12

Operations where involuntary resettlement took place, the number of households resettled in each and how their livelihoods were affected in the process.

Not applicable as KNOC operates its businesses in
the completed industrial complex.

N/A

OG13

Number of process safety events, by business activity.

Process safety events are being reviewed to be aggregated

N/A

OG14

Volume of biofuels produced and purchased meeting sustainability criteria.

KNOC does not produce and purchase.





Joining and Supporting UNGC
KNOC has complied with the ten principles in the four areas of human rights, labour, environment, and anticorruption, presented by UNGC (UN Global Compact), in order to fully perform its social responsibilities. We joined
UNGC in August 2007 and has submitted CoP (Communication on Progress) to share its activities of compliance.
UN Global Compact

Principles
Human Rights
1. We abide by and respect the human rights declared at the international level.
2. We confirm that we do not participate in the violation of human rights.
Labor
3. We guarantee the freedom of meetings and negotiation rights.
4. We exclude all forms of slavery.
5. We abolish child labor in practice.
6. We eradicate discrimination in hiring and business.
Environment

KNOC observes ten basic principles in
the four fields which is an international
agreement prepared by the UN on the
issue of corporate social responsibilities.

7. We support a preventative approach in terms of environmental issues.
8. We lead the efforts in taking more responsibilities for environmental issues.
9. We

encourage the development and expansion of pro-environmental
technologies.
Anti-corruption
10. We strive to root out all forms of corruption such as extortion and bribery.

Sustainability Report 2014

Corporate History and Membership
History
Feb. 2014
		
Dec. 2013
		
June 2013
		
Mar. 2013
		
July 2012
		
June 2012
Apr. 2011
Mar. 2011
Feb. 2011
Sept. 2010
Dec. 2009
		
Dec. 2009
		
Feb. 2009
		
Dec. 2008
June 2008
		
May 2008
Jan. 2008
		
Sept. 2007
May 2007
Nov. 2006
Nov. 2006
		
Nov. 2006
Nov. 2005
Oct. 2005
Oct. 2005
Aug. 2005
		

Significant oil discovery in the Hawler Block in Iraqi Kurdistan
(The single largest oil field since the foundation of the KNOC)
Launch of a joint venture “Korea Oil Terminal Co., Ltd.” For
Northeast Asia Oil Hub Ulsan Project
Declaration of vision for the Northeast Asia Oil Hub and
the completion ceremony for the Yeosu tank terminal
The Vision Declaration Ceremony
(KNOC-Creating Value Beyond Energy)
Established the Abu Dhabi office and acquired business
license for KADAC Ltd.
Acquired assets of EP Energy of the USA.
Purchased stake in Shale-Oil Blok of Anadarko of the USA
Acquired Altius Holdings Inc. of Kazakhstan
Acquired Hunt Oil Company of Canada
Acquired Dana Petroleum of the U.K.
Acquired Sumbe of Kazakhstan
(Changed the company name to KNOC Caspian LLP)
Acquired Harvest Energy Trust of Canada
(Changed the company name to Harvest Operations Corp.)
Acquired Petro-Tech of Peru
(Changed the company name to Savia Peru)
Completed additional stockpiling facility in Yeosu
Signed an oil production contract for 8 blocks with the
Iraqi Kurdistan regional government
Established ANKOR Energy, a local subsidiary in the USA.
Acquired assets for production fields in the Gulf of Mexico,
the USA
Completed the second phase of the ERP Project
Opened an site office in Canada
Launched the Oil Development Investing Fund
Completion ceremony for gas production facilities at the
11-2 Block in Vietnam
Launched the Oil Field Development Fund No.1
Completed the first phase of the ERP Project
Obtained credit ratings
Opened an office in Kazakhstan
Completed the above-ground tanks for the Seosan
Stockpile Base

Nov. 2004
July 2004
Nov. 2003
Mar. 2002
		
Aug. 2001
		
Aug. 2001
		
Sept. 2000
July 2000
May 1999
Jan. 1999
Sept. 1998
July 1998
May 1998
Oct. 1997
Jan. 1997
Feb. 1996
		
July 1995
		
Dec. 1994
		
Oct. 1994
		
Oct. 1992
July 1989
Dec. 1987
		
Aug. 1986
June 1985
Jan. 1985
Apr. 1982
Aug. 1981
July 1981
Mar. 1979
Dec. 1978

Completion ceremony for the Donghae-1 Gas Field
The first gas production from the Donghae-1 Gas Field off Korea
A ceremony marking oil production in Vietnam’s 15-1 Block
Groundbreaking ceremony for the Donghae-1 gas
production facility
Announcement on the development of the 15-1 Block
off Vietnam
A ceremony marking the success of the Korea-Vietnam
oil development (Aug. 23, 2001)
Discovery of large-scale oil in the 15-1 Block off Vietnam
Donghae office opened
Gokseong office opened
PEDCO renamed as the Korea National Oil Corporation (KNOC)
Yeosu office opened
Discovery of the Donghae-1 Gas Field
Yongin office opened
KNOC Sambidoyong Ltd. (KSL) in Indonesia was established.
Peru office opened
The Korea Captain Company Ltd. (KCCL) in the U.K. was
established
Construction of the Korea Oil Development Center was
completed.
Sold off KNOC’s invested company “Korea Oil Pipeline Co., Ltd.”
and invested in the Daehan Oil Pipeline Corporation.
The Korea Drilling Company (KDC) was incorporated into
the KNOC
Vietnam office opened
Pyeongtaek office opened
The first discovery of natural gas in the domestic
continental shelf
The Korea Pipeline Corp. (KDC) was established.
Indonesia Office opened
Geoje office opened
The Korea Drilling Company (KDC) was established.
Houston representative office opened
Guri office and Ulsan office opened
Korea Petroleum Development Corp. (PEDCO) was established.
The Korea Petroleum Development Act was promulgated.

Memberships
Korea Petroleum Association
Electric Engineers Association
Korean Society of Civil Engineers
Energy & Mineral Resources Association of Korea
Federation of Korean Industries
Korea Dietetic Association
Korea Association for Innovation
Korean Library Association
Korea Environmental Preservation Association
Korea Firefighting Association
Public Corporation Council for Korean Pact on Anti-Corruption & Transparency
Audit Innovation Forum
Korea Industrial Safety Association
Korea Productivity Center
Korean Association for Organizational Studies
Emergency Planning Officers Associations
Korea Fire Safety Association
Institute of Internal Auditors
Korean Association of Middle East Studies
Workplace Reserved Forces Commanders Association
Korea Customs Association
WPC Korea Committee Korean Resource Economics Association
Korea CFO Association
International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC)
Korea Electric Engineers Association
Korea Society for Energy Engineering

Korean Society of Mineral & Energy Resources Engineers
Korean Society of Economic & Environmental Geology
Korean Society of Earth & Exploration Geophysicists
Korean Institute of Chemical Engineers
Korea Fire Insurance Association
Geological Society of Korea
Korean Society of Soil & Groundwater Environment
Council on Overseas Advancement of Energy Industries
Korea Accounting Association
Korean Member Committee, WEC
Korea International Trade Association
Korea Industrial Technology Association
Korean Society for Geosystem Engineering
BEST Forum
International Contractors Association of Korea
Korea Human Resources Management Association
Korean Society of Petroleum Geology
Korea Management Association
Korea Collaboration Association
Korean Society of Petroleum Engineering
Energy Public Corporation CEO Club
Korea Carbon Capture and Storage Association (KCCSA)
Korean Geotechnical Society
Korea Plant Industries Association
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Readers’ Survey
Please Share Your Precious Opinions with Us.
KNOC would like to collect precious opinions from the readers of KNOC Sustainability Management Report 2014
and other various stakeholders in order to improve the document. Please fill out the following form and send it to
us by mail or fax (contact information is provided below).

1. To which of the following groups do you belong?
 Customer

 Employee

 Government

 Local Community

 Business Partner

 NGO & Civic Group

 Specialized Agency

 Others (

)

2. How did you hear about this report?
 KNOC Website

 Media (e.g. newspaper)

 Web Surfing

 KNOC Staff

 Seminar / Lecture

 Others ( 

)

3. For what purpose do you intend to use this report? (You may choose multiple boxes)
 To obtain information about KNOC
 To understand KNOC’s CSR activities
 To compare and analyze the industry in which KNOC is engaged
 To use the report for research or educational purposes
 Others (

)

4. Which issues in this report interest you? (You may choose multiple boxes)
 Introduction
 I. Sustainable Strategy
 II. Sustainable Business
 III. Sustainable Value chain
 IV. Appendix

5. If
 there is a section that needs to be supplemented, which section will it be? (You may choose multiple boxes)
 Introduction
 I. Sustainable Strategy
 II. Sustainable Business
 III. Sustainable Value chain
 IV. Appendix

6. Did you find this report helpful in your understanding of the activities of KNOC for Sustainability
report?
 Very Helpful
 Helpful
 Somewhat
 Not Helpful
 Not Helpful At All

7. How would you rate this report?
Effectiveness of Information
  Very Satisfied   Satisfied

  Somewhat Satisfied

  Not Satisfied

  Very Not Satisfied

Accuracy of Information
  Very Satisfied   Satisfied

  Somewhat Satisfied

  Not Satisfied

  Very Not Satisfied

Volume of Information
  Very Satisfied   Satisfied

  Somewhat Satisfied

  Not Satisfied

  Very Not Satisfied

Design
  Very Satisfied

  Somewhat Satisfied

  Not Satisfied

  Very Not Satisfied

  Satisfied

8. Please write your opinions about the Sustainability management activities of KNOC or this
report in general.

Send to
Homepage

http://www.knoc.co.kr

Address

(681-816), Road No. 305, Jongga-ro, Jung-gu,
Ulsan, Republic of Korea

Department Strategy & Planning Dept.
Email

CSR@knoc.co.kr

Phone

+82-52-216-2305, 2307
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